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Abstract 
Various models driven by a hidden Markov chain in discrete or continuous time 
are developed to capture the stylised features of market variables whose levels or 
values constitute as the underliers of financial derivative contracts or investment 
portfolios. Since the parameters are switching regimes, the changes and develop- 
ments in the economy as soon as they arise are readily reflected in these models. 
The change of probability measure technique and the EM algorithm are fundamen- 
tal techniques utilised in the optimal parameter estimation. Recursive adaptive 
filters for the state of the Markov chain and other auxiliary processes related to 
the Markov chain are derived which in turn yield self-tuning dynamic financial 
models. A hidden Markov model (HMM)-based modelling set-up for commodity 
prices is developed and the predictability of the gold market under this setting is 
examined. An Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) model with HMM parameters is proposed 
and under this set-up, we address two statistical inference issues: the sensitivity 
of the model to small changes in parameter estimates and the selection of the op- 
timal number of states. The extended OU model is implemented on a data set of 
30-day Canadian T-bill yields. An exponential of a Markov-switching OU process 
plus a compound Poisson process is put forward as a model for the evolution of 
electricity spot prices. Using a data set compiled by Nord Pool, we illustrate the 
vast improvements gained in incorporating regimes in the model. A multivariate 
HMM is employed as a framework in providing the solutions of two asset allocation 
problems; one involves the mean-variance utility function and the other entails the 
CVaR constraint. Finally, the valuation of credit default swaps highlights the im- 
portant considerations necessitated by pricing in a regime-switching environment. 
Certain numerical schemes are applied to obtain approximations for the default 
probabilities and swap rates. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
A hidden Markov model (HMM) is a mathematical model in which the system 
being modelled contains a hidden Markov process. The parameters of the model 
are unknown and must be determined from a set of observable data. The tech- 
nique has its origin in speech recognition and signal processing and has become 
more popular in mathematical finance in the last decade. Hamilton pioneered the 
application of HMMs in the analysis of economic time series in [79] and [80]. The 
main idea behind an HMM is that the latent state of the system and other unob- 
servable information are hidden in an observation process, which is corrupted by 
some "noise". In the context of finance and economics, the observation process 
could be a univariate or multivariate financial time series. This hidden informa- 
tion is assumed to follow the dynamics of a finite-state Markov chain in discrete or 
continuous time. To extract and benefit from this information for making financial 
decisions, we need to filter the signals out of the observed data via an HMM filtering 
technique. Modelling in financial markets is mainly concerned with the determina- 
tion of models, which are able to capture the empirically observed characteristics 
of financial time series. In the valuation of financial products, for example, the 
uncertainty of the underlying assets or variables needs to be taken into account. 
When measuring various types of financial risks and optimising portfolios, an ac- 
curate model for the underlying variables is also desired. Therefore, it is necessary 
that the model is able to reproduce the realistic features of the observed time series. 
In this thesis, we demonstrate that HMMs can evidently capture these realistic 
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characteristics in several markets. The flexibility of an HMM can be attributed to 
its ability to allow regime shifts that may occur from time to time in the dynamics 
of the financial variables. Whilst HMM applications in finance have been explored 
by other researchers, this thesis proposes and develops further applications and 
extensions of certain HMM frameworks. 
The motivation of the thesis in advancing HMM-modulated models in finance is 
supported by empirical studies in recent years. These empirical papers provide 
overwhelming evidence that incorporating regime shifts in modelling frameworks 
adds more capability in replicating the stylised behaviours of the data series. Drif- 
fill, et al. [45], amongst others conducted a study and found an increased number 
of realistic data features by employing a regime-switching model for interest rates. 
In a regime-switching model set-up, parameters are able to take different values de- 
pending on the state of an economy. Generally, different and various states of the 
market economy may symbolise different stages of the business cycle and current 
states of supply and demand, amongst the many other economic factors. 
An associated challenge that arises from HMM calibration and implementation 
is the calculation of optimal model parameters. In this thesis, we contribute fur- 
ther to the literature by refining and extending the change of probability measure 
approach in Elliott et al. [49]. Recursive filters related to the underlying Markov 
chain are derived. The parameters are computed, in terms of the recursive filters, 
using the Expectation-Maximisation (EM) algorithm. Due to the recursive nature 
of estimation equations for each parameter, the estimates can be updated instantly 
as soon as new information becomes available in the market. This dynamic pa- 
rameter estimation is a distinctive element in our implementation approach that 
makes all models proposed in the succeeding chapters self-tuning. A comprehen- 
sive overview of HMMs together with other approaches in parameter estimation 
and applications to other related fields can be found in Ephraim and Merhav [60]. 
The main objectives of this thesis are: (i) to develop several HMM-based models 
in capturing the dynamics of important market primitives; (ii) to calculate optimal 
parameter estimates of these models using HMM filtering techniques developed via 
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change of probability methods; (iii) to apply and assess these models within the 
three core aspects of financial modelling, which are pricing, asset allocation and risk 
measurement; and (iv) to investigate the forecasting performance of these models 
via error analysis and compare some of them to other known econometric models. 
To attain these objectives, this thesis is organised as follows. The first chapter 
gives a review of HMMs and an introduction to the change of measure technique 
which is applied subsequently to chapters 3,5,6 and 7. Chapter 3 puts forward 
an HMM-based model for commodity markets and takes on gold spot prices as a 
particular focus of study. The observation process is assumed to have drift and 
volatility, which are functions of a Markov chain in discrete time; furthermore, the 
volatility component has white noise perturbation. Adaptive and recursive filters 
are derived which in turn provide optimal model parameter estimates. A data set 
consisting of gold prices for the period 1973-2006 was utilised to illustrate the nu- 
merical computation involved in the implementation. We analyse the predictability 
of gold prices within the HMM framework using the Diebold-Killian metric. Our 
findings suggest that a two-state HMM is sufficient to describe the dynamics of 
the data and the gold price is predictable up to a certain extent in the short term 
but almost impossible to predict in the long term. Additionally, we benchmark the 
HMM forecasts with the forecasts of other known econometric models with respect 
to price predictability and forecasting errors. 
A general filtering technique adopted from Elliott [48] is detailed in chapter 4. 
The recursive filters for the Markov chain and related processes are calculated and 
employed in the modelling set-up of chapters 5 and 6. In chapter 5, an HMM-based 
model for interest rate dynamics is proposed. In this setting, the observation pro- 
cess is governed by an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) process with Markov switching 
parameters. An on-line parameter estimation scheme using the EM algorithm is 
constructed. The proposed model is implemented on a data set of 30-day Cana- 
dian T-bills, which are used as a proxy for short term interest rates. We obtain 
one-step ahead forecasts that closely resemble the original time series data. That 
is, the regime-switching interest rate model developed yields very small prediction 
errors. A sensitivity analysis for the model with respect to changes in the param- 
eter estimates is conducted with the aid of the Fisher information. Moreover, we 
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investigate the optimal number of states for the Markov chain using the Akaike 
information criterion. 
Chapter 6 generalises the modelling set-up of chapter 5. This extension is es- 
sential to achieve a realistic model for electricity spot prices, which aside from 
mean-reversion also exhibit peculiar properties such as seasonality and frequently 
occurring jumps. The optimal estimates are derived recursively for the parameters 
of the OU-process and the jump size process. Once again, we have a self-calibrating 
model here, which is implemented on a deseasonalised series of daily spot electric- 
ity prices from the Nordic exchange Nord Pool. On the basis of one-step ahead 
forecasts, we found that the model is able to capture the empirical characteristics 
of Nord Pool spot prices. The pricing of expected spots on delivery is included to 
demonstrate an application of our model to pricing. 
An exposition of a multivariate version of an HMM is presented in chapter 7. 
Here, a vector observation process is given with one underlying Markov chain. The 
optimal parameter estimation is described and as for the applications, we address 
two asset allocation problems. In the first problem, an investor is faced with the 
problem of competing investment strategies. The performance of these available in- 
vestment strategies will be compared with that of the HMM-driven strategy which 
relies on the risk-adjusted forecasts. Under a two-dimensional HMM set-up, op- 
timal allocation weights for a portfolio are further derived, where an investor can 
either invest in growth or value stocks. The second asset allocation problem deals 
with a stochastic programming type of enquiry, where an objective function needs 
to be optimised subject to the CVaR constraints. The HMM results and the sce- 
nario generation technique are interfaced in this chapter. It will be shown that 
the scenario generator gives stable solutions for a variety of portfolio optimisation 
problem formulations. 
This thesis culminates with a pricing application of the HMM in chapter 8. Under 
a Markov-modulated Merton's structural model approach, the swap rate in a credit 
default swap (CDS) is calculated. The value of the firm has regime-switching pa- 
rameters but in contrast to the previous chapters, the underlying Markov chain is 
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assumed observable and evolves in continuous time. The pricing method uses the 
Esscher transform to find an equivalent martingale measure. A system of coupled 
partial differential equations (PDEs) satisfied by the default probabilities under the 
risk-neutral and physical measures is derived. Under a two-state Markov chain, a 
numerical solution to this system of PDEs is obtained through the Crank-Nicolson 
scheme. A Monte-Carlo simulation is performed to compare the computational ef- 
ficiency of the two numerical schemes. In the context of financial valuation, adding 
the possibility of regime shifts in a model can help overcome the underestimation 
of the default probabilities and CDS swap rates. 
The thesis concludes in chapter 9 with the summary of the contributions of this re 
search and the identification of possible specific directions, which are ramifications 
resulting from the analysis carried out in this work. 
Chapter 2 
Review of hidden Markov models 
In this chapter the basic features of an HMM are explained. First, Markov chains 
are defined in a discrete-time setting. The second section gives a description of 
the general framework for HMMs and highlights their characteristics. A change 
of probability measure technique for HMMs is introduced in section 2.3. This 
technique is used in the succeeding chapters to derive adaptive filters and optimal 
parameter estimates. 
2.1 Markov chains 
A Markov process is a random process without memory. The future state of the 
process depends only on its current state, i. e., it is conditionally independent of the 
past. We follow the discussion in [123] and assume, that the Markov chain has a 
finite and countable set of states. 
2.1.1 Markov chains in discrete time 
Let (S2, 
. F, P) be a probability space and 
let (Xk)kEN be a sequence of random 
variables with values in the state-space set M= {ml, m2i ... mN}, where x is a 
function x: 0-M and N is the set of natural numbers. 
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Definition 2.1 
The process x is said to be a Markov chain, if it satisfies the Markov property 
P(xk+l = mk+i I xo = mo, ..., xk = Mk) = P(xk+i = mk+i I xk = Mk) (2.1) 
Vk>1 and m0, m1, ... )Mk E . M. 
The initial distribution of x is defined by y= (Xm :mE M), Xm = P(x = m) = 
P({w : x(w) = m}). Furthermore the Markov chain (Xk)kEN is characterised by 
its transition probability matrix H. For a particular element irji of the transition 
probability matrix II, 
lrji=P(Xk+l_. 7IXk=i), 2, j EM (2.2) 
where 7r7 >0 V(j, i) E M2 and EjEM 7rji =1 Vi EMM. 
These one-step transition probabilities iris for the Markov chain denote the proba- 
bility of switching from state i to state j. The Markov chain is time homogeneous, 
that means, that the transition probabilities 7rjz = P(xk+l =jI xk = i) do not 
depend on time k. 
The h-step ahead transition probabilities can be calculated by multiplying the 
matrix II by itself h times. This matrix is denoted by IIh and "ýhl = (H )jti is the 
(j, i) entry in the h-step transition probability matrix IIh. 
The states of a Markov chain can be represented by the canonical basis {el, e2, ..., eN} 
of RN, where e;, _ (0, ..., 0,1,0, ..., 0)T E 
Rk, where T denotes the transpose of the 
row vector. It is associated with the state space M. When Mk = j, then the 
Markov chain Xk is represented by a unit vector with the element 1 in row j, and 
0 elsewhere. The conditional expectation of Xk+1 is then given by the jth column 
of the transition probability matrix, 
lrj1 
E(Xk+1 I Mk = j) _ 
7rjN 
Therefore, we have 
E(Xk+i I Xk) = E(Xk+1 I Xk, Xk-i, ... 
) = IIxk . (2.3) 
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In forecasting the states of a Markov chain, which are represented by the unit 
vectors, note that we can express the Markov chain in the form 
Xk+1 = IIXk + Vk+1 (2.4) 
where vk is a martingale increment (see [81]). It is not possible to forecast vk 
on the basis of previous states of the process and Vk+1 can be seen to follow the 
difference 
Vk+l = Xk+1 - 
E(Xk+l I Xk, Xk-1, ... 
) 
The dynamics of x in formula (2.4) imply, that Xk+h = IIhXk + Vk+h + 1Vk+h-1 + 
ll2Vk+h-2 + """ + 
nh-1Vk+1. Since Vk is a martingale increment, it follows, that the 
h-step ahead forecast of the Markov chain is given by 
E(Xk+h I Xk, Xk-1, ... 
) = nhXk . 
(2.5) 
2.2 Hidden Markov models 
In an HMM a Markov chain is embedded in a stochastic process, which is a series 
of observations. The Markov chain itself is not observable, i. e., it is "hidden" in 
the observations. Our aim is to estimate the underlying Markov chain, that is, 
filter the sequence {xk} out of the observations. The underlying Markov chain xk 
is assumed to be homogeneous with finite state space in discrete time. Under the 
real world measure P, the Markov chain follows the dynamics Xk+1 = Hxk + vk+i, 
where II is the transition probability matrix and vk+1 is a martingale increment. 
The observation process is denoted by {yk} and can follow various types of dynam- 
ics. 
HMMs were first introduced by Baum and Petrie in 1966 [13] and further devel- 
oped in papers by Baum and his collaborators in the 60s and 70s (see [12], [15] and 
[111). The Baum-Welch algorithm was introduced in 1970 by Baum et al. [14] for 
parameter estimation within HMMs, a short description of the algorithm is given 
in section 3.3.1. Further details of the development and applications of HMMs are 
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stated in Ephraim and Merhav [60] and the references therein. 
The key elements involved in an HMM are described in a tutorial paper by Ra- 
biner [129] which gives a thorough overview of HMMs. The first key element is 
the number of states N of the Markov chain. Since the Markov chain is hidden, 
the number of states is not observable. A reasonable choice has to be made on the 
basis of the observed process. A discussion of how to choose the optimal number of 
states is given at the end of chapter 5. The state space M is finite, more specifically 
.M= 
{ml, m2i ..., mN}, and as previously mentioned can be associated with the 
canonical basis of RN. In an ergodic HMM, all states are interconnected, there- 
fore every state can be reached from any other state. The second element of an 
HMM is the number M of distinct observations. When the observation process is 
discrete, we select a set of distinct observations. The transition probability matrix 
II = {ir } is the third element of an HMM and defines the state transition prob- 
ability distribution, whilst the probability distribution of the observation process 
is the fourth key element. Finally, the HMM is characterised by the initial state 
distribution X= {Xji}, whereXj = P(xl = mj), for all 1<j<N. 
So far, the underlying Markov chain is defined on the real-world probability mea- 
sure P. In the next section, a change of measure technique is introduced, which 
is applied and extended in later chapters for the derivation of filters for processes 
related to the underlying Markov chain. 
2.3 Change of probability measure 
This section gives a summary of a change of probability measure technique for 
our filtering problem. The change of measure technique is widely used in filtering 
applications and was introduced for stochastic filtering by Zakai [149]. Elliott et 
al. [49] utilises this change of measure technique, which is based on a discrete-time 
version of Girsanov's theorem to derive optimal filters. This technique enables 
us to make calculations under a mathematically "ideal" measure, which we shall 
term as a reference probability measure. This new "ideal" probability measure 
is equivalent to the real world measure, the measure under which we have the 
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observation process. The observations under the new measure are independent and 
identically random variables. The Markov chain follows the same dynamics under 
both the reference probability measure and the real world measure. Changing from 
the real measure to the ideal measure leads to easier ways of calculating filters as 
Fubini-type results can be employed instead of direct calculations that require hard 
semi-martingale methods. 
2.3.1 Change of measure techniques 
The theory of changing measures is based on the equivalence of two probability 
measures linked through the Radon-Nikodym derivative. Let (0, F) be a mea- 
surable space. We suppose P is a probability measure on F. To construct an 
equivalent probability measure P on we use the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.2 
If P and P are two probability measures with P«P, then there exists a nonneg- 
ative function f, such that 
P(A)=J fdPVAEF. 
A 
For two such functions f and g, P(f g) = 0, so the nonnegative function is 
unique. 
Proof 
See Billingsley [19]. 
0 
With theorem 2.2 we can write 
f dP= dPdP `dAE. F. aA dP 
The measurable function dp is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of P with respect to 
P. The new probability measure P on (1, . F) is 
defined via this Radon-Nikodym 
derivative (see Elliot et al. [49] for further discussion). We write 
dPl 
7p :_ n' 
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so it follows, that 
P(A) =f AdP VA c . F. A 
To carry out the filter derivations for the processes of the Markov chain it is neces- 
sary to consider conditional expectations that relate the two equivalent measures, 
see Elliott et al [49]. The conditional Bayes' theorem, given in Appendix A, is fun- 
damental in obtaining many major results of this thesis. For filtering applications 
which are discussed in the succeeding chapters we need a modified version of Bayes' 
theorem, namely the conditional Bayes' theorem for stochastic processes. 
Write 
At :=E [A I Ft], (2.6) 
where A is the Radon-Nikodym derivative A= 
dP. 
Theorem 2.3 (Conditional Bayes' theorem for stochastic processes) 
Let (0, Y, P) be a probability space equipped with a complete filtration {Ft}. 
Suppose P is another probability measure defined through the Radon-Nikodym 
derivative A. Let {tz, } be an Ft-adapted process and At is the process in equation 
(2.6). Then 
[ýtIYi]=EE[AwIý]s] 0<s<t 
provided E [At I . F'3] >0. 
Proof 
The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of theorem A. 2 in Appendix A. 
Fl 
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Collorary 2.4 
The process At is a martingale. 
Proof 
tower property 
E [At+i IFt]=E [E [A I Fe+i] IFt]E [A I 
. 
fit] = At 
0 
2.3.2 Change of measure for discrete time processes 
Under the discrete time framework, let {Xk}, kEN be a sequence of random 
variables with positive probability density functions (pdf) qk on P). Corre- 
sponding to this sequence, we have the filtration {. Tk} generated by a{Xl, ..., Xk}. 
We wish to define a new probability measure P on (SZ, Uk>O Fk), such that {Xk} is 
independent and identically distributed (IID) with positive pdf a. To attain this 
objective, define 
k 
Ao :=1, Al := 
a(XI) for l>1 and Ak := II )Al . 01A) 
1=0 
Write 
dP 
(w) 
I 
:= Ak (w) . fk 
Lemma 2.5 
The random variables Ak, k>0 are P-martingales under Fk and E[Ak] = 1. 
Furthermore, under P, {Xk} is a sequence of IID random variables with pdf a. 
Proof 
First, we show that E[Ak I . 1: 7k_1] = Ak_1. 
E[Ak I Fk-11 =E [Ak-lAk I . 
1k-11 
= Ak_lE [Ak 
I 
. 
ß'k_1] (since Ak_1 is . ß'k_1 measurable) 
= Ak_IE I () 
I. 
ýk 
1] 
For all FE Fk_l we have 
E 
[Ok(' 
I Tk-i] 
r 
Ok(x , 
Ok(xk) dxk 
=I 
00 
00 
a(xk) dxk = 1. 
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It is easy to see that E[Ak] =1 by noting that 
E[Ak] = E[Ak I Fo] = Ao (since Ak is a martingale) 
= ao=1. 
For any , 
F-measurable function g 
E [g(xk) I Fk_11 =E 
[A kg(xi) I ýk-i] (by Bayes' theorem 2.3) E[Ak Fk_1] 
_ 
Ak-lE [I\k9(xk) 1-71-11 
Ak-1 
= E[I\kg(xk) I Fk-1] =E 
a(xk)9(Xk) I Fk-1 
[O(Xk) 
=J 
a(xk)O(xk) dxk =J 9(Xk)a(xk) dxk 
1R O(Xk) 1R 
So, under P, {Xk } is a sequence of III) random variables with pdf a. 
2.3.3 Change of measure for linear systems 
El 
The preceding theory is now applied to a change of measure for linear systems. This 
general change of measure technique for normally distributed random variables will 
be applied in the next chapter. In chapter 5 and 6, this technique is extended to 
deal with more complex underlying processes. 
We begin the change of measure with processes defined on an ideal probability 
space (1 ,. 
F, P). Let {vk}, kEN be a sequence of III) N(0,1) random variables 
under P. Define 
vk+i := b-1(Xk+1 - aXk) . 
so that the state of the system is described by the linear dynamics 
Xk+1 = aXk + bvk+l (2.7) 
Here, E[vk+l I Ft] = 0. It is immediate to see that {vk}, kEN is a sequence of 
martingale increments. We wish to define a measure P, such that the dynamics in 
equation (2.7) will hold. 
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Let P be a probability measure on Under P, {Xk}, kEN, is IID N(0,1) 
with density 0. For l=0,1,2... and b0 define 
ýc -O 
(b-'(X` - aXj-i)) 
bqS(Xj) 
k 
Ak _ . ýý . 
t=o 
Lemma 2.6 
The process Ak, kEN is a P-martingale with respect to the filtration {, 7'k}. 
Proof 
E[Ak+l I Tk] = E[Akýk+l 
I ýk] 
_ 
AkE[ýk+l I'k] 
1 aXk))O(xk+l) 
dXk+l 
= Ak J 
0(b 
býk+l 
_ 
= Ak J 
0(vk+1)dPk+1 = Ak . 
1R 
Fl 
Now we define a new probability measure P on (Il, 2) by setting the restriction of 
the Radon-Nikodym derivative to Fk equal to Ak. That is, 
dPI. 
Fk 
=Ak. dP 
Lemma 2.7 
On (1, 
. F) and under 
P, {vk} kEN, is a sequence of III) N(0,1) random variables 
with 
Uk+l := b-1(Xk+i - aXk). (2.8) 
Proof 
Let g be an . 
F-measurable function on (St,. F). We have to show that 
E{9(vk+i) I Yk] = 
fg(x)cb(x)ds. 
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E[9(vk+i) I 
"Fk] = 
E [Ak+19(Vk+1) I Fk] 
E [Äk+l 1 F] 
nkE [. Xk+19(yk+1) I F] 
Äk since (A)k is a martingale 
=E 
[ýk+19(vk+1) I Fk] 
Er 
O(yk+1) 
g(Vk+1) I. Fk] `bo(xk+1) 
f00 O(yk+l) 
xk+l) 
gvk+1)0(xk+1) dxk+l 
J oo b'( l 
= 
fý 
Jb O(vk+1)9(vk+1)dxk+l 
o(vk+1)9(vk+1)dvk+l 
0 
Therefore a new probability measure P on (f2, . 1) is found, which is equivalent 
to the measure of the `ideal' world P. This enables a change of measure back to 
the `real' world, in which the observation process {Yk} is observed and optimal 
parameter estimates are needed. 
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Chapter 3 
Modelling commodity prices 
A hidden Markov model for gold 
prices 
In this chapter an HMM methodology to model gold spot prices is developed. 
Adaptive filters are derived which are used for recursive parameter estimates of the 
model. We start this chapter by formulating an HMM for commodities in section 
3.1. In section 3.2 the adaptive and recursive filters are derived which are used 
for the estimation of the model parameters in section 3.3. Although the filtering 
algorithm was described in Elliott et al. [49], we refine and develop in this chapter 
a more compact form of the closed-form solutions of the recursive filters given in 
theorem 3.2. In our formulation, the recursions all involve neater expressions con- 
taining only matrices and vectors, whereas in Elliott et al. [49] the recursions are 
in the form of summations. 
The model is implemented on a data set in section 3.4 and a forecastability analysis 
is given in section 3.5. The forecastability performance of the model is compared 
to that of well-known time series models, namely autoregressive conditional het- 
eroscedasticity (ARCH) and generalised autoregressive conditional heteroscedastic- 
ity (GARCH) models in section 3.6. 
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3.1 Hidden Markov model for commodities 
To develop a hidden Markov model for spot gold prices we first take a look at one 
of the popular models for spot prices of commodities, the Gibson-Schwartz model 
[73]. This model was originally developed for pricing contingent claims on oil. It 
is a two-factor model, where the spot price of oil and the spot instantaneous con- 
venience yield follow a joint stochastic process. In the case of oil, the convenience 
yield has a considerable impact on the dynamics of the spot price. Carmona and 
Ludkovski [30] define the convenience yield as the difference between the benefit 
of direct access to a commodity and the cost of carry. The convenience yield is 
unobserved in the market and thus it is modelled indirectly to correct the drift of 
the spot price process. 
Whilst the Gibson-Schwartz model shows a good performance in the empirical 
implementation (Carmona & Ludkovski [30], Schwartz [134]) for the oil or the cop- 
per market, gold data has specific characteristics that must be considered to model 
the gold spot prices accurately. As discussed in Schwartz [134], the mean reversion 
in the convenience yield as well as the mean reversion of the commodity price are 
insignificant for gold. Therefore it is possible to assume a convenience yield of zero 
in modelling the behaviour of gold prices. 
On the premise that a convenience yield is not really significant for gold, a one- 
factor model is deemed sufficient as a basis for the hidden Markov model. Let us 
consider the one-factor model of Brennan and Schwartz [26], which was proposed 
for the evaluation of natural resources. A commodity price model based on a geo- 
metric Brownian motion was also suggested by Miltersen [117]. The spot price of a 
commodity is modelled by a geometric Brownian motion (GBM) according to the 
specification 
dSt =f S(t) dt + QS(t) dWt 
where W is a Wiener process, v is the instantaneous standard deviation of the spot 
price and f is the drift of the stochastic process. So, by Itö's lemma, S has the 
solution 
[(f_ 21 
St=Soexp2 )t+QWt]. 
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The GBM dynamics are our starting point in building the hidden Markov model 
for gold prices. Suppose (S2, , 
ý, P) denotes a probability space under which Xk is a 
homogeneous Markov chain with finite state space in discrete time (k = 0,1,2... ). 
The state space of Xk is associated with the canonical basis {el, e2 , ..., eN} E RN 
with ei = (0,..., 0,1,0'..., 0)T E R" (see Elliot et al. [49]). The initial distri- 
bution of x0 is known and H= (lrji) is the transition probability matrix with 
7r ii = P(xk+l = ej jXk = ei). Let T°= Q{xo, ..., xk} be the o-field generated by 
xo, ..., Xk and let Fk' be the complete filtration generated by Fk°. 
The Markov chain xk in this model for gold prices is not directly observable, but 
the process is "hidden" in the logarithmic returns Yk+1 of the spot price Sk for gold. 
So we observe a function g(xk, Wk+l) 
Sk+i 
yk+i = In ;= g(xk, wk+i ) 
k (3.1) 
where Xk has finite state space and wk's constitute a sequence of IID random 
variables independent of x. The real-valued process y is assumed to satisfy the 
equation 
Yk+i =f (xk) +O (xk)wk+i = (f, xk) + (o, Xk) Wk+i " 
(3.2) 
Note that f= (fl, f2, ..., 
fN)T and o- = (al, O21 ..., ON 
)T are vectors, f (xk) = (f, xk) 
and u(Xk) _ (a, xk), where (b, c) denotes the Euclidean scalar product in RN of 
the vectors b and c. We assume c#0. Let P. be the filtration generated by the 
O'(yl, y2, ..., yk) and 
Fk = Fkx V Pk is the global filtration. 
Thus the hidden Markov model for the gold price process Sk is based on the model 
by Brennan & Schwartz [261 and is extended in this thesis through the inclusion of 
an N-state Markov chain. The states of the Markov chain can represent different 
states of the economy. If we assume N=3, the Markov chain can refer perhaps 
to a `booming', `medium' or `recessive' economy. The observation at time k+1 
depends on the state of x at time k. It is a one-step delay model, which indicates, 
that the price process does not react immediately to a change of the economic state. 
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The derivation of the filters for the Markov chain shall be done under a refer- 
ence probability measure P, which is equivalent to the real measure P. Under the 
real world probability measure P, x has the dynamics 
Xk+1 = fXk + Vk+1 (3.3) 
where Vk+1 is a martingale increment and II = (irjZ) is the transition probability 
matrix. Under PX is still a Markov chain with Xk+1 = HXk + Vk+1 where vk+l is 
the martingale increment with E[Vk+l Il=0. 
Following the change of measure technique which was outlined in chapter 2 the 
adaptive filters for the Markov chain are derived under an "idealised" measure 
P. The real world measure P is constructed from P through the Radon-Nikodym 
derivative of P with respect to P, dP 
Yk 
Al 
ý[ý(Xt-i)-1(yt - f(Xt-i))J 
Al : 
ý(Xt-i)ý(yt) 
= Ak. To construct Ak we define the process 
(3.4) 
where «(z) is the probability density function of a standard normal random variable 
Z and set k 
Ak: =flAl, k>i, Ao=i. l=1 
From lemma 2.7 we know that under P the sequence of variables z1, z2i ... , is a 
sequence of IID standard normals where zk+1 = 0(xk)-1 (Yk+1 -f (xk)) 
Our aim is to estimate the Markov chain x, given the observations under P, the real 
world probability. As argued before it is easier to perform the calculations under 
P. Let us characterise the conditional distribution of Xk given. Fk under P. Write 
pk := P(xk = eil) =E 
[(xk, ei) 1l 
with Pk = (i3lk, p2k, ... , pk 
)T E IRN. With Bayes' theorem 2.3 we see that 
E AkxkI ] Pk = E[xkl ]= 
E[AkI 
] 
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Now we define -k := E[Akxkl ]. Recall that >N 1 (xk, ei) = 1. Consequently, 
NNN N 
(k, ei) =NE 
[(AkXk, ei)I= F''i Ak 
N (Xk, ei) 
i=1 i=1 i=1 
=E [Akl] (3.5) 
With (3.5) and the definition of k we have 
k Pk- 
ýi=1 ("k, ei) 
3.2 Adaptive and recursive filters 
The aim of this section is to derive adaptive and recursive filters for the underlying 
Markov chain. The adaptive filters enable coefficients to adjust to current mar- 
ket situations. This adjustment is achieved with the help of a recursive algorithm 
within the filter. Consequently, a "self-tuning" model is created, which adapts itself 
to changes in the time series data. In a recursive filter previous output values from 
the filter are used as inputs for the calculations. 
First recursive filters for the conditional expectation -k = E[AkxkI. ] are com- 
puted. Let Dk+1 be a diagonal matrix whose entries dzj are defined by 
ý() Or. m(vk+l) for i=j dzj _ 
0 otherwise 
The entries of the diagonal matrix Dk+1 for the case i=j are the componentwise 
elements from the process Al in equation (3.4) defined for the Radon-Nikodym 
derivative. 
Theorem 3.1 
The recursive filter for Ek is 
ýk+1 = HDk+l-k- (3.6) 
Proof 
From the definition of Ek, we have "Ek+1 =E [Ak+ixk+l l +1] . With the dynamics 
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of xk+l in equation (3.3), we obtain 
[Ak+lxk+l I+1] 
=E [AkAk+1(nxk + Vk+l)IF+1] 
N 
E' [Ak (Xk, ei) 1-r] X Ak+lnei since E[Vk+1] =0EU? 
N 
i=1 
=E [Ak (Xk, ei) I]x±' 
l(yk+l 
- fi)) Hei 
i=1 
O'iO(Yk+l) 
using the definition of A, 
N 0(Qi 1(Yk+1 
- 
fi)) 
(ei ýk) nei = nDk+l -k 
i=1 
O'iO(Yk+l) 
0 
To obtain optimal recursive estimators for the parameters of the model we first 
have to analyse the Markov chain Xk with the dynamics Xk+1 = HXk + Vk+l. We 
consider three processes following the exposition in Elliott et al. [49]. 
Consider the number of jumps of a Markov chain from state r to state s in time k 
defined by 
k 
Jk 
._ 
(xi-1, er) (xi, es) . 
t=i 
Secondly, consider the occupation time, that is the length of time x has spent in 
state r up to time k. This is given by 
o(r) 
An auxiliary process is also needed to estimate the vectors f= (fi) and o= (O j) 
and this has the form 
k 
7'(r) (9) :_E (Xt-1, er) 9(yt) 
l=1 
where g is a function, which is either g(y) =y or g(y) = y2. 
For any . 
'-adapted process Hk we shall write Hk := E[HkI ]. The conditional 
expectation of Hk given Ykv is denoted by ijk(Hk) := E[AkHkjF']. We wish to de- 
velop recursive relations for conditional expectations of the processes defined above. 
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Applying the Bayes' theorem we consider 
_ E[Akly] 
Although we cannot find a recursive expression for E[AkJk9T)I ] we find one for 
the vector process E[AkJksr) xkl. rk] _ ! 1k(Jk9Tý Xk)" 
The recursive relations for Tlk(J, 3T)xk), Ilk(OkTýxk) and 1k(Tk')xk) are given in the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2 
If D is the diagonal matrix defined above then 
? 7, (J('r)xl) = HD`(yt)r71-ß(J_1 x1-1) 
er) 
0 (fir' (yl - . 
fr)) 
7rsres (3.7) 
Qrq(yl) 
IID1(yi)i71-i(O(r)ixl-l) 
+ (ýý-i, er) 
(0-' (Y, 
. 
fr)) 
Iier (3.8) 
arq5(yl ) 
and 
77, (7 (r)(9)x1) = HDt(yt)7l1-i(T, (r) l(9)Xt-1) 
+ er) 
O(OIT 1(yi - f, -))9(yt)IIer (3.9) 
Qrq(yt) 
Proof 
See Appendix B. 1. 
0 
3.3 Model parameter estimates 
The recursive relations for the processes of the Markov chain derived in theorem 3.2 
are needed to derive optimal recursive estimators for the parameters of the model, 
which are the 
1) transition matrix H= (7rji), 
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2) drift parameter f= (fi) and 
3) variance vector o_ (Qti). 
The optimal parameter estimates are obtained through the technique of maxi- 
mum likelihood estimation (MLE). The method used to calculate the MLE's is the 
so-called Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm, which is described below. 
3.3.1 The EM algorithm 
In this subsection we describe the EM algorithm. This technique is applied to derive 
optimal parameter estimates for the model parameter set 8= {irjti, fi, öß, 1 < i, j< 
n}. The EM algorithm is an iterative procedure to find the MLE in incomplete data 
problems, where the computation of MLE's would be difficult because of the missing 
values or where optimisation of the likelihood function is analytically intractable 
(see McLachlan [114]). The EM algorithm was first developed by Dempster, Laird 
and Rubin [42] and has been widely used in engineering, computing and economics. 
Let B be a set of parameters in the parameter space O. Let {P°, 9E O} be a 
family of probability measures on a measurable space (0, F), which is absolutely 
continuous with respect to a fixed probability measure P° and let yC . F. 
We aim to calculate an optimal estimate of 0. The likelihood function for cal- 
culating 0 on the basis of information contained in y is given by 
F(8) = E° 
[ 
ddPo p° 
I 
yJ 
and the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) of 0 is defined by 
BE argmax F(9) . 
0 EO 
However, the MLE is not straightforward to compute. The EM algorithm ap- 
proaches the problem indirectly with an iterative approximation method (see El- 
liott and Krishnamurthy [55] for a review). 
We set m=0 and choose 90. For each iteration the EM algorithm consists of 
two steps: the expectation (E) step and the maximisation (M) step. 
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" In the Expectation step set B* = 9m. and determine the function Q(9, B*) 
Q(e, e*) = Ea' 
[log B 
aP"* 
I y] 
" In the Maximisation step find any value of BEO that maximises Q(O, 9*), 
that is 
em+1 E argmax Q(9, B*) . 
0 EO 
Lastly, replace m by m+1 and repeat the E- and M-steps until some stopping 
criterion is satisfied. 
As shown in Wu [147], the sequence {Om} yields non-decreasing values of the like- 
lihood function that converge to a local maximum of the likelihood function. A 
well-known algorithm for parameter estimation in HMMs is the Baum-Welch algo- 
rithm [14]. This algorithm is a particular instance of the EM algorithm generalised 
for HMMs. It is a forward-backward algorithm which calculates the forward and 
backward probabilities for each state of the HMM and uses these probabilities to 
compute the MLEs of the parameters (see Cappe et al. [29] for further details on 
this algorithm). Now in our model the parameters can be optimised by applying 
the EM algorithm to log dpä with the previously defined set B. IThe aim is to find 
B that maximises the analogues of the Q function. 
3.3.2 Optimal parameter estimates 
We perform a change of measure as described in subsection 2.3.1. Under P°, x 
is a Markov chain with transition matrix II = (irji). We shall introduce a new 
probability measure PB and under P°, x is a Markov chain with transition matrix 
II = (i,, ). In other words, PB(xk+l = ejlxk = e; ) = 5ýj;,. Thus, Fjj >0 and 
n 
i=1 
7ji = 1. 
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In this situation, 
dPe 
knsr (Xt, ee)(Xt-i, er) 
9rý 
(3.10) 
fk 
A,, Ao=1andAk_ 
l=1 
f 
s, r=ft1 
(ý: 
dPe 
See lemma 7.1, p. 37 of [49] for the justification of equation (3.10). When 7rji = 0, 
take ýýji =0 and? ' = 1. The optimal estimates for the model parameters are given 'rji 
by the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.3 
If a sequence of observations yl, y2, ... , yk 
is available at time k, and the set of 
parameters {ýji, fi, &} determines the model then the filter EM estimates for these 
parameters are given by 
J j? ) (J(jz)) 
Fjti 
= 
k(i) 
- 
ýk k(i) (3.11) 
bk rlk(Ok ) 
71k( y) 
Lk ) 
(3.12) 
k 71kl k) 
and 
j'(')(y2) 
- 2fj7ýk(y) + f? ýk) 
k 
_ 
11k(T(')y2) - 2fi17k(Tkz)(y)) + f2770(i)) 
77k(Okz)) 
(3.13) 
Proof 
See Appendix B. 2. 
0 
The above results not only provide estimates of the Markov chain but also update 
the parameters of the model. Recall from formulae (3.1) and (3.2) that the hidden 
Markov model for the logarithmic returns of daily gold prices Sk is of the form 
Sk+1 
k 
(Xk) + Or (Xk) wk+1 Yk+1 = In Sn ,f 
The parameters f1 and o are governed by a Markov chain x with N states, where 
x is not directly observable. Through the optimal parameter estimates derived in 
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theorem 3.3, these parameters can be updated whenever new information of the 
Markov chain is available in the market. 
3.4 Implementation of filters to a data set 
The recursive filters for the parameter estimation of the previous section are im- 
plemented on a time series of daily spot prices for gold. The recursive filters are 
tested on the log returns series of daily gold prices recorded from 1973 to 2006. 
The data set is based on London Afternoon Gold Price Fixes consisting of 8420 
data values (available online at www. lbma. org. uk) which were retrieved from the 
London Bullion Market Association. 
Table 3.1 exhibits the summary statistics of the gold price data set. The data 
ranges from a minimum of 63.9 dollars per troy ounce to a maximum of 850 dollars 
per troy ounce with a mean of 338.58 dollars per troy ounce. 
daily gold prices (1 973 - 2006) 
Mean 338.58 
Standard Error 1.29172 
Median 353.75 
Mode 383 
Standard Deviation 118.529261 
Sample Variance 14049.1858 
Kurtosis 0.481 
Skewness 0.05387 
Range 786.1 
Minimum 63.9 
Maximum 850 
Count 8420 
Confidence Level 5.0% 2.5320953 
Table 3.1: Summary statistics for daily gold prices 
The daily gold spot prices are plotted in Figure 3.1. The gold spot prices run 
through different regimes. A possible segregation based on mean and standard de- 
viation combinations is depicted below the graph. We emphasise that this choice 
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of different regimes is just one possibility; it shows that the characteristics of this 
data set vary through time. 
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Figure 3.1: Daily gold prices with the possible state segregation 
We assume in this implementation that the log return's drift and volatility f and 
or, respectively, are governed by a Markov chain x with N states. Again, x is not 
directly observable but we do observe logarithmic increments yk+l of the gold price 
process Sk. That is, 
Sk 
Sk yk+l = 
In +i =A+ QkWk+i = (f , Xk) + 
(v, xk) 'wk+l , 
(3.14) 
where Wk are standard Gaussian random variables. The implementation proce- 
dure starts by setting up initial values fZ and o j, i=1,2, ..., 
N and a transition 
matrix (ira). These initial values are chosen based on the mean and variance of 
the data series. Since we have recursive formulae for the parameter estimates, the 
parameters are updated using the updated filtered values obtained from theorem 
3.2. For this implementation, the filters are updated after every ten data points. 
Therefore, after ten values of y have been revealed, new estimates for f, o and II 
are recursively computed. The EM algorithm guarantees the improvement of the 
model's parameters' estimates, the iterative estimates converge to local maxima 
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and because of this the model is `self-tuning'. 
Figures 3.2,3.3 and 3.4 show the evolution of estimates for f, o and the tran- 
sition matrix H for a Markov chain with two, three and four states, respectively. 
In all three models parameters converge rapidly to a unique value regardless of the 
choice of initial estimates. The self-tuning algorithm reaches appropriate parameter 
values after approximately twelve passes. Since the EM algorithm only finds the 
local maxima, it is necessary to test the convergence of the algorithm for different 
choices of the initial values. We verified that this convergence can be achieved by 
different initial values. The evolution of estimates follows a similar pattern within 
the three-state model settings. The recursive formulae lead quickly to reasonable 
parameter estimates, which can be used in turn to forecast daily gold prices. 
With the parameters estimated by the recursive formulae of the model, the h- 
step ahead predictions of the gold data time series can be calculated. From the 
semi-martingale representation (3.3) of Xk, note that 
E [xk+I I]= IIxk, where Rk =E [xk I]. 
Consequently, from (2.5) 
E [xk+h ý]= IIh5 for h>0. (3.15) 
From (3.15), the expectation and variance of the logarithmic increment yk+h, which 
is a generalised version of (3.14), are 
Eýyk+hl ]= (f, ][Ih-lXk) 
and 
(3.16) 
Var[yk+hl ]= fTdlagýIIh-1Xk)f + QTCýIag(IIh-1Xk)Q - (f, nh-1'k)21 , 
(3.17) 
respectively, where diag(II'-lxk) refers to the diagonal matrix whose diagonal en- 
tries are the components of the vector ll' ' k. 
To obtain the h-step ahead predictions of gold prices, for h=1,2,3,..., 40 we 
note that Yk is a random variable with a distribution which is a mixture of Gaus- 
sians. From (3.2) it follows that conditional on Tkv the observation process Yk+h has 
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the distribution function EN 1(xk+h_1, e2)q5(y; fz, o 
). With (3.15) the expectation 
of the gold price at time k+h is therefore 
N2 
E. 5' J= Sk Hh-lXk, ei eX Z) k+hý k() pýfý +23.18 
4=1 
3.5 Assessing the predictability of gold prices 
Diebold and Killian [44] argued that predictability is a matter of degree. As well, 
predictability is a population property of a series, not of any particular sample path. 
The sample paths though can be used to estimate predictability. The problem of 
knowing whether a series is predictable or not should therefore be reformulated 
to how predictable the series is. However, this question does not have a clear-cut 
answer. A relevant forecast horizon and the associated loss function must be spec- 
ified. Apparently a series may be predictable at shorter horizons but difficult to 
predict at longer horizons. 
In comparing predictability of general series a common numeraire is necessary. 
Simply comparing the expected losses of forecasts for 2 series to judge relative 
predictability may ignore the possibility that the two series may be measured 
on different scales. The basic underlying principle of Diebold and Killian pro- 
posed measure of predictability is to base such measure on the difference between 
the conditionally expected loss of an optimal short-run forecast E[L(Ek+3, k)] and 
that of an optimal long-run forecast E[L(Ek+l, k)], j«1. Here L(. ) is a given 
loss function and Ek+j, k = Yk+j - yk+j, k, where yk+j, k denotes the optimal fore- 
cast of Yk+j. The series is said to be highly predictable at horizon j relative to 1, 
if E[L(Ek+j, k)] « E[L(Ek+l, k)] and the series is nearly unpredictable at horizon j 
relative to 1 if E[L(Ek+j, k)] = E[L(Ek+l, k)]. Consequently, this leads to the Diebold- 
Killian (DK) predictability measure 
DK(L, 7k, j, l) =1- 
E[L(Ektj, k)] (3.19) 
E[L(Ek+l, k)] 
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The usual loss functions employed are the symmetric, absolute value, quadratic 
and quartic types. Although in general, the only restrictions that L(") must satisfy 
are (i) L(O) =0 and (ii) L(") is strictly monotone on each side of the origin. These 
ensure that the predictability measure in (3.19) with higher values indicates greater 
predictability. 
The calculations of the DK predictability measures are based on the forecasts gen- 
erated for daily gold prices between 1973 and 2006, a data set containing 8420 data 
points. The conditionally expected loss of an optimal short-run forecast E[L(Ek+j, k)] 
is calculated with two different loss functions L of 1-step ahead up to 20-step ahead 
forecasts (j = 1,... 20) at time k (k = 1, ..., 
8420). The denominator of the DK pre- 
dictability measure, namely the conditionally expected loss of an optimal long-run 
forecast E[L(ek+z, k)] is calculated for l= 10,1 = 20,1 = 30 and 1= 40. Therefore, 
the DK predictability measure is stated for four different numeraires 1. 
Figure 3.5 shows the plots of the DK measure of predictability given by (3.19) 
under two different loss functions (quadratic and quartic polynomials) applied to 
the forecast values calculated under 2-state, 3-state and 4-state hidden Markov 
chains. The DK predictability measure for four different numeraires (l = 10, l= 
20, l= 30,1 = 40) is plotted against the short-run forecast horizon j=1, ..., 20. 
The higher the value of the DK metric, the greater is the degree of predictability. 
The DK metric for 2-state, 3-state and 4-state Markov chain models show similar 
predictabilities with respect to each of the two loss functions. The predictability 
measures generated under the 4th degree polynomial loss function are the highest, 
followed by those obtained using the quadratic loss function. The differences of 
DK metric values between 2-, 3- and 4-state Markov chain models are close to zero. 
Apparently short-term forecasts for gold prices have a high degree of predictability 
under a 2-state as well as in a 3- or 4-state Markov chain model. In addition, the 
DK metric shows that for all three types of Markov chain models, highest degree 
of predictability is achieved for one-step ahead forecasts as expected. In particu- 
lar, both the quadratic loss function and the 4th degree polynomial loss function 
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indicate a predictability measure close to one for each of the numeraires for a short 
term horizon. Although the predictability drops as the forecast horizon increases, 
predictabilities of close to 70% can still be achieved for a 20-step ahead forecast 
based on a long-run forecast horizon of l= 40 and a quartic polynomial loss func- 
tion. 
The DK-measure results for the three HMMs indicate that a higher number of 
regimes does not significantly improve the predictability of the forecast model in 
our data set. The following comparison to competing models is therefore based on 
the 2-state Markov chain model, which is sufficient for the daily gold prices. 
3.6 Other competing models 
The aim of this section is to compare the predictability of the 2-state HMM with 
the predictability implied by other time series models. For financial time series 
it is often appropriate to assume volatility which changes through time. Over 
the last decade, a variety of stochastic volatility models were introduced, which 
aim to capture the changing variance or covariance of financial data (see Shep- 
hard [137] for a review). The conditional heteroscedasticity of these time series, 
for instance monthly returns of the DAX (see Lütkepohl [107]) have motivated the 
development of specific models. The autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity 
(ARCH) model was developed by Engle [59] in 1982 and Bollerslev [24] proposed 
the generalised ARCH (GARCH) model to realistically model and forecast condi- 
tionally heteroscedastic data. These models are widely used in forecasting economic 
time series. At the beginning of this section the autoregressive AR(p) and autore- 
gressive moving average ARMA(p, q) models are described, which are later used 
for predicting the mean in the ARCH and GARCH forecasts. 
Autoregressive (AR) models 
An autoregressive process of order p, denoted AR(p), satisfies 
At =c+ -P1At_1 +' 2At_2 + ... + 
ýPPAt_n + Et (3.20) 
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where {et} is a white noise sequence. The elements Et have mean zero and variance 
a2 and are IID. The order of the AR process is the longest time lag p associated with 
an A-term on the right-hand-side of (3.20), namely At-p. The coefficients ýP 
are constant terms, c is a constant related to the mean of the process. The process 
At is therefore modelled through p past values of the time series, At-,,..., At-p, 
plus an error term et. 
Autoregressive Moving Average(ARMA) models 
A generalisation of AR models are ARMA models, which include moving aver- 
age terms as well as autoregressive terms. An ARMA process of order p and q, 
ARMA(p, q), satisfies 
At = c+ol)1At_1+4)2At_2+... +4ýPAt_p 
+ Et + OiEt_1 + 02Et -2+... + 
OqEt-q 
where {et} is a white noise sequence. The parameters 11) 1, ..., 1bp and 01, ..., 
O, are 
constant. The orders of the ARMA process, p and q, are the longest time lags, 
which are attached to an A-term and an error term, respectively. 
Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average(ARIMA) models 
Time series modelled by an AR(p), MA(q) or ARMA(p, q) model are assumed 
to be stationary, that is the mean and the autocovariances of the process do not 
depend on the time t. If this is not the case, the time series can be differenced to 
achieve a stationary mean. The number of times the original series is differenced 
is denoted by d. Together with the order of the autoregressive part of the model p 
and the order of the moving average terms q it characterises the ARIMA(p, d, q) 
model. The d-th difference of the time series is denoted by OdAt. The process 
follows the equation 
, ýNdAt =C +'P10dAt-1 + 
420dAt-2 + 
... 
+ (IýpOdAt-P 
Et + 01Et_1 + e2Et_2 + .,. 
+ OqEt -Q 
where {et}, 4)t and Bt are defined as before. 
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Autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (ARCH) models 
Let yt denote the returns of a time series. The process yt follows an autoregressive 
conditionally heteroscedastic process of order q (ARCH(q)), if 
yt = cJtft with et ' N(0,1) and 
0' t= ao + aiyi +... + agye 
tq, t=1... T 
Given Yt_1 :_ {yt_1, Yt_2, ... 
}, we have yt I Y_1 c N(0, at ). 
Generalised autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (GARCH) models 
Bollerslev [24] proposed in 1986 an extension of the ARCH models, the generalised 
autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity models of order p and q (GARCH (p, q)). 
The conditional variance in this model is given by 
Qt =a0+celye i+... +apyi P+iia 
22 
1+... +zgaj a 
3.6.1 Comparison of forecasts 
In this section the predictability of the 2-state hidden Markov model is compared 
to the predictability implied by other widely used time series models. The first 
part shows the results of ARMA models, which were defined above. In the second 
part we compare our model to ARCH and GARCH models. 
The models AR, ARMA and ARIMA are implemented with the System Iden- 
tification Toolbox of MATLAB. The optimal lag order for the AR models is deter- 
mined using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). This method was introduced 
by Akaike in 1973 [1]. When comparing several models with different specifica- 
tion of the probability density function f (xj9), where 0 is a vector parameter, the 
one chosen has the Minimum Information Criterion Estimate (MAICE), defined by 
f (xj9), which gives the minimum AIC. 
The optimal lag order for the AR models is determined using the AIC function 
in MATLAB. Here, the AIC is calculated by 
AIC = log(Loss) + 
2no 
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where Loss is the loss function, noo is the number of parameters and DV is the 
number of estimated data values. The loss function is defined by 
DV 
Loss = det(DV > E(t, BDV)(E(t, 
BDV))T )" 
i=1 
The parameter estimate is denoted by 9DV. For a derivation of this formula from 
the definition in Akaike [1], see Ljung [102]. Within the data set of daily gold 
spot price, the optimal lag order leads to implementation of the models AR(4), 
ARMA(5,2) and ARIMA(2,1,2). 
By the prediction error/maximum likelihood method (see Ljung [102] for details) 
we calculate the time series model parameters and obtain the following: 
AR(4): yt = 0.9517yt_i + 0.03183yt_2 + 0.08458yt_3 - 0.06805yt_4 + Et 
ARMA(5,2): yt = 2.05yt_i -1.749yt_2 + 0.6629yt_3 + 0.004688yt_4 + 0.03157yt_5 
+ Ft + 1.148et_l - 0.7967Et_2 
ARIMA(2,1,2): Lyt = 0.34310yt_1 - 0.308Ayt_2 + et - 0.438et_1 
- 0.332lEt_2 
where L denotes the first forward difference operator and e is the error term. 
Then the DK-measure of predictability is examined for the three models using the 
forecasts generated by the above models. Again, two different loss functions are 
used in the analysis with a long-run forecast horizon l as the numeraire and the 
near-term forecast horizon j. 
Figures 3.6 and 3.7 exhibit the DK measures for the AR, ARMA and ARIMA 
models, respectively. It has to be noted that the predictability of the short-term 
forecasts is significantly higher than that of the long-term forecasts in all three 
models. 
Table 3.2 shows the DK-measures for the 2-state HMM and the three time series 
models for 1- and 20-step ahead predictions with the numeraire 1= 40. The DK- 
measure of ARIMA(2,1,2) examined with the quadratic loss function for a 1-step 
ahead forecast is slightly but not significantly higher than that of the 2-state HMM. 
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However, the 2-state HMM indicates a higher predictability of gold prices than the 
AR(4) and ARMA(5,2) model. 
2-state MC AR(4) ARMA 5,2 ARIMA 2,1,2 
Quadratic loss DK 1,40 0.9750 0.9724 0.9725 0.9752 
function DK 20,40 0.5142 0.4113 0.4110 0.5264 
Quartic loss DK 1,40 0.9989 0.9973 0.9973 0.9989 
function DK 20,40) 0.6858 0.4010 0.4025 0.6876 
Table 3.2: Comparison of the DI{ predictability measures for HM M and ARMA 
models 
In addition, the ARCH and GARCH models are implemented within the data set, 
since they are widely used to generate h-step ahead forecasts of financial time se- 
ries, mostly for modelling stochastic volatility. Motivated by the previous empirical 
research on ARCH and GARCH (see Taylor [143] for a review) we would like to 
forecast the daily gold spot prices with an ARCH(1) and GARCH(1,1) model and 
compare their forecastability performance to that of the HMM. First the data set is 
further analysed to determine wether these models are applicable to this data set. 
The first graph in Figure 3.8 depicts the daily returns of the daily spot price data 
from 1973 until 2006. The second graph in Figure 3.8 shows the autocorrelation of 
the returns. With T denoting the length of the return series, the autocorrelation 
are within the ±2 band and are therefore uncorrelated. However, depicting the 
autocorrelation of the squared returns shows autocorrelation, therefore the data set 
reveals the characteristic of heteroscedasticity. 
In recognition of the presence of heteroscedasticity revealed by the data, the pre- 
dictability of the 2-state and 3-state hidden Markov model is compared to the 
predictability implied by the ARCH(1) and GARCH(1,1) models. The DK mea- 
sure of predictability is examined for the ARCH(1) and GARCH(1,1) using the 
forecasts obtained from these models. The ARCH/LARCH calculations were 
performed using the MATLAB GARCH toolbox [113]. The function "garchpred" 
computes forecasts for the conditional mean and standard deviation of an observed 
univariate return series based on the ARMA and GARCH model estimated with 
the function "garchfit". The forecast is performed within "rolling windows"; for 
every data set an ARCH/ GARCH model is determined and one- to fourty-step 
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ahead forecasts are performed. After each 1-to 40-step ahead forecast one data 
point at a time is added and the forecasting procedure is repeated. 
To make the comparison valid, the same two loss functions described in section 3.5 
(quadratic and quartic) are utilised in this analysis here with a long-run forecast 
horizon 1 as the numeraire and the near-term forecast horizon j. Table 3.3 shows the 
DK predictability measures for the 2-state and 3-state HMMs and the ARCH(1) 
and GARCH(1,1) models for 1- and 20-step ahead predictions with the numeraire 
1= 40. For both loss functions, GARCH(1,1) yields higher predictability measure 
than that of ARCH(1) for the one-step ahead prediction but the difference has no 
practical significance. The 3-state HMM shows the same predictability with that 
of the 2-state HMM. It is apparent that as far as the DK predictability metric is 
concerned the HMM model performs better than the ARCH/GARCH models for 
this very short time horizon. 
On the other hand, whilst GARCH(1,1) still dominates ARCH(1) in terms of 
the DK measure for the 20-step ahead forecasts, the DK measure generated from 
the HMM with the quartic loss function is slightly lower than those of the ARCH 
and GARCH models. Nevertheless, the difference is too small to yield any prac- 
tical significance. Note though that the HMM gives a higher predictability value 
than the other models for short- and long-term predictability under the quadratic 
loss function. Within the market data considered and the loss functions employed, 
these findings show that HMM tends to outperform the ARCH/LARCH models 
in terms of the short-run forecasts only. 
1 3-state MC 12-state MC RH11 ARCH(l) 
Quadratic loss DK 1,40 0.9750 0.9750 0.9287 0.9237 
function DK 20,40 0.5142 0.5142 0.4833 0.4793 
Ouartic loss DK 1,40 0.9989 0.9989 0.9871 0.9885 
function DK(20,40) 0.6858 0.6858 0.6892 0.6712 
Table 3.3: Comparison of the DK predictability measure: HMM versus ARCH/ 
GARCH models 
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3.6.2 Measuring forecast errors 
Additionally, we also evaluate the forecasting errors for the three different types of 
models. We first define three commonly used error measures, namely the median 
relative absolute error (MdRAE), median absolute percentage error (MdAPE) and 
mean square error (MSE). Armstrong and Collopy [4] investigated the reliability 
of different error measure and recommend MdRAE and MdAPE. The MSE is not 
a unit-free error measure, but since it is widely used by practitioners, this measure 
is included in the error analysis. Let Ah, series be the actual value at horizon h of 
series s and Fmet, h, series be the forecast from method met for the forecast horizon 
h of series series with OB = number of observations. The relative absolute error 
sets the forecast from method met in relation to the forecast by the random walk 
and this is denoted by Frw, h, series" 
1. Median relative absolute error (MdRAE) 
RAEmet, h, series 
Fmet, h, series - 
Ah, 
series 
Frw, h, series - Ah, series 
Median RAE: Observation oB+l if OB is odd or the mean of observation 
°-B 
22 
and °B +1 if OB is even (observations are rank-ordered by RAE). 
2. Median absolute percentage error 
APEmet, h, series 
Fmet, h, series - 
Ah, 
series 
Ah, 
series 
Median APE: Observation os+i if S is odd or the mean of observation °-B 22 
and °B +1 if S is even (observations are rank-ordered by APE). 
3. Mean square error 
1 OB 
OB 
(Fmet, h, series - 
Ah, 
series)2 
series=l 
These error measures are used to further evaluate the h-step ahead forecasts (h = 
1,2, ... , 20). The forecasting errors are reported in 
Table 3.4. In the HMM column 
of Table 3.4, no size of the state is indicated; this is because from our calculations 
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the 2- and 3-state HMM models produce the same forecasting errors for all forecast 
horizons. This result reinforces further the adequacy of a 2-state HMM in captur- 
ing the dynamics of this data set. Comparing the forecasting errors of the HMM 
with those of LARCH and ARCH models, we see that the 1-step ahead forecasts 
in the HMM setting are closest to the actual data. However, an error comparison 
of the 10- and 20-step ahead forecasts, for example, shows smaller forecasting er- 
rors for ARCH(1) and GARCH(1,1). But still, it has to be noted that based on 
the short-term horizon forecast obtained through the HMM method, HMM clearly 
outperforms the ARCH(1) and GARCH(1,1) models. 
MdRA MdAPE MSE 
h-step 
HMM GARCH ARCH(1) HMM GARCH ARCH(1) HMM GARCH ARCH(1) ahead 11 11 11 
1 0.5067 1.0083 1.4330 0.0055 0.0108 0.0142 30.2388 93.8189 68.8049 
2 0.6619 1.0272 1.6018 0.0076 0.0110 0.0162 57.4875 944108 71.5067 
3 0.8191 1.0466 1.6760 0.0094 0.0112 0.0170 83.6564 94.9900 72.7552 
4 0.9537 1.0629 1.7083 0.0110 0.0113 0.0174 114.0911 95.5590 73.3212 
5 1.0924 1.0755 1.7218 0.0128 0.0115 0.0176 144.4212 96.1198 73.5758 
6 1.2209 1.0881 1.7301 0.0141 0.0116 0.0177 171.5325 96.6737 73.6931 
1.3192 1.1005 1.736 0.0155 0.0118 0.0178 196.9294 972220 73.7511 
8 1.4455 1.1132 1.7382 0.0165 0.0119 0.0178 221.3671 97.7655 73.7834 
9 1.5338 1.1221 1.7406 0.0179 0.0120 0.0178 244.7163 983048 73.8041 
10 1.6354 1.1328 1.7440 0.0188 0.0122 0.0178 272.4336 98.8404 73.8195 
11 1.7165 1.1466 1.7444 0.0198 0.0123 0.0178 299.7890 99.3728 73.8321 
12 1.8087 1.1569 1.7446 0.0210 0.0124 0.0178 327.8202 99.9022 73.8431 
13 1.8940 1.1709 1.7458 0.0220 0.0125 0.0178 361.3668 1004289 73.8531 
14 1.9686 1.1856 1.7461 0.0226 0.0126 0.0178 393.3900 100.9531 73.8624 
15 2.0780 1.1955 1.7468 0.0236 0.0127 0.0178 424.5577 1014750 73.8712 
16 2.1461 1.2092 1.7468 0.0243 0.0129 0.0178 454.9274 101.9947 73.8795 
17 22048 12195 1.7468 0.0248 0.0130 0.0178 466.2919 102.5122 73.8874 
18 2.2697 1.2297 1.7468 0.0256 0.0131 0.0178 519.8710 103.0278 73.8050 
19 2.3391 1.2431 1.7470 0.0264 0.0132 0.0178 552.2800 103.5414 73.9023 
20 2.4120 1.2526 1.7470 0.0270 0.0134 0.0178 586.4499 104.0532 73.9094 
Table 3.4: Error analysis 
A plot comparing 1-step ahead forecasts generated from the 2-state HMM, ARCH(1) 
and GARCH(1,1) is depicted in Figure 3.9. This zoom-in view over a one year 
span of the considered time period shows clearly how close the 1-step ahead fore- 
casts follow the actual data. On the basis of the previous error analysis the set of 
1-step ahead forecasts generated with the 2-state HMM shows the least deviation 
from the actual daily gold prices. 
The MATLAB code for the implementation of the filters and optimal parameter 
estimates as well as the calculation of the DK metric can be found in Appendix 
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3.7 Some concluding remarks 
In this chapter a filtering technique from Elliott [49] was adopted but refined in 
the study of the commodity markets. In particular, the use of HNIXI filtering 
theory is considered to investigate the forecast ability of daily spot prices in the 
gold market. Optimal recursive estimation procedures for the model parameters 
were presented. The model parameters switch between regimes and the calibrated 
parameter estimates are governed by an N- state Markov chain. The filtering 
technique makes use of the EM algorithm in conjunction with the change of prob- 
ability measure technique. The forecasts for h-step ahead predictions is analysed 
via the DK metric, which provides measures of forecastability. As expected, the 
DK metric decreases significantly as forecast horizon increases. A high degree of 
forecastability is attained for one-step ahead predictions, whereby both loss func- 
tions, independent of the chosen number of states for the Markov chain, give a 
predictability of close to 98%. A comparison of the forecastability of HMMs to 
15 
other time series models, namely AR(4), ARMA(5,2) and ARIMA(2,1,2) as well 
as to ARCH(1) and GARCH(1,1) is conducted. The 2-state and 3-state HMMs 
produce higher measures of short- and medium-run forecastability in the empirical 
application. 
The question of how to calculate optimally the number of states implied by the 
data is not considered here but this issue will be re-visited and addressed in chap- 
ter 5. The result in this chapter however is consistent with previous findings of 
other authors (e. g. Hamilton [79] and Hardy [85]) wherein a 2- or 3-state Markov 
chain is sufficient and reasonable to capture the stylised facts of market data. The 
number of states was increased in the implementation, but no significant improve- 
ments in terms of goodness of fit are further achieved. 
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Chapter 4 
A general filtering technique 
In this chapter, the general filtering techniques and the filter equations which were 
established by Elliott [48] for Markov chains observed in Gaussian noise are de- 
scribed. These filters are used in chapters 5 and 6 for two different modelling 
frameworks to filter out information about the underlying Markov chain from the 
observation process. In general, we derive filters for four types of processes related 
to the Markov chain, namely the state space process, the jump process, the oc- 
cupation time process and auxiliary processes including terms of the observation 
process. Throughout this work we will have the following framework: let P) 
be the underlying probability space of a homogeneous Markov chain Xk with finite 
state in discrete time (k = 0,1, ... 
). The distribution of xo is known and the state 
space of Xk is associated with the canonical basis {ei, e2 , ..., eN} of RN. The ith 
vector ei is given by eti = (0, ..., 1, ..., 
0)T; that is, ez has 1 in its ith component 
and 0 elsewhere. Let .F= Q{xo, ... , xk} 
be the a-field generated by xo, ... , xk) 
and. 7 be the complete filtration generated by. Po . 
Furthermore let Y denote the 
complete filtration generated by the observation process y, so that F'k = Fk VF' is 
the global filtration generated by x and y. Under the real world probability measure 
P, the Markov chain x has dynamics 
Xk+1 - fXk + Vk+1 (4.1) 
where Vk+l is a martingale increment with E[vk+l I Fk ]=0,11 = (7rji) is the 
transition probability matrix and 7rjZ = P(xk+l = ejlxk = ei). 
The first section of this chapter describes a general filtering technique whilst the 
adaptive filters are derived in section 4.2. 
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4.1 Filtering technique 
To determine the expectation of any F-adapted stochastic process H given the 
filtration, consider the reference probability measure P defined as 
P(A) =J AdP. (4.2) 
A 
From Bayes' theorem 2.3, a filter for any adapted process H is given by 
E [Hk I Jck] -E 
[Hknk I i] 
E[Ak I] 
We define llk(Hk) := E[HkAk I Pk], so that E[Hk I Pk] = klý .A recursive 
relationship between 7k(Hk) and r7k_1(Hk_1) has to be found, where ijo(Ho) _ 
E[Ho]. However, we shall first find a recursive formula for the term ? lk_1(Hk-lxk-1)" 
Note that Hk is scalar whilst 7? k_1(Hk_lxk_1) is a vector. To relate 1]k(Hk) and 
rlk(Hkxk) we note further that with (1, xk) =1 
(1) r)k(HkXk)) = llk(Hk(11 Xk)) _ llk(Hk)" (4.3) 
Therefore 
E {Hk IF 
k] _____kXk)) LJ (Ii 7]k(Xk)) 
Suppose Hl is a scalar Y-adapted process, Ho is measurable and -PO 
Ht = Ht-1 + al + (bi, vi) + 9cf (yi) 
where a, b and g are , 
F-predictable, f is a scalar-valued function and 
v1 = xi - IIx! _1. 
A recursive relation for rgk(Hkxk) is given by 
ik(HkXk) =EI 
i(yk) [(ei, 
7]k-1(Hk-1Xk-1))Hei 
i=1 
+ (ei, 77k-1(akXk-1))Hei 
+ (diag(IIei) - (Hei) 0 (IIei))7ik-1(bk(ei, Xk-1)) 
+ 77k-1(9k (ei, Xk-1))f (yk)nei] 
(4.4) 
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Here, for any column vectors z and y, z®y denotes the rank-one (if z0 and 
y 0) matrix zyT. The proof of this formula can be found in Elliott [48], theorem 
5.3. The term F (yk) denotes the component-wise Radon-Nikodym derivative Al, 
which is constructed in accordance with the dynamics of the observation process 
Yk. This term therefore varies with each model setting and will have a form specific 
to each model. 
4.2 Adaptive and recursive filters 
For the estimation of the unknown parameters of an observation process, hid- 
den information is filtered out from the observation process through an estima- 
tor for the state of the Markov chain as well as for three related processes: the 
jump process, the occupation time process and auxiliary processes of the Markov 
chain. These processes can be characterised as special cases of the general process 
HA = H1_1 + a, + (bl, v1) + gaf (ye), where Ho is .: 
o measurable. 
The estimator for the state Xk in equation (4.4) is derived from r7k(Hkxk) by setting 
Hk = Ho = 1, ak = 0, bk =0 and A=0. This implies that 
N 
7? k(Xk) = 
NF (yk)(ei, 
k-1(Xk-1))Hei 
i=1 
(4.5) 
The first related process is the number of jumps of the Markov chain Xk from state 
er to state e9 in time k: 
k (sr) 
1=1 
= jksrl + (Xk-1, er)lrsr + 
(Xk-1, er) (Vk, @s) (4.6) 
Setting Hk = Jk(sr) H0 = 0, ak = 
(xk-1, er)7rsre bk = (xk-lver)e' and gk =0 in ýs 
equation (4.4) we get 
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N 
ik(Jk Xk) _ 
ri(Yk)E[nk-l(Xk-1, ei)jkTlflei+(Xk-1, er)7rsrI1ei 
i=1 
+(Xk-1, er)es(diagHej - (Hei) ® (IIei))}] 
N 
Eri(Yk)(? lk-1(Jk, -1Xk-1), ei)nei 
i=1 
+rr(1Jk)7lk-1((Xk-1, er))irsre9 (4.7) 
The second process 0k(7) denotes the occupation time of the Markov process x, 
which is the length of time x spent in state r up to time k. Here, 
k 
ýk = 
E(X1-1, 
er) = O_ 1+ 
(Xk-1, er). (4.8) 
d=1 
We set Hk = Ok, Ho = 0, ak = (xk_1 i e,. 
), bk =0 and A=0 in equation (4.4) to 
obtain 
N 
%k(OkXk) =E ri(yk){(? 7k-1(Ok-lXk-1), ei)Hei 
i=1 
+7lk-1((Xk-1, er) (Xk-1, ei))11ei} 
N 
EI i(yk)(7)k-1(Ok-1Xk-1, ei)nei 
i=1 
+rr(Yk) (7Ik-1(Xk-1), er)ner (4.9) 
Finally, consider the auxiliary process T(g), which occur in the maximum likeli- 
hood estimation of model parameters. Specifically, 
k 
Tkr)(9) _ 
E(Xt-1, 
er)9(yt) 
t=1 
= 7'kr-1(9) + (Xk-1, er)9(yk) (4.10) 
where g is a function of the form g(y) = y, g(y) = y2, g(y) = yt+i, g(y) = yi+iyt or 
g(y) = yl+1,1 <l<k. We apply formula (4.4) with the substitution Hk = TT (g), 
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Ho = 0, ak = 0, bk =0 and A= (xk_1i er) and get 
N 
77k(Tk' (9)Xk) _F (yk){(7lk-i(rk-i(9)Xk-i), e;, )flei 
+77k-1((Xk-1, er) (Xk-1, eti))9(yk)IIei} 
N 
_ r2(yk){(77k-1 (Tk-l (y)Xk-1), e2)nei 
+F"(yk) (rk-1(Xk-1), er)9(yk)IIer . 
(4.11) 
The recursive optimal estimates of J, 0 and T can be calculated using equation 
(4.3). 
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Chapter 5 
A hidden Markov model for 
interest rates 
The short term interest rate is a key variable in financial modelling, because of its 
significance in pricing and hedging of fixed income securities and other financial 
derivatives. In this chapter a hidden Markov model in discrete time for inter- 
est rates is developed and recursive formulae for the estimation of the parameters 
in this proposed model are derived. The first section in this chapter reviews some 
short term interest rate models with and without regime-switching. The framework 
for the hidden Markov model is described in section 5.2. In section 5.3, recursive 
parameter estimations are derived utilizing the filters for the Markov process. The 
model is implemented on 30-day Treasury-bill rates in section 5.4, a sensitivity 
analysis is obtained and a simple technique on how to choose the optimal number 
of states is discussed. 
5.1 Short rate models 
The instantaneous spot interest rate is the basis for modelling the term structure of 
interest rates. Several one-factor models for the short term interest rate r were de- 
veloped in recent years, most of which are based on a general stochastic differential 
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equation 
drt = µ(t, rt)dt + u(t, rt) dWt (5.1) 
where Wt is a standard Brownian motion under a probability measure P. Well- 
known models include a no-arbitrage single-factor model by Vasicek [145], where 
the interest rate is mean-reverting and its extension developed by Hull and White 
[91] having the form 
drt = [Bt - atrt] dt + ut dWt . 
(5.2) 
The parameters at, Bt and ut are deterministic functions of time t. The short-term 
interest rates can be fitted to today's term structure by choosing Bt appropriately. 
The Wiener process Wt is independent of Bt. Also, the volatility of the short rate 
at future times is described by ut and at is the mean-reversion rate. One drawback 
of this model is that the interest rates are normally distributed, therefore they can 
become negative. On the other hand, the model is highly tractable and closed-form 
bond prices can be derived, which makes it very popular, see Pelsser [126]. 
Cox, Ingersoll and Ross [35] proposed a single-factor model, where positive interest 
rates are guaranteed. The short rate r has a noncentral chi-square distribution and 
it has the dynamics 
drt = [0 - art] dt +u rt dWt (5.3) 
Q 
for constants 0, a and u. The short rate is mean-reverting and it tends towards . 
In the generalised version of the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross (CIR) model, the parameters 
9, a and u are deterministic functions of time t. The model can then be fitted to 
the initial term structure. 
Furthermore there are several multi-factor models for interest rates (e. g. Duffle 
and Kan [46] and Longstaff and Schwartz [103], amongst many others). These 
models are able to provide a better fit to the yield curve but the analysis and 
parameter estimation are more difficult. Another popular interest rate model is 
the lognormal short rate model by Black and Karasinski [21]. Heath, Jarrow and 
Morton [89] take a somewhat different methodology, where the entire forward-rate 
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curve is modelled. A detailed discussion of these models and methodologies can be 
found in Brigo and Mercurio [27]. 
5.1.1 Regime-switching interest rate models 
Most recent term structure models include the possibility of regime-switching for 
short-term interest rates. Garcia and Perron [68] analysed the time series behaviour 
of U. S. real interest rates from 1961 to 1986 and found empirical evidence for jumps, 
which were caused by important structural events, such as a sudden rise in the oil 
price or an expected federal budget deficit. Hamilton [79] introduced changes in 
regimes by modelling parameters of an autoregression with a discrete Markov chain 
applied to a business cycle. His general time series model for changes in regimes 
(Hamilton [81]) follows a first order autoregression process, where the constant 
term and the autoregressive coefficient might be different for different regimes. In 
particular, the model for the process At takes the form 
At = CNt + 41)NtAt_1 + Et . 
(5.4) 
The error term et is IID and follows an N(0, v2) distribution. The different regimes 
are denoted by the subscript Nt, which is modelled as an outcome of an unobserved 
Markov chain with N states. This model is more flexible than deterministic au- 
toregressive models since exogenous changes can be taken into account (e. g changes 
in the performance of the economy). Various regime-switching models for interest 
rates were inspired by Hamilton's model. 
Gray [75] used a generalised regime-switching model for short-term interest rates, 
which allows mean-reversion and conditional heteroscedasticity. The model out- 
performs single-regime models in out-of-sample forecasting performance. Similar 
evidence for good performances of regime-switching short term interest rate mod- 
els is described by Bansal and Zhou [10]. Here the efficient method of moments 
(Bansal et al. [9]) is used for the estimation of the model parameters. Amongst 
others, Naik and Lee [121] and Evans [64] include regime-switching in the volatility 
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term of short term interest rate models. Driffill, Kenc and Sola [45] found empirical 
evidence that regime shifts add more realism to interest rate models. They analyse 
the effects of regime-switching parameters in a Cox-Ingersoll-Ross term structure 
process and found that the possibility of regime shifts in the volatility parameter 
and the long-term mean of the process lead to a better fit of bond yields compared 
to models without regime-switching. A study by Smith [140] supports Markov 
switching models over stochastic volatility models, because the volatility seems to 
depend on the level of the short rate. 
Landen [97] developed a hidden Markov model for short term interest rates, where 
drift and diffusion parameters are modulated by an underlying Markov process. 
In a model by Elliott, Hunter and Jamieson [53] the short rate process r is sim- 
ply a function of a Markov chain and corresponding bond prices are observed in 
noise. A generalisation of Elliott et al. 's modelling framework, where the Markov 
chain's state could be time-dependent, is developed in Mamon [110]. Furthermore 
a closed-form solution for bond prices, where the underlying short rate is modelled 
by a mean reversion level governed by a continuous time Markov chain is derived 
in Elliott and Mamon [56], however the volatility process is constant in their model 
formulation. 
An important problem in these models is the parameter estimation, which can 
be very complex since model parameters have to be estimated for each regime. 
Motivated by the empirical evidence supporting the possibility of regime shifts, an 
HMM for the short term interest rate is developed in this chapter, which generalises 
the model of Hull and White [91]. Whilst the paper of Elliott, Fischer and Platen 
[51] addresses the HMM filtering of a mean-reverting model, the derived filters are 
in continuous time setting and only a simulation is given. In this chapter, recur- 
sive estimates for the model parameters are provided using the approach discussed 
in chapter 4. We derive the exact adaptive filters for Markov chains observed in 
Gaussian noise, together with the jump process and occupation times. Employing 
further the EM algorithm, the recursive parameter estimates for the interest rate 
model are explicitly given. All calculations are made under an idealised measure 
P, equivalently to the real world measure P. 
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From a practical point of view this recursive parameter estimation method is able 
to update parameters on-line, that is, new estimates of parameters are obtained 
as soon as a new set of data points becomes available. In contrast, many financial 
models are still heavily dependent on the static model fitting approach of regression 
method or maximum likelihood estimation (see Elliott, Hunter and Jamieson [53]). 
5.2 Model description 
In the proposed extended model for interest rates in this chapter consider the 
stochastic dynamics of rt given in (5.2). Rearranging the formula leads to 
drt = at [5t - rt] dt + ut dWt (5.5) 
with S=ä. Equation (5.5) is a particular case of an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process 
with mean reversion level S. When the parameters are constant it has the solution 
rt = roe-at +I a e_c«t-") Ö du +Jt e-a(t-")u dWu 
0 
t 
= roe-at + (1 - e-°t)5 + ue-at 
1ea' 
dWu 
. 
(5.6) 
On the basis of the Hull-White specification we shall develop a hidden Markov 
model for the interest rate r. Suppose we observe the short rate r, where r is a 
data series in discrete time. Suppose further that the short rate process rt can be 
proxied by the yield rates of T-bills with very short maturity observed in discrete 
time. An N-state discrete time Markov chain Xk, which represents different states 
of the economy, is hidden in these observed values. As in the previous chapter, we 
work under the underlying probability space (SZ, 77, P), where Xk is a homogeneous 
Markov chain with finite state in discrete time (k = 0,1, ... 
). The distribution of 
xo is known and the state space of xk is described by the canonical basis of RN, 
{el, e2, ..., eN}. 
Let = Q{xo) ... Xk} be the o -field generated 
by xo,... , xk, 
and Fk' be the complete filtration generated by .. Furthermore let Rk denote the 
complete filtration generated by r, so that 111 _TV Rk is the global filtration 
generated by x and r. 
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The interest rate r with regime-switching parameters follows the stochastic pro- 
cess 
drt = a(xt)[ä(xt) - rt] dt + u(xt) dWt (5.7) 
for ro >0 with a(xt) = (a, xt), 8(xt) = (6, xt) and u(xt) = (u, xt), where (", -) is 
the usual Euclidean scalar product. All three parameters are governed by a Markov 
chain, which ensures, that the model is switching from one economic regime to an- 
other through time. 
Consider the interest rate process over the time interval [s, t]. Then, if t-s is 
small and x is constant over the interval, the solution of the stochastic process in 
equation (5.7), after invoking (5.6), is 
rt = e-a(X9)(t-s)r8 + ö(Xs)(1 - e-a(X, 
)(t-9)) 
t 
+u(xs)e-a(Xs)t 
f 
ea(xe)udWu . 
(5.8) 
Js 
The stochastic integral e_ L( 
)t ft ea(x8)udWuis normally distributed with mean 
zero and variance 
e2a(Xs)(-)du = 
(1 - e-2a(xs)(t-s). Js 
2a(x8) 
From equation (5.8) the discrete-time representation of the interest rate process is 
derived as 
rk+i = a(xk)rk +'Y(xk) + ý(xk)wk+i 
where 
and 
a(Xk) = e-°'("'`)o 
'Y(Xk) = a(Xk)(1 - -°'("k)°) 
( k) ( k) 
1- e-2a( 
x= ax 2a(xk) 
(5.9) 
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Here, {xk} is a discrete-time Markov chain and {Wk} is a sequence of IID standard 
normal random variables. For this discrete-time version of the Hull-White model, 
optimal parameter estimates can be derived with the filtering techniques described 
in chapter 4. 
Now let's assume that we have an observation process IN :kE N} of the form 
Yk+1 = a(Xk)Yk + Y(Xk) + S(Xk)wk+1 (5.10) 
The filtrations generated by the processes are defined as .F= v(yl, Y2,... ), 9' = 
a(x1, x2i ... ) and F= .YV. PC . The derivation of optimal parameter estimates shall 
be carried out under a reference probability measure under which the observation 
process and the Markov chain are IID. Following the technique described in section 
2.3, the real-world measure is derived here from the reference probability measure 
for the discretised OU-process with regime-switching parameters. The Girsanov 
theorem in discrete time is utilised following chapter 8 of Elliott, Aggoun and 
Moore [49]. Let us define the measure P by 
dP 
ft L= At with 
ýt = exp - 
(a' XI-1)yi-1 + ("Y, XI-1) yt 
(S, X1 
-1) 
XI-1) 
- 
((a, Xt-1)yt-1 + ('Y, Xt-1))2 (5.11) 
2(S, Xl-1)2 
A 
Ak (5.12) 
k=1 
with Ao = 1, {. X, :1E N} and {Al :IE NJ. To show that the process {A1} is an 
F-martingale under P, let us consider the conditional expectation 
E [Ae+i I Fe] =2 [ntAt+i I -Ft] = AtE 
[At+l I fit] 
Define the term in the exponent of ýt+l, as 
a(x )yt + -y(xt) yt+i 
_ 
(a(xt)yt + -y(xt))2 I :_- e(xt) e(xt) 2ý(xt)2 
Then 
_7: 7t] = _1(a(xt)yt+ry(xt))a E 
[I I2 
i(xt) J 
Var[I Ft] = 
(a(xt 
)y(xe))2 
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Therefore E [exp(I) ý Ft] = exp [E [I I fit] +2 Var [I I -Ft] 
]=1 and E [At+1 I Ft] _ 
At. The process {Al} is an F-martingale under P. 
Furthermore AA =1 with 
Al = 11 exp 
(a, xl-i)yt-i + ('Y, xl-i) 
yt + 
((a, xa-1)ya-i + ('Y, xl-1))2 
(S'Xt-1)2 2(5, X1-1ý2 
k=1 
The following section describes the optimal parameter estimation for the obser- 
vation process. Invoking the Bayes' theorem, the recursive parameter estimates 
expressed under the real-world measure P are calculated. 
5.3 Parameter estimation 
The set of parameters p, which determines the regime-switching interest rate model 
is 
P- l7rji, ai, -ii, Si, 
1<2, 
.%C 
N}. (5.13) 
The EM algorithm (see subsection 3.3.1) is applied to determine the optimal es- 
timate for each parameter in the set p. Initial values for the EM algorithm are 
assumed to be given. Starting from these values updated parameter estimates are 
derived which maximise the conditional expectation of the log-likelihoods. The re- 
cursive filters from processes of the Markov chain are employed, which were derived 
in chapter 4. Filters for the jump process, the occupation time process as well as 
for the auxiliary processes are required for the optimal parameter estimates. Write 
Hk = E[HkI ] for any adapted process H. 
The EM algorithm involves a change of measure from PP to P. Under Pp, x 
is a Markov chain with transition matrix II = (7rji). Under PP, x is still a Markov 
chain with transition matrix 
fl 
= (ýiji). Thus, Pp(xk+l = ej jxk = ei) _ ýrjti. There- 
fore, ýiji >0 and Ej. 1 ýrji = 1. To find an estimate for the transition probability 
matrix H= (7rji), where Ei 17rjj =1 we consider the 
Radon-Nikodyin derivative 
dP k 'i (xi, ed)(Xi-i, ec) 
dP 
li H 
1rdc 
, ý'k 
1=1 c, d=1 
with Ao =1 and = Q(yl, Y2 ... , yk)" -Fky 
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With J, Ö and T denoting the best estimates for the processes J, 0 and T, respec- 
tively, the optimal parameter estimates irjti, äi, ry"i, ýz are given by 
Jký 
- 
77k(Jk (5.14) 
0k 77k (00 
T'(yk+1, yk) - 
T'(y)7i 
_ 
71k(Tk(Yk+1) yk)) - ? 7k(Tk(Y))^%i 
(5.15) 
äi 
== 
Tk(y2) 1]k(Tk(Y2)) 
+1(y) -tk(Y)6'i 17k+1(l+1(Y)) - rlk(Tk(y))äi (5.16) rye 
Ok 17k (Ot ) k 
Tk+l(T2) + a? Tk(y2) + 7? 6k - 26i (Tjk+li Yk) 
bi = 
Ok 
_ 
2'Yi7'k+1(y) + 2äi1'7tk' (y) 
6k 
_ 
? 7k+1(Tk+l(Y2)) + 6077k (Tk(y2)) + 72r/k(Ok) - ZCYiýk( (yk+lý 7/k)) 
rlk (Oki) 
_ 
25'i7lk+l(TT+1(y)) + 2&iýir1k(Tk(y)) 
(5.17) 
r/k(Ok) 
Note here, that all the recursive parameter estimates can be expressed fully through 
the vector recursions derived in the previous chapter, equations (4.7), (4.9) and 
(4.11) with the aid of relation (4.3). The proofs of equations (5.15) - (5.17) are 
provided in Appendices C. 1 - C. 3. As in Elliott, Sick and Stein [57] the first pa- 
rameter a is updated using the parameter estimate 'y from the previous calculated 
optimal parameter set. However, once a is updated, this new optimal parame- 
ter estimate is used for updating the remaining parameters. Since the optimal 
parameter estimates are obtained through recursive filters, estimates can be up- 
dated whenever new information is available in the data set. We therefore have a 
self-calibrating model, which is an on-line estimation scheme for parameters in a 
discretised regime-switching OU-process setting. 
5.4 Implementation 
The filtering method for a regime-switching interest rate model is implemented on 
a data set consisting of 30-day Treasury-bill (T-bill) rates. T-bills are instruments 
with a maturity of one year or less which do not pay interest prior to maturity. 
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They are regarded as one of the most risk-free investments. Short term Treasury- 
bill rates are therefore useful as a proxy for the short term interest rates. 
The data set used for the implementation is compiled by the Bank of Canada 
and consists of 2880 data points, which are daily 30-day T-bill yields between the 
3rd of January 1996 and the 15th of June 2007. Our optimal parameter estimation 
method processes the data in batches of 20 data points. The parameters are roughly 
updated monthly, for this data set, the parameters are updated 144 times. The 
parameter estimation technique offers a choice of frequency for parameter updates, 
other frequencies for data sets can be easily adopted. This gives more flexibility 
to users in updating the model parameters either on a more frequent or on a less 
frequent basis depending on the dictates of the financial market. 
A preliminary analysis of the actual data reveals that the evolution of the T-bill 
rates undergoes several distinct regimes characterised by states with high and low 
means as well as high and low standard deviations. The regime-switching model is 
proposed to capture this particular behaviour. In Figures 5.1 and 5.2 together with 
Table 5.1 possible segregations of actual data into either two or three states based 
on combinations between high or low means and standard deviations are displayed. 
The Canadian T-bill rate is relatively stable over monthly intervals, therefore a 
monthly update of parameters is deemed sufficient in this data set. The largest 
decline in T-bill rates can be seen in 2001. The events of September 11th, 2001 lead 
to a crisis in economies worldwide, and is clearly visible in the short term T-bill 
rates. The Bank of Canada lowered its key overnight rate on the 17th of September 
2001 by 0.5% and continued to lower interest rates into early 2002. The aim of 
lowering interest rates was to restore consumer and investor confidence and since 
the T-bill rates were already declining in 2001 prior to September 11th, this lead 
to an overall decline from 5.44% in January 2001 to 1.38% in January 2002. The 
Figures below show possible state segregations. As soon as the algorithm is run, it 
picks up information from the historical data and learns to adjust quickly to the 
trends of the data series. A prior state segregation is not necessary, however, the 
number of states has to be chosen. A discussion on choosing the number of states 
is presented in subsection 5.4.3. 
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Figure . 5.2: Possible segregation of historical T-bill rates into 3 states 
Since the parameter estimates are calculated through the EM algorithm, initial 
values for the implementation have to be chosen. These values must be reasonable 
so that the algorithm yields local maxima. In order to be systematic, the initial 
values for the algorithm are found by employing a least-square method on the first 
few data points. In particular, the discretised interest rate function specified in 
equation (5.9) under a 1-state setting is fitted to the first 50 data points of the 
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1st state 2nd state Ist state 2nd state 3rd state 
Jan 1996 - Sept 1996 Oct 1996 - Dec 1997 Jan 1996 - Dec 1997 
mean: 4.63 mean: 2.89 mean: 3.55 
std: 0.50 std: 0.30 std: 0.93 
Jan 1998 - Sept 2001 Feb 2001- Dec 2001 Jan 1998 -faa 2001 Jan 2002 - Sept 2005 
mean: 4,68 mean: 3.81 mean: 4.76 mean: 143 Oct 2001- Jan 2006 
std: 0 47 99 std: 0 std: 0.43 std: 0.33 . 2 46 . mean: . Feb 2006 - June 2007 std: 0.36 
th 2005 - June 2007 
mean: 4.00 mean 3.83 
std: 0.23 std: 0,44 
Table 5.1: Segregation of the period of actual data into 2 or 3 states 
sample. The resulting parameter estimates are used as rough guides for the initial 
values of the parameters a, 7 and ý. The least square parameter estimation was 
carried out using the MATLAB function `lsgcurvefit' and this gives the parameter 
values cY = 0.9966, ry = 0.0038 and ý=0.0105. The initial values for the transition 
probability matrix H are set to 1/N, where N denotes the number of states as 
defined in the implementation. 
The one-step ahead predicted yields of the T-bill rates are calculated by 
E[yk+1 I 
. 
Fk] = E[a(Xk)yk +'Y(Xk) + (Xk)wk+1 I Fk] 
= («, rixk)yk + (-r, HXk) (5.18) 
where xk =E [x, I -Fk]. 
Figure 5.3 shows the actual time series and the resulting 
one-step ahead forecasts generated by a 2-state HMM-based interest rate model 
between 1996 and 2007. 
As a preliminary, the number of states for the HMM is imposed on the implemen- 
tation considering the realistic features of the actual data seen in the preliminary 
data analysis. Following the data segregation displayed in Table 5.1 we generate 
1-step ahead forecasts using the 1-, 2- and 3-state HMM-based models. For the 
2-state case, it is evident that the forecasts and actual data in Figure 5.3 are very 
close to each other. Forecasts using a 4-state HMM-based interest rate model were 
generated to see if there is any further improvement that can still be gained. How- 
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ever, we did not find evidence of this. The evolution of the parameters after 144 
passes under the 2-state and 3-state HNENI-based interest rate model is shown in 
Figures 5.4 and 5.5. The MATLAB code for the iiiipleiiieiitation of the 3-state 
H \JM for interest rates is stated in Appendix C. 4. 
5.4.1 Fisher information 
The sensitivity of the model with respect to changes in the pni-, uncters (,; in he 
quantified through the Fisher information Z. AVe compute the Fisher information 
I for each parameter a, y, ý and 7rij after each parameter update. The Fisher 
information is defined as the variance of the score and caii he calculated through 
Z(0) = -E 
[Inf(x; 
o)]. (5.19) 
In the following the Fisher information is derived for the estimated parameters. 
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Fisher information for a: 
n 
logA _ (-Tk(y2)äi +2Ti(yk+i, yk)ät - 2T'(y)'yzäti)/2 ?+ R(ai) 
i=i 
a log nak = (-2&iTk' (y2) + 2TT(yk+l , yk) - 2TT(y)'Yi)/2 ? ääi 
021ogAk 2TT(y2) 
a6e 2Si 
Therefore the Fisher information for parameter ai is given by 
lk(ai) = -E[-2 
(22) 
= 
2T'ß(22) 
" (5.20) 2ýj 2ýj 
Fisher information for -y : 
n 
1og(Ak) = 
E(-O''j + 27k+1(y)'Y1 - 2Tk(y)cei'Yj)/2ý? + R(-y ) 
i=i 
alognk g = (-Qk7'i + 2Tk+1(y) - 2Tk (y)az) /2ý, 2 aye 
a2 log A- ok 
ary? - 2? ' 
The Fisher information of parameter yt is then given by 
ýk ýk (5.21) 
Fisher information for ý: 
Tk+I(y2) + CY? 7k( +'ii Olog Ak =2 
V-IogOik /, 22 
=2ýi 
P+1(Y) - ai^Yi7'k(y)1 
+R(ý) + 
aiTki(Yk+liYk) +"i 
ýi 
J 
31ogAk 01 
k+ ti 3 
L'+1(12) 
+ a? Tk(y2) + Ok, Y2] S 
-2ýz 3 [T%(yk+i, yk)ati + Tk+1(y)-y - 7'k(Y)aiYz] 
ä21og Aýk 
= Oki 2- 34 
[yn 
+l(y2) + aiTk(y2) + 
OýY? - 2Tk(Yk+17 Yk)ai 
aýý 
-21'k+i (y)-y: + 21(y)ai'y 
]. 
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The Fisher information of parameter j is then given by 
i24i22z2i2i Zk( i) _ -Ok +3 
ý7rý+i(y) + ai i (y) + Öýyi - 2Tk(yk+i, yk)ai 
-2'k+i(y)'Yi + 2(y)aiyi] " (5.22) 
Fisher information for 7r in the 2-state case: 
2 
log Ak =E (Jkt log ,, ýji (k) + R(lrji)) 
i, j=1 
= Jkl logfrll(k) + JJ2log 1r12(k) +J' log(1 - fris(k)) 
2 
+Jk2log(1 - 
ýr12(k)) +E R(7rji) 
i, j=1 
We note that ßr21 = 1- fr11 and ßr22 = 1- fr12. The Fisher information is calculated 
from the partial derivatives of the log-likelihood with respect to the parameters 
iii, ir12,1 - X11 and 1- ßr12. The partial derivatives with respect to frll are 
alogA J11 J1 
aýrii - *ii (k) -1- ýrll (k) 
192 log A7' J11 Jý 1 
afril - -(*11(k))2 (1 - frii(k))2 
The Fisher information of parameter 1rll is then 
21 
Zk (7rii) - (*i (k))2 + (1 - frii(k))2 
(5.23) 
The partial derivatives of the log-likelihood for it12 are 
alogAk j12 J2 
k2 
air12 - *12(k) -1- *12(k) 
a2 log A' Jk Jk2 
a7f12 = -( 12( 
))2 (1 
-7C12(ß))2 
and the Fisher information of parameter 712 is then given by 
Zk(7riz) - (f2(j12 
j22 
k) )2 ++ (1 - *12(k))2 
(5.24) 
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For the parameter 7721 i 
the Fisher information is calculated from the partial deriva- 
tives with respect to 1- *11. 
alogA J2ý1 Jkl 
a(1- 1- ý-,, (k) fril(k) 
192 log nk J1 Jk ý a(1 
- 
7f11)2 = (1 
- 
7C11(k))2 ft11(k)2 
and is then given by 
Jk lJl 
Zß((1 - iii)) - (5.25) + (1 - *11(k))2. . 
25) 
The Fisher information of parameter 722 is calculated through 
alogA 
a2 log nk 
ail - x12)2 
which leads to 
T22 T12 
k_k 
1- 7r12(k) *12(k) 
J22 T12 
k_k 
ý1 
- *12(k))2 *12(k)2 
Zk((1 - iri2)) _ ýrl (j12 
j22 
k)2 + (1 - ßi2( ))2 
(5.26) 
Tables 5.4.1 exhibits the square root of the diagonal elements of the Fisher infor- 
mation matrix for the last 45 algorithm passes, namely passes 100 to 144. This 
quantity is a measure for the sensitivity of the model with respect to small changes 
in the corresponding parameters. If the sensitivity of a parameter is large then 
one can expect a small asymptotic variance for that parameter. In this case, the 
square root of the diagonal elements of the Fisher information matrix is larger for 
the parameter values in the second state. Therefore the variance of parameter esti- 
mates in the first state is expected to be higher. The transition probabilities in this 
particular data set indicate a low probability for being in state 1, the parameter 
estimates for that state are therefore less stable than those for the state 2. It has 
to be emphasised here, that the Fisher information is simply calculated separately 
for each parameter, cross-variations are not taken into account. This is due to the 
fact that the optimal parameter estimates in the model are derived from separate 
maximum likelihood functions (see appendices C. 1-C. 3) for each parameter and are 
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1 uu 3.6519 42.289 0.9837 11.392 4.3711 24.247 96.290 1477.9 96.290 1477.9 
101 3.6526 42.241 1.0680 12.358 4.4399 24.748 102.93 1589.1 102.93 1569.1 
102 3.5905 41.785 1.1356 13.217 4.4266 24.835 107.56 1601.5 107.56 1601.5 
103 35477 41.785 1.2163 14.328 4.4395 24.674 113.57 1653.3 113.57 1663.3 
104 35097 41.370 1.2803 15.099 4A757 24.053 117.24 1655.5 117.24 1655.5 
105 3.5504 40.647 1.3193 15.106 4.5874 23.577 116.16 1561.1 118.16 1561.1 
106 3.7108 40.108 1.3530 14.624 4.8037 23.110 112.50 1419.8 112.50 1419.8 
107 3.9478 40.456 1.4496 14.856 5.0926 23.571 114.40 1378.0 114.40 1378.0 
108 4.1208 40.502 1.5291 15.030 5.3345 23.525 115.25 1324.0 115.25 1324.0 
109 4.4885 39.605 1.5158 13.396 5.6763 22.832 104.52 1074.9 104.52 1074.9 
110 5.1382 40.176 1.5941 12.468 6.3534 22.390 100.14 93823 100.14 938.23 
111 5.7735 40.728 1.7149 12.098 7.1044 22.966 99.801 875.87 99.801 875.87 
112 &2238 41.109 1.8489 12.214 7.6102 23.530 101.53 85306 101.53 853.08 
113 &5158 41.284 1.9781 12.535 7.9305 23.864 103.81 83&70 103.81 836.70 
114 &7945 41.049 2.0580 12.434 8.3470 23.423 102.85 781.64 102.85 781.84 
115 7.1833 41.127 2.1897 12.539 8.7438 23.559 104.06 753.87 104.06 753.87 
116 7.6989 40.808 2.2422 11.886 9.2760 22.681 99.852 666.44 99.852 668.44 
117 6.2076 41.198 2.4249 12.172 9.9970 23.311 103.14 665.18 103.14 665.18 
118 ß5956 40.877 2.5378 12.069 10.393 23.144 10281 626.27 102.61 628.27 
119 E19364 41.011 2.7002 12.392 10.804 23.232 105.09 819.54 105.09 619.54 
120 9.3367 40.587 2.7825 12.096 11.319 22.680 103.14 571.51 103.14 571.51 
121 10.077 40.545 2.8960 11.654 12126 22.569 100.94 521.81 100.94 521.81 
122 10.868 40.443 3.0130 11.213 12842 22.086 98.799 478.53 98.799 478.53 
123 12.319 40.741 3.0803 10.189 14.476 21.577 93.722 409.45 93.722 409.45 
124 13.533 41.339 3.2710 9.9944 15.684 22.392 94.062 397.08 94.062 397.08 
125 14.828 41.663 3.3231 9.3373 17.310 22.124 90.446 355.47 90.448 355.47 
126 15.795 41.853 3.4190 9.0612 18266 22.478 86.893 341.40 88.893 341.40 
127 16.673 42.110 3.4415 8.6920 19.361 22.357 88.490 321.14 86.490 321.14 
128 17.403 42.474 3.4542 8.4308 20.171 22.501 84.837 311.00 84.637 311.00 
129 17.919 42.681 3.4244 8.1568 20.898 22.598 82.454 301.47 82.454 301.47 
130 18.789 43.419 3.3363 7.7100 21.010 22.330 78.921 285.65 78.921 285.65 
131 18.564 43.812 3.1933 7.5364 22219 22.971 78.125 29215 76.125 292.15 
132 17.655 43.973 3.0616 7.6254 21.065 23.726 74.822 311.46 74.822 311.48 
133 16.731 44.087 2.9629 7.8076 19.087 23.672 75.279 330.40 75.279 330.40 
134 16.575 44.616 2.8340 7.6287 19.446 23.075 74.964 327.73 74.964 327.73 
135 15.744 44.401 2.6929 7.8100 1 fl475 23.483 73.781 347.82 73.781 347.82 
136 14.927 44.527 2.5698 7.6656 17.680 23.812 73.652 367.77 73.652 367.77 
137 14.310 44.603 2.4570 7.6929 1&385 23.514 73.314 38361 73.314 383.81 
138 13.666 44.964 2.3521 7.7373 15559 23.268 74.113 404.04 74.113 404.04 
139 13.064 44.789 2.2320 7.6408 156215 23.207 73.739 41872 73.739 418.72 
140 12.531 44.936 2.1085 7.5609 14.598 23.327 72.501 43&46 72.501 438.48 
141 11.774 45.044 2.0088 7.8844 13.649 23.751 72.812 471.42 72.812 471.42 
142 11.133 45.020 1.9151 7.7444 12775 23.821 73.205 496.93 73.205 498.93 
143 10.660 45.161 1.8231 7.7235 12106 23.318 73.287 516.87 73.267 516.87 
144 10.161 45.237 1.7355 7.7264 11.622 23.299 73.552 545.18 73.552 545.18 
Table 5.2: Sensitivity analysis for changes in parameters in a 2-state HMM-based 
interest rate model 
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MdAPE MdRAE MSE 
1-state MC 0.0145 1.1306 0.0371 
2-state MC 0.0126 0.9876 0.0269 
3-state MC 0.0128 0.9928 0.0513 
Table 5.3: Results of error analysis for the 1-, 2- and 3-state MM-based interest 
rate model 
updated one after the other. The Fisher information matrix is therefore not known 
as a whole, the values reported in table 5.4.1 are the square roots of the diagonal 
elements. One possible way to analyse the goodness of estimates further is to test 
the optimal parameter estimates in separate runs of the EM algorithm. The opti- 
mal parameter estimates found here can be chosen as initial values for running the 
EM algorithm without filtering on this data set. The EM algorithm leads to local 
maxima and should therefore give similar parameter estimates as previously found. 
This method shall be explored further in future work. 
5.4.2 Assessment of Predicted Yields 
The goodness of fit of the one-step ahead forecasts is assessed using the error mea- 
sures defined in subsection 3.6.2. The median absolute percentage error (MdAPE) 
and the median relative absolute error (MdRAE) for the 1-, 2- and 3-state HMM- 
based models are evaluated and the mean square error (MSE) is also calculated. 
The forecasts of the models are then compared using these 3 criteria. The results 
of this error analysis are presented in Table 5.3. 
The MdRAE, MdAPE and MSE values clearly indicate that the 2-state HMM- 
based interest rate model has the best fit in comparison with the 1- and 3-state 
HMM-based models. We note though that the error differences between the 2-state 
and 3-state models are not that significant. 
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5.4.3 The number of regimes 
Selecting the number of states for the HMM-based interest rate model can be done 
with a penalised likelihood criteria, which is a standard procedure when choosing 
between nested models (see [133] and [85]). The optimal number of regimes for the 
proposed HMM-based interest rate model is determined by applying the Akaike 
information criterion (AIC) [1]. The derivation of this model selection criterion is 
based on the Kullback-Leibler information and utilises the log-likelihood function of 
the model together with a penalty term, which is the number of model parameters. 
Specifically, the AIC is given by 
AIC = -21og(G(p)) + 2s, 
where G(p) is the likelihood function of the model and s denotes the number of 
parameters. The model which minimises the AIC is preferred over the others. 
The log-likelihood function of the parameter set p (see (5.13)) for the observation 
process y in each pass is given by 
K 
,C (P) _E 109 
fYklYk-, (Yk I Yk-1; P) 
k=1 
K12 (Yk 
- (k Xk)Yk-1 - 7(Xk))2 
_ 
(-2 
log(21I (Xk)) -( 2ý(Xk )2 
k=1 
where fykIyk_1 denotes the density of observation k conditional on the preceding 
observation k-1 and K is the number of observations in each pass. 
Figure 5.6 shows the calculated AIC for 1-, 2-, 3- and 4-state HMM-based models 
after each pass. The parameter values used to obtain the forecast in the current 
pass generate the log-likelihood function and the AIC in that given pass. Due to 
this information criterion the best performing model that captures the dynamics of 
this interest rate series is the 2-state model. This finding is consistent with the re- 
sults of the error analysis given in Table 5.3. Therefore a 2-state model is sufficient 
to model these T-bill rates. 
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5.5 Some concluding remarks 
In this chapter, a mean-reverting interest rate model with Markov-inodu1ate 1 pa- 
rameters is developed and implemented. H'\1M filtering. tecliüiq>>es detailed if) t1w 
previous chapter are employed to obtain optimal estimates of the iuodel p) iraiiietcrs 
via recursive filters of auxiliary quantities of the observation procetis. : AIgorit. liiiis 
were designed and applied to a financial data set of 30-day Canadian T-bill yields. 
Within the data set and period studied, the conducted . dialysis shows that a niodel 
with two regimes is sufficient to describe the interest rate dynaniicti u, ii Hic basis of 
very small prediction errors and the Akaike information crit. erioii. 
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Chapter 6 
A hidden Markov model for 
electricity prices 
In this chapter a regime-switching model for electricity spot price dynamics is 
developed. The spot price is assumed to follow an exponential Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 
process with an added compound Poisson process. This way, the model allows for 
mean-reversion and possible jumps. All parameters are modulated by a hidden 
Markov chain in discrete time and are able to switch between different economic 
regimes representing the interaction of various factors. For this model the filtering 
method from chapter 4 is extended. With a different reference probability measure 
including the jump term optimal estimates of the model parameters can be derived 
in terms of the recursive filters. This self-calibrating model is implemented on a 
deseasonalised series of daily spot electricity prices from the Nordic exchange Nord 
Pool. 
6.1 Modelling electricity prices 
Electricity markets in many countries such as Norway, Spain, Germany, the UK 
and the US, amongst others, were deregulated over the last two decades. Price con- 
trols were removed and the competition between electricity providers encouraged. 
Electricity spot and future contracts are now open for trade and with this, the price 
uncertainty has increased. New models for pricing these electricity contracts were 
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introduced, which have to take into account distinctive stochastic properties of the 
electricity market. 
Trading electricity products in spot and derivative markets largely resembles the 
trade with other commodities. However, electricity is an economical non-storable 
good, which leads to a strong dependency on supply and demand. High seasonal 
variations in prices arise from seasonal demand fluctuations, which occur weekly 
with different demands for weekdays and weekends as well as in an annual cycle 
due to changes in temperatures and daylight hours. The second characteristic of 
electricity prices is mean-reversion. Since electricity prices depend on supply and 
demand, the economic principle applies here; higher demand leads to higher prices, 
but in the long run the supply side will adapt to higher demand and prices will 
decrease to the long-run mean. The dependence of prices on supply and demand 
and the non-storability of electricity leads to the third characteristic of electricity 
prices, namely high price spikes. Supply shortages together with higher demand 
result in price jumps on the electricity spot market, which were frequently em- 
pirically observed over the last years. The challenge of a pricing model on the 
electricity market is therefore to be flexible enough to take all these characteristics 
into account. 
The stochastic properties of electricity prices have led to different modelling ap- 
proaches in the literature, which can be divided into two categories, namely forward 
based models and modelling spot prices. The first approach was taken by Clewlow 
and Strickland [34], Benth and Koekebakker [17], and Kiesel, Schindlmayer and 
Börger [93], who choose to model the entire forward curve directly to price forward 
and futures contracts. The second approach, which tends to be more tractable, 
was taken by Schwartz [134], where an OU-process modelled the mean-reversion. 
This approach was extended by Lucia and Schwartz [105], who proposed a two- 
factor mean-reverting model for spot prices with a deterministic component for 
the seasonal pattern. These models capture the mean-reversion but do not take 
into account the occurring price spikes. A mean-reverting jump-diffusion model 
for hourly spot prices was proposed by Culot et al. [36] and Cartea and Figueroa 
[31]. Another approach was taken by Benth et al. [16], where the characteristics 
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of spot prices are captured with mean-reversion dynamics driven by Levy (jump) 
processes. Geman and Roncoroni [70] introduce a class of discontinuous processes 
to capture trajectorial and statistical properties of electricity prices. The model is 
fitted to the US market, where it captures specific jump characteristics. 
In recent years, regime-switching models for electricity prices emerged. A study by 
de Jong [38] found that spikes in spot electricity prices can be captured better by 
regime-switching models than by a Poisson jump model. Deng [43] and de Jong 
and Huisman [39] developed different regime-switching models for electricity prices. 
Most regime-switching models distinguish between two regimes, one `normal' and 
one `jump' regime. Huisman and Mahieu [90] introduced a third regime for the 
change from `jump' to `normal' regime. However, the calibration and parameter 
estimation in all these models remains problematic due to limited historical data 
and a large number of parameters. 
The model proposed in this chapter is an HMM, which is a more general ver- 
sion of regime-switching models. Elliott, Sick and Stein [57] introduced a Markov 
model for electricity spot prices including factors from the supply side in their 
analysis. The number of generators on-line are represented by a Markov process in 
discrete time and parameters are estimated using the EM algorithm. The concept 
of HMMs was applied to electricity markets by Yu and Sheble [148] describing the 
structure of the electricity market with an HMM, and by Gonzalez et al. [74], 
who use an Input/Output HMM for analysing electricity prices. Here, an HMM 
for forecasting electricity spot prices is developed, which incorporates seasonality, 
mean-reversion as well as the possibility of price spikes. The electricity spot price 
is the observation process of the HMM. Various information, which are difficult to 
quantify, such as behavioural aspects of buyers and sellers, unforeseen weather, and 
production issues, amongst others, are hidden in this process. This hidden infor- 
mation is modelled by a Markov chain in discrete time and governs the parameters 
of the proposed model. One main problem in forecasting prices in the electric- 
ity market is the estimation of parameters since daily prices can be very volatile 
and jumps can occur throughout the year. This HMM is a mean-reverting model 
with jumps, where the parameters evolve according to the underlying discrete-time 
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Markov chain. 
In this chapter, recursive formulae for optimal model parameter estimation are 
derived through the reference measure technique by Elliott [48] and by applying 
the filters derived in chapter 4, namely equations (4.7), (4.9) and (4.11). In this 
new model, the OU-process from chapter 5 is extended by an addition of a jump- 
component. A new reference measure is constructed and the optimal parameter 
estimation includes the jump-component. The recursive parameter updates are im- 
plemented on a data set from Nordic exchange Nord Pool. The Nordic electricity 
market is known for its volatile nature. Since power production relies heavily on 
hydro power, water levels in the reservoirs are an important determinant in elec- 
tricity generation and prices in the Nordic market have high seasonal variations and 
spikes. The forecasts in a 2- and 3-state HMM setting follow the actual data closely. 
Furthermore within the framework of this model, expected spots on delivery are 
calculated, which in turn can be incorporated in forward pricing for practitioners 
to adopt. 
6.2 Model description 
Consider the underlying probability space (1 ,. F, P). 
The electricity spot price 
model is composed of two main components: one deterministic function D(k) to 
capture seasonal trends, and Z, an OU-process with added compound Poisson pro- 
cess, where the parameters are governed by a Markov chain. The OU-process part 
of the observation process models the mean-reversion of electricity prices observed 
in the market. The random price fluctuations are modelled by a Brownian motion 
W to include the `normal' variations when the market is quiet. The compound 
Poisson process Y models the price spikes. 
As in chapters 3 and 5 the homogeneous Markov chain Xk governing the param- 
eters of the model is defined in discrete time (k = 0,1, ... 
) with finite state space 
{el, e2, ..., eN} . 
Since electricity spot prices are highly dependent on supply and 
demand, different states of the Markov chain represent different regimes of the mar- 
ket which are determined by the interaction amongst many variables such as the 
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current state of supply and demand and strategic behaviour of market agents. An 
exact definition of the elements of the hidden states is not necessary, all hidden in- 
formation is included in the different states. The filtration generated by the Markov 
chain is denoted by , P. Under the probability measure P the Markov chain x has 
dynamics xk+l = IIxk + Vk+l, where II denotes the transition probability matrix 
of the Markov chain and Vk+1 is a martingale increment with E[vk+l I k] = 0. 
The spot price dynamics of daily electricity spot prices is given by 
SP(k) = D(k) exp(Zk). 
6.2.1 Seasonal decomposition 
(6.1) 
The seasonal component D(k) is modelled with a sinusoidal function with positive 
trend. Sinusoidal functions are applied in various studies for capturing seasonal 
components. A sinusoidal seasonal function with weekly, semi-weekly and annual 
components was used by Culot et al. [36] and Kluge [95]. Furthermore, de Jong [38] 
introduced sinusoidal terms as well as dummy variables within his regime-switching 
approach, whilst Geman and Roncoroni [70] include a cosine function in the mean 
trend for the US market. Here, a sinusoidal function that has yearly and weekly 
components is chosen because the electricity demand on the Nordic market shows 
seasonal patterns for colder and warmer times of the year as well as weekly seasonal 
patterns. The seasonal component is given by 
3 
D(k) = d1 *k+ d2h sin 
(Sh 27r 
k) + d3h cos 
(Sh 27r k) 
365 365 
h=1 
+d4h sin 
(sh 7 k) + d5h cos 
(sh-_k)) + d6 (6.2) 
for sl = 1, s2 =2 and s3 =4 and the constants dl, d2h d3h, d4h, d5h and dG are to 
be determined. This seasonal function is fitted to the data set in section 6.5.1. 
6.2.2 Dynamics of the observation process 
The deseasonalised log spot price In SP(k) is modelled through the stochastic process 
Zk, a discretised version of ZZ, which is an OU-process with added jump component. 
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The process Zt follows the dynamics 
dZt = rc(xt)(, i(xt) - Zt) dt + ((xt) dWt + dYt (6.3) 
where the mean-reversion level /3, speed of mean-reversion ic and volatility ( are 
all governed by the Markov chain xt. Since xt is any one of the unit vectors ei, 
the parameters i, and ( have the representations (", ") with K(xt) = (r., xt), 
0 (xt) = (0, xt) and ((xt) = (C, xt). The jump process Y is given by 
dY = BdGt, (6.4) 
where Gt is a Poisson process with constant intensity AP. When a jump occurs, 
its magnitude B is a random variable with a probability density function that 
depends on the Markov chain xt meaning that different regimes have different 
jump size distributions. The conditional distribution of the jump sizes is BIxt --- 
N(uB(xt), (B(xt)). The intensity AP does not change when a switching of regimes 
occurs. The seasonality of jump intensity is still taken into account, since the 
jump size is evolving according to the state of the Markov chain. The global 
filtration is defined by .r= . 
fi'' V . 
F' V T" , where the 
filtration generated by 
the Brownian motion is denoted by FW and the filtration generated by the jump 
process component is FY. The global filtration includes the filtration generated by 
the observation process YZ = Q(Zi, Z2,... ). 
6.3 Change of measure 
For the derivation of optimal parameter estimates within this extended HMM set- 
up the reference probability measure technique as described in section 2.3.1 is ap- 
plied. First the observation process is defined as the logarithm of the deseasonalised 
electricity spot prices. The continuous-time solution of equation (6.3) is 
Zc = In 
SP(t) 
D(t) 
= Z3e-c("')(t-8) +ß(x, )(1 - e-K(X')(t-9)) 
t ct 
+((x9)e-"("')t 
I 
e(")" dWu + e-K(la)(t-Tm)Bm(xj)" 
(6.5) 
M=Gs+1 
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The parameters rc,, , 
3, C and the jump-size Bt of the compound Poisson process 
component are governed by a Markov chain xt in discrete time. The Markov chain 
is constant over the interval [s, t]. The random time of occurrence of the mth jump 
is denoted by Tm,. For the derivation of the filters of related processes of the Markov 
chain x and in finding optimal parameter estimates we work under a reference 
probability measure P. The discrete-time version of the observation process (6.5) 
is given by 
Zk+l 
= Zke-"("k)Ok + 
Q(Xk)(1 
- e-"("k)Ok 
1- e-2ic(7ck)Ak 
CAk 
+ýýXk) / wk+i +E e-"(Xk)(Ak-rm)Bm(Xk) (6.6) Zl61Xk) 
m=1 
where {wk+l} is a sequence of IID standard normal random variables. Note the 
following connection for the discretisation of the jump-term: 
k Gk+1 
e-IS(xk)(k-v')dYu =I e-, 
(xk)(k-T-)Bm(Xk) 
l m=Gkk-E1 
in distr. Gk-I 
e-k(Xk)(k-c) L 
ý` 
e1c(Xk)TmBm(Xk)7 
M=l 
where -r, are the jumping times in the interval (0, k- l]. 
The filters for the related processes of the Markov chain (4.7), (4.9) and (4.11) 
are calculated under a reference probability measure P. Under this measure x 
is still a Markov chain with dynamics Xk+1 = IIXk + Vk+1 and Zk are indepen- 
dent observations. To perform a change of measure we examine the discretised 
observation process. We assume that the change of measure does not affect the 
compound Poisson process component of the observation process as in Merton 
[116], where the jump size and intensity have the same dynamics under the new 
measure. We construct a reference probability measure P through the Radon- 
Nikodym derivative dP Iy-k= Ak = ý1 1 
Al. Following the technique developed 
in Elliott et al. [49] we back out the real world measure from the reference probabil- 
ity measure by applying a discrete time version of Girsanov's theorem and defining 
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d'P 
I, 
Fk- 
nk =l 11=1 
Al with 
ýt := exp -b 
[z 
e-k(x')°t + ß(x1) (1 - e-"("')°t) 
Go, 
+ e-K(X! 
)(Ol-Tm)Bm(x )] 
Z1 
4 
m=1 
Jb 
_1 
[Zle-'(xl)ot + O(xt)(1 
2b2 
Go, 
.+ 
1` e-,, 
(xi)(Ot-Tm)Bm(XI)] 2 (6.7) 
mL==1 
with b= ((x1) and Ao = 1, {ýi :IE N} and {A1 :IE N` }. The process ZK(I) 
At } is a F-martingale under P and AA =1 with 
k1 Got 
Ak _ exp 
[b [Zle-«(")ot + i3(xi)(1 - e-'«' 1 1) + e-K(XI)(ot Tm)Býýxi)ý wt+i 
t=i M=l 
Goy 
+2b2 ýZte-K(Xý)ot /3(xt)(1 - e-"(Xý)otý + 
ý` e-, ý(X! )(ot-Tm)gm(Xt)ý2] 
m=J1 
Note here, that the reference probability measure is not unique, other choices for 
Ak are possible. Recall from chapter 4 that with Bayes' theorem, a filter for an 
adapted process Hk is given by 
Y] =E 
[Hknk I] 
E [Hk I 
E [nk I -1: 7kx] 
and has the representation E[Hk Ij 
(1'77k(HkXk)) 
(1, 
Tlk(Xk)) 
The filters for the state of the Markov chain, the number of jumps J, the occupation 
time 0 and auxiliary processes T are applied, which were derived in chapter 4. From 
the change of measure described above, P in the filter equations (4.7), (4.9) and 
(4.11) is defined by 
Goi 
I'a = exp(-b2 [Zte-"'°t + j3 (1 - e-; 
°') + 
m=1 
Got 
-2 [Zte-ý``°l +O i(1 - e-'; 
°t) +Z e-"(Al--)B' ]2) . 
(6.8) 
2bi 
m=1 
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6.4 Optimal parameter estimates 
In this section, maximum likelihood estimates for the parameters of the observation 
process Zt in equation (6.5) are derived, where the parameters are governed by a 
Markov chain xt. 
First we derive the probability density function of the process Zt. 
Zt = Zse-"('-)(t-s) + ß(x8)(1 - e-"(Xe)(t-s)) 
t Ct 
+ C(xs)e-'(x. )t 
% 
e"("')u dWu +L e-'ý(X, 
)(t-T+n)Bm(xt). (6.9) J9 
m=c, +1 
The parameters are said to be constant over the interval [s, t], 0<s<t. The 
observation process without jumps is normally distributed with mean pz =Q+ 
(Z3 and variance (=2 (1 - e-2i (t-8)). We examine the distribution 
of the part given by the compound Poisson process Y. As described in the previous 
section B1, B2, ... are independent, 
identically distributed normal random variables 
and (Gt)t>o is a standard Poisson process with jump intensity A" > 0. Let G and B 
be jointly independent. Denote the mean and the variance of the process B by µB 
and (B, respectively. The probability distribution of the Poisson process G is given 
by the usual Poisson distribution. To derive the density of the jump component, 
the approximation of the jump integral f 
te-(t-')dY, 
= e-0-8)(Yt-Y8) is utilised. 
By the stationarity. of the compound Poisson process, we find that the increment 
Y-Y. has the same distribution as Y_8. Thus, the density of the the jump term 
is 
00 
eY, 
-s(z) 
_Z 
(A (t 
h! 
s))he-\P(t-8) O(z; /1ae-'(t-9)h, (äe-2K(t-9)h) , 
(6.10) 
h=0 
where 0 denotes the pdf of the normal distribution. Following the arguments by 
Hanson and Westman [84] the pdf of the observation process can be calculated as 
the convolution of densities of the OU-process without jumps and the jump part 
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distribution. Therefore the density of Zt conditioned on Z3 is 
4)Z(x) _ 
(AP( hý S))he-aP(t-9) 
l 
h=O 
X 
(z; Q+ (Zs - Q)e-Kit-9) +tae-Kit-9)h, 
2 
(1 - e-aK(t-s)) + C2 e-2"(t-s)h) . 
(6.11) 
The density in (6.11) can be further expressed as an expectation of the normal 
density under the Poisson counter C. Hence, equation (6.11) has a more compact 
form 
I)X (x) = Eck 
{(x; 
,3+ 
(Z9 - ß)e-'(t-3) + flee-"t-8)Got, 
2 
(t-s)Got)] 
. 
(6.12) 
2tc 
(1 - e-2K(t-s)) + (äe-2K 
To find the optimal parameters of the observation process Zt specified in (6.5) the 
EM algorithm is utilised. For this purpose the simplifying assumption is made, that 
the intensity of the Poisson process AP is independent from the other parameters. 
To find optimal estimates, the parameters of the normally distributed part of the 
observation process are evaluated independently of the Gt-process. First, the max- 
imum likelihood estimates for the set of parameters Pelee = {K , 0,, <?, µn;, (2 7rjz} 
is derived. The aim is to find a new set of parameters pelec' which maximises the 
conditional expectation of the log-likelihoods. In the following we denote the jump 
counter Gok with p and the mean and variance of the OU-process with µZ and (z, 
respectively. The MLE's for the normal distribution O(x; µZ + lBpe-"(t-9), (L + 
(pe-"(t_8)) are derived. Note that both mean and variance are dependent on the 
Markov chain x, and so they are regime-switching. The discretised version of the 
observation process in equation (6.6) is used in obtaining the recursive parameter 
updates. 
An explicit recursive formula for the parameter Q with the processes of the Markov 
chain x is derived. However, since the mean-reversion level rc is included in the mean 
and variance part, the calculation of the MLE for is is less straightforward and a re- 
cursive formula cannot be found. Therefore explicit recursive formulae for the mean 
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µZ and the mean of the jump process µB are derived and a value for i is obtained 
based on the optimal value of Q by solving the equation yZ zi = /ýi + (t Qi 
Consequently it =In; 
Q`) 1 With this value of rc together with the MLE X1 -at °. 
estimate of ('z the estimated value of ( is given by (i2= 12e 
Therefore, cal- 
culating MLE's for µz and Cz gives the desired parameter estimates for tc and (2. 
Applying the EM algorithm the following optimal recursive parameter estimates 
are obtained: 
Tk(Zk+l) 
- 
Ok/Bpe-'t° 
(6.13) Ali = 
Ok 
Tk(Zk+l) 
- 
6kt'zi 
(6.14) µBi = pkpe-, ýtio 
Ti(Zi)(e-zK; + e-ti) - 
Ö'(-e-zk; oµajp + PB Pe-"'°) Qz = Ok(1 + 2e-'ti;,, + e-2 ) 
+ 
Tk(Zt+i)(1 - e-"'°) (6.15) 
O'(1 + 2e-"; A + e-2' ) 
a 
'ZZA+i) + 6;; (µz, + µä, pze-zk; o) + Ok(2µz; FLB Pe-, ý; o - (B, e-aý; op) Czi = Oi k 
2Tk(Zk+i)(µz; +µB; pe-N'O) 
Oz 
2 7'%(Zk+i) + 
6k(f, 
z; +p ezr; 
o) + Ök(2µz; IIB, pe-"'A - Cz. ) 
-2K; A 
(6.16) 
_ 
2T %(Zk+i)(Pz; + I1a; Pe (6.17) 
Okpe-2k, ° 
and irji =4. (6.18) 
Note that for any process H we write H1 = E[H1 I Fk ]. The proofs of formulae 
(6.13)-(6.17) can be found in Appendices D. 1 - D. 5. The proof of formula (6.18) is 
similar to proof in Appendix B. 2. 
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6.5 Implementation 
The model is implemented on daily spot prices compiled by Nord Pool. Nord 
Pool is the Nordic Power Exchange for trading electric power and was established 
in 1993. It is the only multinational exchange for trading power, integrating the 
Nordic countries Norway, Sweden, Finland and Denmark. The data set in this 
implementation consists of 1360 data points for the time period between December 
1998 and August 2002. 
6.5.1 Fitting the deterministic function 
Due to the nature of power production in Norway, where most electricity is pro- 
duced from hydro power, electricity prices are highly dependent on water levels 
in reservoirs and snow melting conditions. Compared to more stable markets like 
that of Singapore or that of the US, the Nordic market shows more frequently 
occurring jumps and daily spot prices compiled by Nord Pool exhibit high sea- 
sonality. To remove seasonal components, the deterministic function is fitted to 
the actual data. The parameters for the deterministic function are calibrated 
with a least-square algorithm in Matlab. In particular, 2 Ek(D(x, k) - SP(k))2 is 
minimised with respect to x, where x denotes a set of parameters. In this case, 
x= {dl, d2h, d3h, d4h, d5h, d6}, is a parameter set described in equation (6.2). The 
resulting best fitting deterministic function for the seasonality component has the 
estimated parameter values of dl = 0.0566, d21 = 14.2141, d22 = -0.6806, d23 = 
4.6331, d31 = 20.4066, d32 = -1.6644, d33 = 2.6234, d41 = 8.5408, d42 = 
3.1962, d43 = 0.7352, d51 = -0.5275, d52 = 4.3471, d53 = 2.8170 and d6 = 
97.3887. 
In Figure 6.1 daily spot prices in NOK/MWh are depicted together with the sea- 
sonal function. Frequent jumps in the electricity prices are visible and the descrip- 
tive statistics show a high variance of the price data. The remaining stochastic part 
is the log of the deseasonalised spot price SP. This is considered as the observation 
process for the empirical work presented in the next subsection. 
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Figure (i. i. Actual data and seasonal function 
6.5.2 Filtering and parameter estimation 
First, a data analysis is conducted to verify that the dyIloliiics for the stochastic 
process Zti are suitable for this data set. A normality test for the (leseasonalised log 
spot prices shows, that the spot prices do not follow a iioriiial d istrilnitio>>. To test a 
possible normal distribution we perform the Jarque-Bera test, at a 5% -level. With 
a p-value of 0, the hypothesis that the distribution is uoriuaal is rejected. Figure 
6.2 shows a normality plot for the data set. The data deviates significantly from 
the straight line. This supports the model choice. t lie probability of' rare events in 
the data sample is much Higher than that predicted by a (ahIssiiui distribution. 
The filters for updating the model parameters are applied to the data set. Note 
that in the implementation hybrid states of the \larkov cliaiu are allowed. For 
instance, in a two-state setting xk could take the value (0.3,0.7) which indicates 
that xk has a 0.3 probability of being in state 1 and a 0.7 probability of heilig in 
state 2. A series of one-step ahead forecasts for the deseasoualised daily log spot 
prices is calculated. The expected value of the observation process at time k+I is 
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Normal Probability Plot 
0.999 
++ 
Figure 6.2: Normal probability plot for the dcscasonalised log spot prices 
obtained using the equation 
EýZk i ýkj _ Zke-(K, 
n k), Ak + (/. 3. Hxk)(1 - e-(vrNk)Ati. 
+APke-*. riXk)oti, ) 6.19 
The mean value and the variance from the data set are used as guides to select 
initial values. Practitioners implementing the algorithm on different data sets >>, ay 
need to run the algorithm with different choices for the initial values as the R. A'l 
algorithm only yields a local maximum for the log-likelihood. The data set is 
processed in batches of 40 data points. This ineans that roughly every six weeks 
(sufficient to warrant the presence of new information), ilie parameter estimates 
are updated based on updated filtering equations. The algorithm is run 3.1 tinies 
within this data set. The algorithm is self-tuning since new information leads to 
updated optimal parameter estimates. The implementation is performed under 
the set-up of a 2-state and 3-state Markov chain. To show the added benefit of 
introducing the switching of regimes, the algorithm is also riiii on n 1-state model 
setting, and the results are compared. 
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1 -0.5 0 0.5 
deseasonalized log spot prices 
Figure 6.3 depicts the dynamic movement of the optimal parameter estimates of a 
2-state HMM. The parameters n, and ( are calculated through the updated opti- 
mal parameters ; 3, µz and (z. In updating k the condition 11Z, > Zi for Z1 > or 
µzß < Z1 for Zj < ßi must be satisfied, otherwise r;., (p -f 1) = n,, (p) for 1) = 1, ..., lip 
with rip being the number of parameter updates. All other parameters are calcu- 
Lite<1 via the recursive filter equal ions (6.13) to (6.13) . 
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Figure 6.3: Evolution of parameters in a 2-state 11D9\I 
In Figure 6.4 the evolution of parameters in a 3-state Markov chain setting is dis- 
played. Here, the evolution of parameters exhibits similar pattern to t fiat of the 
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2-state Markov chain setting. The rate of convergence of parallieter estimates is 
slightly higher than that in the 2-state set-up. 
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Figure 6.1: Evolution of parameters in a 3-state MIM 
The one-step ahead forecasts for electricity spot prices in a 3-state II: AIM is depicted 
in Figure 6.5. The graph shows the forecast for the deseasoualised log prices as 
well as for the daily spot prices. Here we can see that the one-step ahead forecasts 
follow the actual values very closely. The self-tuning algorithm is alle to capture 
the dynamics of the electricity spot prices and the occurrence of jumps is picked 
up by the filter. 
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A comparison of the 1-, 2- and 3-state HMI\I forecasts shows I hat regime-switcliiiig 
significantly improves the one-step amend forecasts. Figure (i. (i depicts a zooni-in 
view of forecasts from the three models during it 6-month period. The 2- ,md 3- 
state settings give closer forecasts than the 1-state model. 
An error analysis on the deviations between forecasts and deseasonalised log spot 
prices as well as forecasts and daily spot prices is given in Table 6.1 utilising the 
error measures defined in subsection 3.6.2. The most substantial improvement in 
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of 1-, 2-, and 3-state HMM one-step ahead spot price 
forecasts 
the goodness of fit measured through these forecast errors can be seen between 
the 1-state and 2-state HMM. This is a clear indication that models with regime- 
switching parameters are more likely to generate better price forecasts than a model 
without the possibility of regiere-switching. The number of states was cstel 1ed Io 
N=4, but the error analysis shows that no significant improvement is w-hieved. 
A comparison of error measurements between the 2- and 3-state setting inilicartes 
that the 3-state H'MM is able to forecast (leseasonalise>l lot; spot, prices as well as 
daily spot prices better than the 2-state model. Since als increase in the niumiber 
of states adds to the complexity of parirncter estimation, time slight improvement 
in terms of MdAPE using a 1-state setting does not really merit choosing a model 
with N>3. 
6.5.3 Pricing of electricity contracts 
The optimal parameter estimates generated by the proposed filtering procedures 
are used in pricing the expected spot on delivery (ESD). The price which is consid- 
ered here is given by the expected values of the spot price at a future time T given 
the current price at time t under the real-world iiicasure P. The forward price is 
calculated as the ESD under a risk-neutral measure. The risk-preiniuui c,, ili then 
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Error measure 1-state 2-state 3-state 4-state 
toy spot prices: 
MSE 0.4615 0.0577 0.0455 0.0464 
MdAPE 2.066 0.7681 0.6771 0.6115 
MdRAE 6.2049 3.3750 2.9837 2.7961 
actual spot prices: 
A-MSE 4967.5 1160.8 1142.8 1026.9 
M-1dAPE 0.2246 0.1283 0.1080 0.1046 
MdRAE 0.9999 0.9677 0.9632 0.9627 
Table 6.1: Error analysis for HAIM forecasts 
be calculated as the difference between these two prices. 
The ESD in this model is calculated using 
ESD(SPT, t, T) = E" [SPT I Ft] 
= D(T) exp(Zt)e , 
(=t)(T-t) 
x expL0(xt)(1 - e-K 
(Xt)(T-t)) + 
S(2- t)2 (1 
- e-2r(Xt)(T c))] 
T 
xEP[ exp(f e-"(xt)(T-u)BdG,, ) I . Ft] 
t 
SP(t)l e-K(Xt)(T-t) 
- D(T) 
L 
D(t) J 
x expLQ(xt)(1 - e-"(Xt)(T-t)) + 
ý(ýt (1 -e2, ý(Xt)(T-t) 
L 
it x exp J exp(µs(xt)e-K(Xt)(T-ti) t 
+c B-( t) e-a, ý(Xt)(T-u)) APdu - AP(T - t), . (6.20) 
A proof for the expected value of an integral similar to the last term 
fT 
Ep[exp(J e-K(xt)(T-u)dY,, ) I Ft] is stated in Benth et al. [16]. 
e 
The expectations above have to be calculated numerically if we do not assume that 
the Markov chain is constant. This approach is necessary for pricing ESD's with 
longer delivery periods which is an important issue for future research. 
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The ESD is computed for maturities of T=1, ..., 
30 days with starting dates from 
the ist of July 2002 to the 15th of July 2002. Figures 6.7 and 6.8 show the ESD 
prices in a 2-state and 3-state setting, respectively. In this example for short deliv- 
ery periods it is reasonable to assume a constant Markov chain. Since the starting 
dates lie in the last batch of data in our filtering estimation. we Uisc I he currýspr, url 
ing latest parameter estimates in a 2-state setting, which are. h: (xt) = -0.7731. 
/. 3(xt) = 0.1327, c(xt) = 0.55, /JB(xt) = 0.0075 and (ju(xt) = 0.0079 and the par uIi- 
eters in a 3-state setting, which are n, (xr) = -0.5853. j(xt) = 0.1211, c(xt) - 0.04, 
µB(xr) = 0.0091 and (B(xt) = 0.0089. The prices in a 2-state setting are slightly 
lower than the prices derived in a 3-state HMM; the difference increases with iii- 
creasing maturity. This pricing example shows a practical application of the model 
for spot prices and the filtered parameters. For any deterministic iiiarket price of 
risk, the conclusion of this application may be carried over to 0>rw<ird prices. 
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6.6 Some concluding remarks 
An HMM-driven model was developed to forecast electricity spot prices. Thee spot 
price is assumed to evolve in accordance with the exponential of pur OU process 
plus a jump term and this exponential is scaled by a deterministic sinusoidal fiuic- 
tioir to take into account the seasonal component of electricity prices. The added 
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compound Poisson process has normally distribnited junips, where tlie mean and 
variance are governed by a discrete-time HMM. This offers greater llexil>ility to 
switch between economic regimes reflected by the dyiimine changes of various f, ic- 
tors such as electricity supply and demand or behavioural aspects, which are easily 
seen in the sudden jumps of spot prices. Employing the FM , ýlgoritliiii, the optiiiial 
estimates for the model parameters are derived in terms of the recursive filters for 
the state of the Jlarkov chain, the miniber of jumps between two states. ocelipa- 
tion time of the Alarkov chain and an auxiliary process. Since the l)ara1, ueters are 
updated whenever a new data set arrives, we have created as self-tuning model. 
The empirical work on the implementation of filters and p raincter ('stiination of 
the model using deseasonalised electricity spot prices illustrates t licit 111c proposed 
model is well-equipped to capture the spikes present in time data, for 1>otli the 2- 
state and 3-state setting. A comparison with the 1-state model indieatcs clearly 
the improvements gained by allowing parameters to switch between regime.. The 
important empirically observed characteristics of the electricity markets are c. aap- 
tured by the model as evidenced by low forecast errors and similar trends portrayed 
by the forecasts resembling closely the dynainics and patterns of the actual data 
series. The pricing of expected spots on delivery shows an application of the model 
to pricing, which can be easily adopted by practitioners. 
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Chapter 7 
Asset allocation under a 
multi-dimensional HMM 
framework 
In the first part of this chapter a method is developed to optimally allocate an 
investment budget to two assets, where each asset price process follows a discre- 
tised geometric Brownian motion with regime-switching parameters. The filtering 
method and optimal parameter estimates described in chapter 3 are extended here 
to a multi-dimensional observation process with one underlying Markov chain as 
described in Elliott [49]. 
7.1 Filtering and parameter estimation for vec- 
tor observations 
Suppose (12, Y, P) denotes a probability space under which Xk is a homogeneous 
Markov chain with finite state space in discrete time (k = 0,1,2... ). Again, x has 
the dynamics 
Xk+1 = lIXk + Vk+1 (7. i) 
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The observation process is d-dimensional and the component process yk+l, 9= 
1, ..., d, 
follows the dynamics 
Yk+l = f9(Xk) + Q9(Xk)wk+1 1<gG 
dý 
where f9= (ff 
f2 
, ..., 
fN)T E RN, Q9 = (Q9, U2, ... 
g )T E 11ýN and wk.. .... w' are 
0(0,1) IID random variables, independent for each component of the observation 
process. Analogous to the change of probability measure technique for the one- 
dimensional case with equation (3.4) the real world measure P is constructed from 
P by defining the Radon-Nikodym derivative A' for each component g by 
[ 1(Y - f9(xl-1))] 
ý9 
cr9(xl-1)c5(yi ) (7.2) 
The Radon-Nikodym derivative of P with respect to P in the multivariate case is 
defined by 
dP dk 
= Akira with Akira : =11 ý7 A9, k>1, Aöim = 1. dP yk g=i t1=11 
All components of the d-dimensional observation process have the same underly- 
ing Markov chain x, all parameters therefore follow the same Markov chain and 
react to the same underlying information. The components are therefore correlated 
through the Markov chain, although the noise terms w9 are uncorrelated. 
The filter equations in the multi-dimensional setting are derived in accordance 
with principles previously applied under the one-dimensional setting. Recall that 
for the Markov chain xk we define pk := P(xk = e=jY) =E [(xk, ei) I] and 
dim := E[AkimxkI. ]. With Bayes' theorem 2.3 we see that Pk = E[xklf] _ 
EfAdk'mxklTkyl 
I. Fky, and we 
have Pk = ýdt d, m The 
diagonal matrix Ddt'ý, which is is 
l lk k k 
utilised for the filter equations of processes from the Markov chain is defined in the 
multi-dimensional setting alongside equation (3.2) as 
i99 d -ý-- for i=j dim = 
ýg_1 
aý O(bk+l) 
0 otherwise 
The recursive relations for "k+l and the filters T1k(Jk9Týx), r/k(Ok'ýx) and rýk(Tkrýx) 
for vector observations are given in the following theorem. 
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Theorem 7.1 
Let Ddim be the diagonal matrix defined above. Then 
=dim ýDdim=dim (7.3) 
k+l =k -k 
and 
dimýsr) dim dimýsr) ) ý1t(J c Xt) = nD (yt)ýlt-1(ý i-ixi-1 
d 
Or9-1(yý 9 
ýsre9 (7.4) + er) 
Il 
0 
0-, 9o(y19) g=1 
%l(Odim(r)xi) HDdim(yl)m-1(Odimý21xi_1) 
+ ý`'l-1, er) 
d (or9-1(y9 
- f9)ý (7.5) 
L7 9o(yi 
) 
g=1 
m(Tdimr) l 
(9)xi) = lDdim(y1)il-1(Tdimr) 1-1(g)XI-l) 
d+ 
ý- 11 
0(0,9 (ylg 
i-1, er) r 9(y9)IIer . (7.6) 
g=1 
Tr9o(y1 g) 
Proof 
The proof is analogous to the proof of the case in the one-dimensional setting given 
in Appendix B. 
0 
With the above filter equations for the multivariate setting, the optimal parameter 
estimates are derived applying the EM algorithm. The analogue of theorem 3.3 for 
the EM estimates of the parameters in the multivariate case is the following. 
Theorem 7.2 
If a sequence of vector observations yl, y2, .., yk, 1<g<d is available at time 
k 
and the set of parameters {ýrjj, f 9, Q9} determines the model then the EM estimates 
for these parameters are given by 
7fß{ _ 
nL(. Tdim(ii)l 
(7 . 7) Jk(Uazmk"' 
77k(Tdimk(yg)) 
(i) 
(7. ö) 
7lk(odimk ) 
and 
ýg 
t)1 
_ 
r7k(Tdimki)(yg)2) - 2fj977k(Tdimýi)(yg)) + fi 77k(Odimk ) 
Z 
ik(Odimk2)) 
/ 7.9 
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Proof 
The proof is analogous to the proof of the case in the one-dimensional setting given 
in Appendix B. 
0 
Note that the filter equations and optimal parameter estimates are closely related 
to the one-dimensional setting, since one underlying Markov chain governs the 
parameters. The change of measure has to be adapted to the multi-dimensional 
setting by defining All as the product of As for each component of the observation 
process. The other derivations of filters and parameter estimates in the multi- 
dimensional setting follow straightforward. 
7.2 Forecast of indices 
The filtering and parameter estimation approach for vector observations is now 
utilised to develop an optimal strategy for an asset allocation problem. Suppose a 
fund manager has to decide whether to invest in growth or value funds. A `value- 
driven' investment fund tends to include investments in large, stable companies, 
which tend to have a steady return. A `growth-driven' investment fund on the 
other hand tends to be more risky and includes investments in companies which 
might have lower returns today but significantly better prospects for the future. 
The optimal strategy, which is developed here will be based on return forecasts 
of two popular stock indices, the NASDAQ and Dow Jones. These indices can be 
seen as typical performances of growth stocks, which are mirrored by the NASDAQ 
index, and value stocks, mirrored by the Dow Jones index. 
The two indices are treated here as a two-dimensional observation process. The 
filtering method together with the resulting optimal parameter estimation from 
section 7.1 is implemented on NASDAQ and Dow Jones weekly data for a period of 
about ten years, from March 1997 until June 2007. The vector process of returns 
for both indices yNd9 := In Nasdaq(±1) and y' := In D k+ý considered here is 
98 
therefore given by 
Ndq 
=f 
Ndq(Xk) + QNd9(Xk)w +ý 
ý7.10ý 
and 
Yk+1 = fDJ(Xk) + Q. 
DJ(Xk)WD+l (7.11) 
fwhere Ndq / Ndq fNdq fNdq)T E jN 0. Ndq = (0. 
Ndq 
0. 
Ndq Ndq TE RN = lf1 2 v... N, 1,2,... N) 
JDJ 
/ DJ DJ fDJ\T E ýN QDJ _ (OrDJ QDJ ýDJ)T ER N and wk and - \fI +f2 ,.. N1,1,2,.. N, k 
wDJ are 0(0,1) IID random variables, independent of each other. The indices at 
time k are given by Nasdaq(k) and DowJ(k), respectively. In both processes, the 
parameters are governed by the same Markov chain Xk in discrete time. The un- 
derlying Markov chain is able to switch between economic regimes, therefore the 
parameters of both observation processes driven by this Markov chain are regime- 
switching. In the implementation of filtering and parameter estimation the number 
of states N is set to N=3. This ensures that the model dynamics are flexible 
enough to switch between different economic regimes within a reasonably low num- 
ber of parameters. The one-step ahead forecast of both indices is given analogous 
to the one-dimensional case in equation (3.18) by 
92 
E Nasda4'(° k+ 1)I. Pk]k = Nasdaq(k) 
Ný 
xk, e i) exP(fN 
d9 +a 
Nd 
Z2 
i=l 
(7.12) 
and 
N Dj2 
E [DowJ(k + 1) I]= DowJ(k) E(zk, ei) exp (f DJ +ßx2 
i=l 
(7.13) 
Figure 7.1 depicts the one-step ahead forecasts of both indices within the considered 
time period. In the implementation the parameters of both processes are updated 
every ten data steps, that means that the parameters of the observation processes 
with weekly data are updated roughly after two and a half months. Both resulting 
forecasts are very close to the actual data. The evolution of parameters is shown 
in Figure 7.2. All four parameters in the indices' models are governed by the same 
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Figure 7.1: Actual clata, and one-step ahead forecasts for the NASDAQ and Dow 
Jones indices 
Markov chain, whose transition probabilities are depicted in the lower part of Fig- 
ure 7.2. 
These index levels forecasts are utilised as signals to find an optimal investment 
strategy: how much to invest in NASDAQ and the remaining wealth to invest in 
Dow Jones. We assume no transaction costs and no consumption for simplicity. 
Consider the forecasted returns for the next time period for each index. The fore- 
tasted returns are divided by the realised volatility of each index from the previous 
20 days, and these risk-adjusted forecasted returns then provide a signal for the 
investment decision in the next period. In each time step the signals of both indices 
for the next time step are compared. The investor invests in the index which has 
the higher forecasted risk-adjusted return for the next time step. This resulting 
investment strategy is compared with the two pure investment strategies of either 
purely investing in NASDAQ or Dow Jones. The performance of the switching 
strategy induced by forecasted return signals is compared with the pure invest- 
anent strategy for weekly data beginning 1997 until 2007. The time series data 
is divided into . 11 intervals, each corresponds to one yearly quarter. The optimal 
switching strategy is calculated for each of these quarters. An initial investment 
budget of $100 is assumed. The investment strategies and the comparison to the 
100 
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Figure 7.2: Evolution of parameters for a two-dimensional observation process 
pure strategies can be seen in Figures 7.3 and 7.4 below. A better performance 
of the switching strategy compared to both `pure' index strategies in the sense of 
a higher return at the end of the considered quarters can be seen in 12 quarters 
(about 27% of considered data sets), a higher return than in at least one of the 
pure' strategies is achieved in about 76 % of the considered quarters. 
The overall performance in each quarter of the investment strategy is compared to 
the overall performance of each index through the functions 
Ntlq 
Xquar. t 
SWSgUart 
In 
100 
111 : 
NdgSqa¢rt 
100 
DJ 
xquart 
SwSquart 
= In 
100 
DJSgluart 
- in 100 
where quart = 1, ..., 
41 is the number of the quarter, SwSquart denotes the value 
of the investment through the switching strategy at the end of quarter quart and 
NdgSq.,, 
o,, t and DJSgti, art denote the value of the investment through the pure NAS- 
DAQ and Dow Jones strategy at the end of the quarter quart, respectively. The 
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from 2003 to 2007 
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period of Study 
mean and standard deviation over all quarters of the functions are mean(XNdQ) _ 
0.0037, mean(X") = 0.00-48, std(XJ`'dq) = 0.0892 and std(X°"') = 0.0725. There- 
fore the switching strategy outperforms on average both index strategies. The 
functions are depicted in Figure 7.5. Between the 10th and 15th quarter, the per- 
formance of the switching strategy compared with those of the indices fluctuates 
significantly, whereas in the last quarters the switching strategy shows a more sta- 
ble performance. 
Of course, the signals which were gained through the HMM forecast of the levels 
of indices are only one possibility to decide whether to invest in NASDAQ or Dow 
Jones. In the absence of transaction costs, the return of investment of the switching 
strategy is in the mean over all quarters higher than the return of investment of 
both pure index strategies. However, the standard deviations of the values from 
the performance comparison functions are quite high. One way to reduce the risk 
is to introduce a mixed strategy, which allows to split the investment between both 
indices and gain a reduction of risk through that diversification. A mixed strategy 
for optimal investments which entails the derivation of optimal allocation weights 
between two assets is presented in the next section. 
IN 
7.3 Mixed investment strategies 
The asset allocation problem can be seen as a trade-off between risk and return. 
The more risk the investor is willing to take the more likely he is going to receive 
a higher return. This mean-variance theory was established by Markowitz [112] in 
1952 and has been popular in portfolio optimisation problems ever since. Elliot 
and van der Hoek [58] use a mean-variance function in order to solve an asset 
allocation problem within an HMM setting, where the returns include observable 
characteristics. Luo [106] extends their approach to a multi-time framework. Both 
approaches consider unobservable and observable factors and derive optimal weights 
in their models. Another HMM for an optimal portfolio choice was developed by 
Elliott and Hinz [52]. In their work, price changes of portfolio assets are modelled 
by an HMM and optimal trading times are determined. We formulate this mean- 
variance problem within this HMM through a function MV, which is a linear 
combination of return and risk. Suppose yNd9 and y" are the NASDAQ and Dow 
Jones returns, respectively. The function we wish to maximise with respect to the 
weights w= (w1, w2) is defined by 
MV(w) =vE [wlyý+di + w2yD+i I] 
-Var 
[wlyk+di + w2yk+1 I Fý (7.14) 
The following theorem gives the optimal weights in the context of the present 
portfolio optimisation problem considered in this chapter. 
Theorem 7.3 
Let v>0 be the risk aversion factor. The optimal weight wl is given by 
w_,, 
((fNdq, )- (f DJ, k 
)l + 2(ýDJ, Rk )2 
7.15 
)2) 1- 2((aNdq, j'k )2 + (QDJ 54 
and the optimal weight w2 is given by w2 =1- w1. The risk aversion factor v has 
to fulfill 
2(QNdqv Xk )2 
L< (fNdq, Xk) - 
(f DJ, Xk 
for (f Nd4,54 )- (f DJ, Rk )>0 
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and 
2(QDJ, Rk )2 
(fNdq, 54 )- (f DJ, Rk 
< 0. for (fNd9, Xký - 
(fDJ, 54 ) 
Proof 
First, let us consider the mean-variance function MV 
MV(w) = vE[w1 
k+di + w2yk+1 I fl - Var[wlyk+di + w2yD lk 
vE[wlyk+di + w2Yk iI Fky - E[(wlyk+di + W2 +l 2 
+ 
[E[wlyk+di 
+ w2yk- ik]J2 
= vwlyk+dl + vw2yD 
i- E[(wlyk+di)2 + 2wlyk+lW2YD i+ (w2yD 1)2 I] 
(wlyk+1)2 + 2wlyk+1 112Yk+1 + (W2yk+1)2 
where yk+i = E[yk+i I]" Utilising the fact that yNdq = (fNdq, Xk ) and yD i= 
(f DJ, 54 ) 
we have 
MV (w) = vwl (f 
Nd9, 
Xk) + vw2 (f 
DJ, 
Xk 
-E[(wiyk+9)2 jry] - E[2wiyk+diw2yk 
DJIý- Eýýw2yýi)2 
J 
+(w1 (f Ndq, Xk ) )2 + 2w1 (f 
Nd9, Rk )w2 (f'', Xk 
+(w2(fD,, Xk ))2. 
With 
E[(wly 
+dl)2 
IJ= W2((fNdq, Xk )2 + (0, Ndq, Xk )2) ý7.16ý 
and 
E[(w2Yk i)2 I w2((fDJ, Xk )2 + (0, 
D J, Rk )2) (7.17) 
we get 
MV (w) = vwi f Ndq, Rk) + Lw2 (f DJ, Xk ) 
-4IJi 
(UNdq Rk )2 -W (QDJ, 54 )2. (7.18) 
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Now, substituting w2 with 1- wl leads to 
MV(wl) = Uwl((fNdq, Xk 
)-(fDJ, j ))+v(fDJ, Xk ) 
-wl 
((QNdq, Xk )2 + (FDJ, Xk )2) 
-(FDJ, 54 )2 + 2w1(oDJ, 52k )2. (7.19) 
To maximise MV(wl) subject to the constraints wl <1 and -wl <0 we have the 
Lagrangian L(wl, v1, v2) 
L= vwl((fNdq, Xk) - 
(fDJvXk ))+v(fDJ, Rik 
-wl 
((QNdq, Xk )2 + (aDJ Xk )2) _ 
(FDJ Rk )2 
+2w1(aDJ Rk )2 + vl(1 - w1) + v2wi , 
(7.20) 
which gives the optimality conditions 
V((fNdq, Xk )- (fDJ, Xk )) - 
2w1((ýNdq, Xk 2+ (FDJ, Xk )2) 
+2(QDJ, Rk ý2 - 'U1 + V2 =0 
v1(1 - w1) =0 
V2W1 =0 
Wl <1 
-wl <0 
Vl, V2>0. 
These are fulfilled by the optimal weight wl 
_ 
y(ýfNdq, Xk ý- 
(fDJ, Xk )) + 2(a ', k 
)2 
(7.21) wl 2((O. Ndq jýk )2 + (QDJ, Xk )2) 
with 
2/CDJ Xk )2 
_ 
<_ < 
2(QNdq, Rk )2 
(f Ndq, 
\Xk 
)- (f DJ, Xk) (fNdq, 5r-'k )- (f DJo Rk 
for (fNdq, Xk )- (fDJ, Xk )>0 
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and 
2ý17Ndq, Rk )2 2(QDJ, 2k )2 
Ndq\ DJ 
-U 
Ndq DJ ^ ýf 
, 
Rk )- ýf 
, 
54 ) ýf 
, Xký -J 
DJ Rk 
for (f Ndq, Xk )- (fDJ Xk' < 0. 
In the case where wl =0 we further have 
2(QD', Xk )2 
UG 
(fNdq, Xk) - 
(f DJ, Rk 
and for the case wl =1 
2(QNdqv 54 )2 
Viý 
fNd9, Xk )- (f DJ, Xk 
0 
This asset allocation strategy, where the optimal weights depend on the optimal 
parameters and the state of the Markov chain estimated in the HMM framework, 
is now implemented on the NASDAQ and Dow Jones data sets. Again, each data 
set is divided into the previously defined 41 quarters. For each quarter, the op- 
timal weights in each time step for NASDAQ and Dow Jones are obtained. The 
risk aversion factor v is set to 0.0697 to ensure that the constraints are fulfilled 
for each algorithm pass. The optimal calculated weights which are used for the 
optimal investment strategies can be seen in Figure 7.6. They are derived from the 
estimated parameters in the HMM setting for both indices. The evolution of the 
investments in the 41 quarters is depicted below in Figures 7.7 and 7.8. 
The Figures show clearly that, in terms of the mean returns, the mixed strategy 
with the optimal calculated weights does not necessarily outperform the pure in- 
vestment and switching strategies. However, since we introduced a mean-variance 
utility function, which maximises the return by minimising the variance, the mean 
return and variance of each strategy for the quarters is compared in Figure 7.9. Here 
it can be seen, that the mean-variance strategy reduces the risk of the investment 
compared to the pure strategies. 
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Figure 7.6: Optimal weights implied by the NASDAQ and Dow Joiies data for the 
iiiixed strategy under the HMM setting 
7.4 HMM based scenario generation for an asset 
allocation problem 
Stochastic programming is an iiuportant technique that can he implied to calcu- 
late the optimal weights for investments in a portfolio optimisation problem. Time 
decision maker has a choice in which assets to invest his wealth in order to achieve 
an optimal combination of risk and return. Since the outcome of the Investment is 
uncertain, techniques are developed to generate scenarios with numerous possible 
future returns, which aim to provide a realistic outlook into future performances. 
The problem formulation for stochastic optimisation problems relies on different 
scenarios which need to be generated so the problem can be efficiently solved by 
stochastic programming algorithms. This is an area of active research and an 
overview of financial optimisation problems can be found for example in '\liilvey 
[119]. 
Various models for optimal portfolio selection have been proposed, starting with 
the popular mean-variance approach by Markowitz [112]. More recently portfolio 
optimisation problems include more sophisticated risk measures. A popular risk 
measure is Value-at-Risk (VaR), which indicates the maximum amount one can 
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Figure 7.7: Performance results of pure, switching and mixed investment strategies 
for 24 quarters from 1997 to 2003 
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loose at a particular confidence level. As pointed out by Artzner et al. [8], one 
drawback of this measure in the application to stochastic optimisation problems 
is that it is non-smooth and non-convex and can therefore lead to multiple local 
extrema. On the other hand, the conditional Value-at-Risk (CVaR), also known as 
Mean Excess Loss or Mean shortfall, is defined as the conditional expectation of 
portfolio returns below the VaR return and is a coherent risk measure (see Pflug 
[127]). Rockafellar and Uryasev [130] as well as Krokhmal et al. [96] developed 
CVaR models for portfolio optimisation, where on the one hand one focuses on min- 
imising risk with a given minimum level of portfolio return, whilst on the other hand 
one considers maximising return with a given maximum level of risk. Krokhmal 
et al. [96] showed, that both formulations lead to the same efficient frontier of the 
portfolio under the CVaR framework. Both model formulations are applied to the 
decision problem here. So, the investor can therefore choose if he wants to fix the 
risk or return level in the optimisation. 
One important issue for various portfolio optimisation problems is the scenario 
generation for the underlying variables. Different approaches have been used to 
generate scenarios in CVaR decision models. Andersson et al. [3] used Monte 
Carlo simulation for a credit risk optimisation problem, Topaloglou et al. [144] 
generated scenarios with a principal component analysis for asset allocation in a 
CVaR framework. Here, a scenario generator is developed which is based on an 
HMM. The underlying hidden information for asset prices and indices can symbol- 
ise different stages of a business cycle, namely, expansion, peak, recession, trough 
and recovery, which influence the price movements. The scenarios are generated 
based on optimal parameter estimates within the HMM, both in a one-dimensional 
and multivariate setting as described in chapter 3 and section 7.1. Once optimal 
parameters are estimated using historical information of the prices, scenario paths 
are generated using parameter estimates and the filtered transition probability of 
the underlying Markov, chain. 
In the next section, the investment problem is described and the optimisation 
problem is formulated. The scenario generation technique is derived in section 7.5 
for independent as well as vector observation processes. A step-by-step description 
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of the scenario generator is given which can be applied to a variety of financial time 
series. Section 7.6 shows the results of the decision problem solved with different 
sets of scenarios and an extension to other problem formulations. The main finding 
shows that the scenarios generated through the HMM method are stable for vari- 
ous decision problem formulations. Optimal solutions are obtained for both CVaR 
models, one with given minimal return and the other with given maximal risk. 
7.5 Investment problem in a CVaR framework 
The asset allocation problem considered here is to find the optimal ratios for in- 
vesting in gold spots, FTSE 100 stocks or a risk-free bank account. An investment 
in gold is traditionally seen as a long-term investment that can play a role in hedg- 
ing against inflation and political or economic problems. Like other commodities, 
gold is traded on spot and future markets, but it has specific characteristics which 
are not common within commodity markets. Due to its role as a global currency, 
prices on spot markets are global. Gold supply and demand do not depend on 
seasonality, it has a low risk of supply interruption and low storage and insurance 
costs. Furthermore gold has no risk of spoilage and the consumption level relative 
to inventory is low. Unlike price processes for other commodities, a convenience 
yield is not included in the price process due to the distinctive gold features. The 
performances of the gold spot prices and the FTSE 100 index are estimated under 
different scenarios, which are generated with parameters estimated by the HMM 
filtering method. 
The decision in this modelling framework is based on calculating the conditional 
value at risk (CVaR) for the portfolio (see [132] for more details). For a given 
minimal portfolio return the portfolio with the lowest CVaR is chosen by the op- 
timisation algorithm. We follow the definition by Krokhmal et al. [96]. Let xp be 
a decision vector that can be interpreted as a portfolio from the set of available 
portfolios XP. Suppose ls(xp, y) is the loss associated with the decision vector xp, 
where y are the uncertainties that can affect the loss. The probability of ls(xp, y) 
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not exceeding a threshold tr is given by 
T b) =f p(y)dy, IS(xp, 
y)<tr 
where p(y) denotes the density of y. The a-VaR and a-CVaR for any specified 
probability level a in (0,1) is denoted by b, (xp) and ca(xp), respectively and defined 
as 
b,, (xp) = min{tr ER: 1(xp, tr) > a} (7.22) 
c«(xp) = (1 - a)-i J ls(xp, y)p(y)dy 
(7.23) 
1S(xp, y)? b (xp) 
where cc, (xp) is the conditional expectation of the loss associated with the portfolio 
relative to that loss being ba(x) or greater. To characterise bc, (xp) and ca(xp) let 
us define a function Fc, (xp, tr) : XP x IR * R. In particular, 
F,, (xp, tr) = tr + (1 - a)-1 
f 
[ls(xp, y) - tr] 
+p(y)d(y) (7.24) 
ER7 
with [t]+ = max{t, 0}. As a function of tr, Fa(xp, tr) is convex and continuously 
differentiable. The a-CVaR can then be determined from 
ca(xp) = min F(xp, tr). (7.25) trER 
Minimising the a-CVaR is equivalent to minimising Fa(xp, tr) over all (xp, tr) E 
XP xR (see Krokhral et al. [96], theorem 2). So, 
min ca(xp) = min F(xp, tr). (7.26) 
xpEXP (xp, tr)EXxR 
The discretised version of the problem leads to the approximation 
SCEN 
Fc(xp, tr) = tr + (1 - a)-1 Probscen[ls(xp, yscen) - tr]+ 
(7.27) 
scen=i 
where Probscen are the probabilities of scenario yscen. 
The defining elements of the optimisation problem are: 
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" Indices 
SCEN : scenario set 
" Data 
no-scenarios : number of scenarios generated for spot and stock returns 
ReturnSpotseen : gold spot price return for scenario seen 
ReturnFTSEscen : FTSE100 return for scenario seen 
Probscen : =no-scenarios probability of scenario seen 
ReturnBond : Return on bank account 
MReturnSpot : Mean gold price return over all scenarios seen 
MReturnFTSE : Mean FTSE100 return over all scenarios seen 
ßcv : Confidence level for CVaR 
MinPortRet : minimal required level of expected portfolio return 
" Decisions 
BuySpots : percentage of budget invested in gold spots 
BuyFTSE : percentage of budget invested in FTSE100 stocks 
BuyBond : percentage o of budget invested in bank account 
negdevscen : difference between VaR and portfolio return in scenario scen 
cxv : level of VaR 
Z: objective function 
. Objective: Minimise CVaR 
Z= av +1* Probscen * negdevscen ýCV 
scenESCEN 
" subject to the following constraints 
1. Weight constraint: 
BuySpots + BuyFTSE + BuyBond =1 
2. Minimal portfolio return: 
BuySpots * MReturnSpots + BuyFTSE * MReturnFTSE + BuyBond 
ReturnBond > MinPortRet 
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3. CVaR constraint: 
BuySpots * ReturnSpotscen + BuyFTSE * ReturnFTSEscen 
+BuyBond * ReturnBond + av + negdevscen >_ 0V seen E SCEN 
4. Positivity constraints: 
negdev >0 
BuySpots > 0, BuyFTSE > 0, BuyBond > 0' 
The FTSE 100 index, similar to stock prices, can be modelled by a geometric 
Brownian motion. Since gold spot prices unlike other commodity prices do not 
show seasonality etc., a convenience yield is not included in the price process and 
it can therefore be modelled by a geometric Brownian motion. The parameter 
estimation and forecast calculated here are based on an observation process whose 
dynamics follow a discretised geometric Brownian motion. Thus, the scenarios are 
generated under the HMM framework. The parameters in the observation processes 
are governed by the underlying Markov chain, which is not directly observable. For 
the scenario generation, the log returns of both price processes are assumed to 
follow the dynamics in discrete time as given for the gold spot price in chapter 3, 
i. e. 
Yk+1 =f (Xk) + a(Xk)wk+1" (7.28) 
The parameters f and o are governed by the Markov chain x in discrete time and 
are therefore able to switch between different regimes. The wks are a sequence of 
IID standard normal random variables independent of x. 
Under the real world probability measure P, the Markov chain x again has the 
dynamics (3.3). We adopt filters for the Markov chain and related quantities de- 
veloped in section 3.2 and recursive optimal parameter estimates for these one- 
dimensional regime-switching processes derived in section 3.3. Recall that the re- 
cursive optimal parameter estimates for the transition probabilities irjj, the mean 
fz and the variance ai of the observation process are 
(7.29) F ii k Fji - ö(i) 7 
k 
T(i) fi (7.30) 
k 
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and 
(2) (y2) 
- 2fz7'kx) 
(y) +A1 k2> 
ýZ = ö(z) 
k 
(7.31) 
With these optimal parameter estimates one-step ahead forecasts for the data series 
can be computed. A three-state Markov chain is considered for the scenario gen- 
eration. For most actual data series three states are sufficient to capture different 
states of the economy without overfitting the model. The input for the scenario 
generator are historical time series data and a period of one year is sufficient to 
estimate optimal parameters for the next time step. 
The scenario generation takes the following steps: 
1. Estimate optimal parameters for the time series with an underlying three- 
state Markov chain. 
2. Estimate the optimal transition probability matrix for the considered time 
series. 
3. Draw normally distributed random variables, which are used for generating 
the white noise part. 
4. Generate scenarios for the next time step: 
a) the Markov chain for the next time step is calculated with its expectation 
conditioned on the Fky. We therefore have E[xk+l I. ] = IIxk with 
Xk=E[XkIfl - 
b) the parameter values for the next time step are calculated as the scalar 
product between the expected Markov chain Xk+l and the estimated optimal 
parameters, 
fscen = (f , Xk+1 
} and Qscen = (o , Xk+1 
ý" 
c) the scenarios for the prices in the next time step are created with the 
discretised version of the geometric Brownian motion using the parameters 
stated above 
sscen 
- 
C(k) * exp(fscen + O'scen * wscen)) 
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where C(k) denotes the last actual data point of the observation process and 
w denotes the IID standard normally distributed random variable indepen- 
dent of the Markov chain for Scenario scen. 
d) the required log returns of the data series are then calculated for each 
scenario using the estimated prices calculated in the different scenarios above. 
In the following sections, two different HMM frameworks for the scenario gen- 
erations are considered. In the first setting both time series are assumed to be 
independent. The optimal parameters for each process are derived in separate al- 
gorithms. The second setting assumes a dependency between the time series. Both 
observation processes are governed by the same Markov chain and are therefore 
estimated as vector observations. The parameter estimation in this case follows 
the theory in section 7.1, formulae (7.7), (7.8) and (7.9). 
7.5.1 Scenarios under an independent observation process 
setting 
The underlying historical data series for the optimal parameter estimation are time 
series for daily prices of gold spots and the FTSE 100 index over a one-year period. 
The algorithm for the optimal parameter estimates runs 24 times on these data 
sets. First the time series are assumed to be independent; therefore, both data sets 
follow independent Markov chains. For each data set the parameters are updated 
when new information arrives after batches of 10 data points. With this self- 
tuning algorithm for the regime-switching observation process optimal parameter 
estimates are calculated and the transition probability matrix of the Markov chain 
x is estimated for the gold price and FTSE 100 time series. From these optimal 
parameter estimates we generate scenarios for both price processes assuming that 
the unknown noise for the next time step follows a Brownian motion. Figures 7.10 
and 7.11 depict the optimal parameter estimates for the gold spot prices and for 
FTSE 100, respectively. Scenarios are generated starting from the last data point 
of the two return series. These scenarios are then used for the investment decision. 
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7.5.2 Scenarios in multivariate observation process setting 
Scenarios are now generated under the assumption that the time series for FTSE 
100 and gold spots are correlated. Due to the nature of this scenario generator, 
a correlation factor between the two observation processes is not included but we 
assume that both time series are governed by the same hidden Markov chain. Under 
this framework the optimal parameters of both observation processes are estimated 
simultaneously, the processes are assumed to be vector observations. The optimal 
estimate of the underlying Markov chain is filtered out from both processes. All 
parameters depend on the same Markov chain representing economic states which 
occurred over the considered time interval. When the parameters are derived for 
both time series, we perform the same scenario generation as discussed above. 
The one-step ahead scenarios are generated with the derived parameter values. 
Uncertainty is added by standard normal IID random variables, which are assumed 
to be independent for the two processes. Figures 7.12 and 7.13 below show the 
parameter estimation of the observation processes in this vector observation case. 
Possible scenarios for both time series are generated. 
7.6 Portfolio optimisation with generated scenar- 
los 
This section shows the results for the portfolio optimisation based on the inde- 
pendent as well as the correlated scenario generations. First the solutions in the 
independent case for different values of a given required minimal portfolio return 
as well as for ten different generated scenario sets are examined. Then, this is done 
in the correlated case, the resulting solutions are compared with respect to the 
stability of the generated scenarios. The optimisation problem is solved in AMPL 
with the FortMP solver for a one-step time setting. 
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7.6.1 Scenario generation for independent observation pro- 
cesses 
Solutions for the investment problem are first obtained based on independent gener- 
ated scenarios. The minimal portfolio return MirnRet is constant, the daily return 
on the bank account is assumed to be 0.0001. The confidence level of CVaR, ßcI' is 
set to 1%. For both FTSE 100 and gold spot prices, the generated scenarios occur 
with equal probability. 
The first comparison gives us the objective function and optimal portfolio weights 
for two different minimal portfolio returns for 2470 generated scenarios. For the 
first optimisation MinRet is set to 0.0004. The following solution for the objective 
function and the percentages to be invested in gold, FTSE 100 stocks and the bank 
account is obtained: 
Objective function: CVaR: 0.00220126665512158 
Decision variables: BuyFTSE: 0.0710667 
BuySpots: 0.155712 
BuyBond: 0.773221 
In this case, the optimal solution is to invest the largest amount of money (77.3%) 
in the bank account, followed by 15.6% in gold spots and 7.1% in FTSE 100 stocks. 
If the minimum required portfolio return is increased to MinRet = 0.0005, the op- 
timal solution gives us a higher objective function. The objective and percentages 
invested in the different possibilities are as follows 
Obiective function: CVaR: 0.0029683555401621084 
Decision variables: BuyFTSE: 0.0947556 
BuySpots: 0.207617 
BuyBond: 0.697628 
The higher percentages for investing in stocks and gold spots is due to the fact 
that a higher minimal return is needed and therefore more risk is taken. The lower 
CVaR value for the lower minimal return d=0.0004 reflects the lower risk of in- 
vesting in a bank account. 
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An analysis of the scenario generation is performed on different generated see- 
nario sets. We generate 10 sets containing 5000 scenarios each and calculate the 
optimal solution for these sets. The minimal required level of daily portfolio return 
is set to MinRet = 0.0005. The resulting values for the objective function as well 
as the the optimal percentages invested in FTSE 100 stocks, gold or bonds can be 
seen in Table 7.1 below. All values of the objective function lie between 0.002844 
and 0.003325 with mean = 0.0031 and var = 2.7070e - 008. 
Scenario set 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Objective function 0.003325 0.00321 0.002955 0.003199 0,003222 0.003035 0.003004 0.002844 0,002927 0.002898 
Percentages FTSE 9.77 17.64 9.14 16.88 15.27 12.03 15.84 10.38 13.63 8.81 invested in: 
Gold 24.37 20.71 22.26 21.8 22.76 23,08 21.08 21.44 21.8 22.38 
Bond 65.96 61.65 68,6 61.32 61.97 64.89 83,08 68.16 64.57 68.81 
Table 7.1: Results for 10 scenario sets with independent observations 
7.6.2 Scenario generation for vector observation processes 
The scenario generation is performed under the assumption, that both FTSE 100 
index and gold spots follow the same Markov chain. Ten sets of 10,000 scenarios 
are generated and the optimal solution is calculated for each of these scenario sets. 
The minimal required portfolio return is set to MinRet = 0.0005 and the CVaR 
confidence level is /acv = 0.01. Table 7.2 shows the resulting values for the objective 
function as well as for the corresponding optimal portfolio weights. The value of 
the objective function lies between 0.015058 and 0.027259 with a mean of 0.0193 
and variance of 1.4093e - 005. 
The solutions obtained with these generated scenarios are less stable than those 
obtained with the independent scenario generator. Their variance is a lot higher, 
the highest value 0.027259 is nearly twice as high as the lowest objective function 
value 0.015058. The investment percentages for the three different categories vary 
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Scenario set 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Objective function 0.018185 0.015058 0.015768 0.021392 0.027259 0.016276 0.023035 0.019834 0.017423 0.0185903 
Percentages FTSE 42.47 46.13 40.58 99.47 30.78 58.77 43.06 63.75 47.06 63.1 invested in: 
Gold 39.15 28.83 35.16 0.53 69.22 27.22 56.94 36.25 37.52 36.9 
Bond 18.38 25.04 24.26 0 0 14.01 0 0 15.42 0 
Table 7.2: Optimisation results for 10 scenario sets with vector observations 
largely between different scenario sets. In set 2,25.04% shall be invested into the 
bank account compared to 0% in scenarios 4,5,7,8 and 10. Compared to the 
objective function of the previous scenario generations, the values of the objective 
function are more than six times higher in the correlated setting, the variance is still 
low, but also significantly higher than the variance obtained by the other scenarios 
generated. These deviations of the objective function over different scenario sets 
leads to the conclusion, that this portfolio optimisation model requires independent 
generated scenarios. Rom an economic point of view, this can be explained by the 
largely uncorrelated price of gold to any other stock. Due to its characteristics as 
a stable long-term investment and a global currency, gold prices are highly likely 
to be independent of stock prices or indices. This is supported by stable optimal 
solutions achieved with independent generated scenarios. 
A further analysis of generated scenario sets under different problem settings is 
described in the subsections 7.6.3 and 7.6.4, where one optimisation problem with 
maximal weight constraints is examined as well as a problem formulation for max- 
imising the portfolio return for a given CVaR value. 
7.6.3 Investment problem with weight constraints 
Here, constraints on the weights invested in the different asset classes are intro- 
duced. All weights have now an upper bound of 50%, no more than half of the 
budget is allowed to be invested in either gold spots, FTSE 100 stocks or bonds. 
Taking into account the results from the previous section, this investment problem 
is solved with scenario sets generated by the independent scenario generator. We 
solve the problem with five sets containing 5,000 and five sets containing 20,000 
scenarios. The objective functions obtained are again stable over the ten scenario 
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sets with different number of scenarios. As expected from the previous results, a 
i S t 
5,000 generated scenarios 20,000 enerafed scenarios 
cenar o se 1 2 3 4 5 11 2 3 4 5 
Objective function 0.003676 0.003541 0.003575 0.003459 0.00354 0.003522 0.003569 0.003517 0.003465 0.00352 
Percentages FTSE 29.38 32.67 1 32.6 31.57 30 31.84 30,55 31.87 32.04 30.05 
investedin: Gold 20.62 17.33 17.4 18.43 20 18,16 19.45 18.13 17.96 19.95 
Bond 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 
Table 7.3: Results for the investment problem with weight constraints for 10 sce- 
nario sets 
weight constraint of 50% cuts down the budget part invested in bonds from around 
65% to exactly 50%. The difference is mostly invested into FTSE 100 stocks, re- 
suiting in a mean solution over ten scenarios of roughly 31% invested in FTSE 100 
stocks, 19% invested in gold spots and 50% invested in the bank account. The 
average objective function over all generated scenario sets is 0.003538409 with a 
very low variance of 3.77072e - 09. The scenario generator yields sets which lead 
to stable solution of the investment problem with weight constraints. 
7.6.4 Reformulated optimisation problem 
After minimising the CVaR of the portfolio under a given minimal required level of 
portfolio return, the optimisation problem is now reformulated to be able to opti- 
mise the return for a given level of risk. The objective function is now to minimise 
the negative expected return over all scenarios, an upper bound is set for CVaR. 
We adopt the framework proposed in Krokhmal et. al. [96]. The percentage of the 
portfolio, which is allowed for risk exposure is denoted by pr and the optimisation 
problem is given by the objective function 
minimise negativeReturn : 
- (BuyFTSE * MReturnFTSE + BuySpots * MReturnSpot 
+ BuyBond * ReturnBond) 
subject to CVaR: 
cav -I-- 
1*E 
(negdev[scen]) < pr 
no-scenarios * (ßcv) 
scen in SCEN 
First, the optimal solution is obtained on one scenario set with 5000 scenarios. An 
efficient frontier can be calculated by setting varying values of pr. The efficient 
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frontier is plotted in Figure 7.14 for three Ocv values: ý3cv = 0.1, , 
ücv = 0.05 and 
/3cv = 0.01. 
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Figure 7.11: Efficient frontier for the portfolio selection problem 
Aain, scenario sets are generated with the generation method for independent ob- C) 
servations. We generate five sets with 5,000 scenarios and five with 10,000 scenarios 
to test the in-sample stability of the scenario generator. Table 7.4 shows the results 
for maximising the portfolio return for a given level of , 
Qcv = 0.01. and pr = 0.005. 
A weight constraint < 50% is also included in this optimisation problem. 
Scenario set 
5000 generated scenarios 10000 generated scenarios 
1 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
Objective function "0.000732 -0.000802 -0.000771 -0.00076 -0.000672 "0,000715 -0.000709 -0,00076 -0.000721 -0.000741 
Percentages FTSE 19,51 27.38 22.81 19.49 20.65 15.86 16.79 17.21 24.84 21.32 
invested in: Gold 35.03 34.34 34.81 35.57 34.01 35.72 34.8 36.47 33,16 34.18 
Bond 45,46 38.28 42.38 44.94 45.34 48.42 48.41 46,32 42 44,51 
Table 7.4: Results for the investment problem with minimised negative return 
The solutions for this problem are quite stable throughout the scenario sets. The 
mean value of the objective function is -0.000738382 with corresponding mean 
percentages of 20.59% to invest in FTSE 100 stocks, 34.81% to invest in gold and 
44.60% to put into a bank account. The variance of the objective function, which 
is 1.35182e - 09, is very low. 
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7.7 Some concluding remarks 
An asset allocation problem can be examined through a variety of techniques. In 
this chapter the HMM framework is utilised for asset allocation problem in two dif- 
ferent settings. In the first part of this chapter a filtering method for a multivariate 
observation process was considered. Using the forecasted returns as a signal for 
an investment decision, an investment strategy that allows switching between in- 
vestments in growth or value stocks according to the risk-adjusted signals received 
through the HMM filters is analysed. As expected, this switching strategy does not 
always lead to a higher investment return than the pure strategies. However, the 
HMM signals offer a good guidance for switching times, when a decision has to be 
made on when to invest in growth or value assets. Furthermore optimal expected 
weights are calculated through a mean-variance utility function. These optimal 
weights depend on the parameter forecast for both processes in the vector obser- 
vation. A mixed investment strategy, where the optimal asset allocation depends 
on the optimal calculated weights is able to reduce the risk compared to simply 
following a pure NASDAQ or Dow Jones investment strategy. 
In the second part of this chapter a scenario generation technique within the HMM 
framework was developed. Here, parameter estimates obtained through the filters 
for processes of the Markov chain were employed to generate scenarios of asset 
price processes. With these scenario sets various investment problems under a 
CVaR framework were solved. Scenarios generated in a one-dimensional observa- 
tion process setting led to stable solutions of the optimisation problem. Scenarios 
generated on the basis of vector observations assume that both time series follow 
one underlying Markov chain and are therefore dependent on the same economic 
triggers. These scenario sets lead to less stable results, which supports the fact 
that the evolution of gold spots is widely independent of the FTSE 100. Generated 
scenarios were also tested on the investment problem including weight constraints 
on the percentages invested in different assets. Furthermore the CVaR optimisation 
problem was reformulated so that the daily return is maximised subject to a given 
level of risk. This problem was solved with ten different scenario sets having 5,000 
or 10,000 scenarios each. Again, the generated scenarios lead to stable solutions. 
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The HMM scenario generator is therefore able to provide scenario sets for a variety 
of investment problems. The focus of future research will be to extend and test the 
scenario generator for multiple time step optimisation problems. 
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Chapter 8 
Pricing of credit default swaps in 
an HMM setting 
The recent turbulence on financial markets around the world sharply increased 
the concerns of investors about credit quality and valuation of structured credit 
products. Although the origin of this credit crisis in more recent times can be 
attributed in the most part to the subprime mortgage market, other financial mar- 
kets were highly affected and questions are raised about the accuracy of evaluating 
structured products and the risks associated with them. The trading activities in 
the credit markets nowadays are comparable to those in the traditional markets 
of bond, equity and foreign exchange. The large impacts on the financial industry 
caused by the turmoil on the subprime mortgage market raised the need for reliable 
and realistic valuations of credit risk. Credit default swaps (CDS) are amongst the 
most popular types of credit derivative contracts being traded actively in the credit 
markets around the world. The valuation of credit default swaps is performed here 
under an extended version of Merton's structural model for firm's corporate liabil- 
ities. In this modelling framework we assume that the Markov chain is observable. 
The interest rate process of a money market account, the appreciation rate and the 
volatility of the firm's value are governed by this Markov chain in continuous time 
with finite number of states, where the states of the Markov chain represent states 
of the economy. Certain factors which affect the value of the firm, e. g. changes in 
business conditions, company operations, management decisions or macroeconomic 
conditions lead to regime-switching of the parameters. A description of credit de- 
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fault swaps and an overview of the framework is given in section 8.1. In section 
8.2 the Esscher transform is employed to determine an equivalent martingale mea- 
sure for the valuation problem in incomplete markets. Section 8.3 discusses the 
derivation of systems of coupled partial differential equations (PDEs) satisfied by 
the real-world and risk-neutral default probabilities for valuating the swap rate of a 
CDS. In section 8.4 the regime-switching effect of the firm's values are investigated 
via a numerical approximation for the case of a 2-state Markov chain. A sensitiv- 
ity analysis for different model parameters is performed for the real-world default 
probability and the swap rate in section 8.5. The numerical results of the PDE 
approach are compared to those from a Monte Carlo simulation in section 8.6. 
8.1 Credit default swaps 
A CDS is a financial contract involving two parties, namely, the protection buyer 
and the protection seller. The protection buyer pays the protection seller periodic 
premiums until the maturity of the contract or occurrence of a credit event, such 
as the default of a reference asset or entity. The protection seller pays the loss 
incurred by the protection buyer due to the credit event. In other words, the pro- 
tection buyer secures some form of protection (similar to an insurance contract) 
against the impact of a credit event involving the underlying reference asset or 
entity, such as a corporate bond or a loan, from the protection seller. When a 
credit event occurs, the protection buyer also needs to pay a final accrual fee to the 
protection seller. In return to all the paid premiums and accrual fee, the protection 
seller pays the protection buyer an amount equal to the CDS notional amount face 
value minus the recovery value at the time when the reference entity defaults. 
In the analysis of a CDS contract, it is necessary to determine the swap rate. 
The swap rate of a CDS is calculated by equating the sum of the expected present 
values of the fee leg, which consists of the periodic premium payments to the sum 
of the expected present values of the contingent payment leg which consists of the 
payments in case of a credit event. The default probabilities computed under a 
risk-neutral measure are the key elements in the CDS swap rate computation. 
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There are two major strands of literature concerning the valuation of credit prod- 
ucts. The first one is based on structural credit risk models, which are also known 
as the Merton structural firm model or the Merton default model, pioneered by the 
seminal works of Black and Scholes [22] and Merton [115], which are then extended 
by Black and Cox [20], Longstaff and Schwartz [104], Leland [100] and Zhou [150], 
amongst others. In these models, the market value of a firm is assumed to be gov- 
erned by a diffusion process and the occurrence of a default is triggered by the event 
that the market value of the firm drops below a certain threshold level, called the 
default barrier. In structural models, the relationship between the capital structure 
of a firm and its default is modelled explicitly and endogenously. Another strand 
of literature is based on the reduced-form credit risk models developed in Artzner 
and Delbaen [5], [6], [7] Jarrow and Turnbull [92], Lando [98], Madan and Unal 
[108] and Duffle and Singleton [47], amongst others. In the reduced-form credit 
risk models, the occurrences of defaults are modelled exogenously. In particular, 
the occurrence of a default is modelled by a random point process and the time 
of default is described by a stopping time, which is unpredictable with respect to 
the information generated by the market value of a firm. For a detailed discussion 
of the Merton default model and the reduced-form credit risk models see Lando 
[99]. The approach in this chapter is an extension of the Merton structural firm 
value model based on the Merton structural model. Specifically, we develop a 
Markov-modulated version of the Merton structural firm model for the valuation 
of CDS. In the standard approach of the Merton structural firm model, default 
occurs when the firm's value drops below the face value of the debt at the maturity 
of the debt. In the first-passage-time approach, default occurs at any time during 
the lifetime of the debt once the firm's value drops below a default barrier level. 
The first-passage-time approach, which is employed here offers a more flexible way 
than the standard approach in describing the occurrence of default. The interest 
rate at which a money market account grows, the appreciation rate and volatil- 
ity of the firm's values have switching dynamics; they all follow the evolution of 
a finite state continuous-time Markov chain. In this model the Markov chain is 
assumed to be observable, the states could represent the states of an economy. The 
economic intuition behind the Markov-modulated Merton structural firm model is 
to incorporate the impact of the transitions of macroeconomic conditions and dif- 
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ferent states of business cycles on the market value of a firm via the introduction 
of the Markovian regime-switching principle. In a recent paper by Hackbarth et 
al. [77] the impact of macroeconomic conditions on credit risk and dynamic capital 
structure is studied. They find that incorporating the impact of macroeconomic 
conditions and business cycles via the introduction of Markovian regime-switching 
effect has important empirical implications for corporations and explains some im- 
portant empirical characteristics of observed credit spreads. During the periods 
of economic expansion, internal consumptions and demands of goods or services 
remain strong. Hence, firms can generate more business and earn higher profits. 
This makes the expected rates of growth of the firms' values or the appreciation 
rates higher. During the periods of economic recession, internal consumptions are 
weak. This worsens the earnings of the firms and makes the profits more uncertain. 
In this case, it is expected that the appreciation rates of the firms' values will be 
lower and the volatilities of the firms' values will be higher. The Markov-modulated 
version of the Merton structural model considered here can describe these realistic 
situations. 
The use of a regime-switching model intends to improve the Merton structural 
model by including jumps or discontinuities in the market value of the firm through 
the possibility of regime shifts. There is strong empirical evidence that Merton- 
based structural models underestimate the actual probability of default. Tarashev 
[142] found that the actual probability of default obtained by the Merton structural 
model is significantly less than the empirical default rate. Leland [101] mentioned 
that actual short-term default probabilities tend to be underestimated by struc- 
tural models. Since the firm's value is described by a diffusion process in the 
Merton structural model, it does not allow sudden jumps in the firm's value, and 
hence defaults can never happen by surprise. This is one possible reason why the 
actual short-term probabilities of defaults are underestimated by the Merton struc- 
tural model. Leland [101] suggested that the underestimation of the actual default 
probabilities can be improved by including a jump component in the dynamics of 
the firm's value. Zhou [151] incorporated jump risk into the default process in 
modelling the term structure of credit spreads and describes the firm's value as 
a jump-diffusion model. This regime-switching model discussed here is another 
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possible way to include discontinuities in the market value of the firm. Transitions 
of macroeconomic conditions or different stages of business cycles are mirrored in 
switching parameters. The market value of the firm is modelled here through a 
two-state Markovian regime-switching Merton structural model. As in the Merton 
structural model, we consider a frictionless and competitive continuous-time mar- 
ket in which the following assumptions hold: (i) There are no transaction costs. 
(ii) Agents are price-takers. (iii) Assets are divisible; that is, assets can be traded 
in any fractional units. (iv) Short selling is allowed. (v) The firm pays no dividends. 
Let x :_ {xt, t> 0} denote a finite-state, continuous-time Markov chain. We 
have the following seinimartingale form for the dynamics of the continuous-time 
Markov chain x as in Elliott et al. [49] 
t 
Xt = XO +J 
QTXudu + Vt , 
0 
(8.1) 
Here, vt is a martingale with respect to the sigma field generated by the process x 
and Q :_ [q2j]i, j=1,2,..., N denotes the rate matrix or generator of the chain x, where 
q2j is the rate at which x makes a transition into state j when it is in state i. qij, 
i, j=1,2, 
... , 
N, are called the instantaneous transition rates. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that the Markov chain x takes values from 
the set of unit vectors in RN, "{xt = ez}" represents the event that the economy 
is in state i at time t. The Markov chain is observable and serves as a proxy for 
some exogenous economic factors, such as Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and 
price indices. For a two-state Markovian regime-switching Merton default model, 
a continuous-time Markov chain x with two states (i. e. ,N= 2) is considered, 
where state "1" (state "2") represents a "Good" ("Bad") economic state. 
Let rt denote the instantaneous interest rate of a money market account at time 
t>0. Then, the instantaneous interest rate of the money market account is given 
by: 
7't = 
ýY, Xt) (8.2) 
where r := (rl, r2, ... , IN) with ii >0 for each i=1,2, ... , N. So, if the economy 
is in state i at time t (i. e. xt = ei), r(t) = (r, xt) = ri. Let µt and q denote 
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the expected growth rate and the volatility rate of the firm's value, respectively, at 
time t>0. Similarly, the expected rate of growth and volatility rate of the firm's 
value are: 
At = A, Xt) (8.3) 
ct = (c, xt) (8.4) 
where M: = (it, µ2, ... , µN) ands := 
(sl, c2 .... (; N) with µ2 >I and c>0 for each 
i=1,2,..., N. 
Let W :_ {Wt, t> 0} denote a standard Brownian motion under a real-world 
probability P. We assume that W and x are stochastically independent under P. 
Let {V ,t> 0} denote the 
firm's value process. Then, the two-state Markovian 
regime-switching Merton default model for the firm's value process is given by: 
dV = ictVtdt + StVtdWt (8.5) 
whilst keeping in mind the Markov chain specification of the drift and volatility in 
(8.3) and (8.4). Here, following some literature on the Merton default model (see, 
for example, Merton [115], Black and Cox [20] and Longstaff and Schwartz [104] 
we assume that the value of the firm can be directly observable. By Itö's lemma, 
(It It 1 
V= Voexp LJ 
(pu 
- -cj)du+ J cv, dWW, J 
I (8.6) 
02o 
8.2 The Esscher transform and swap rates 
Due to the additional uncertainty brought about by the switching of regimes, the 
market is no longer complete. Hence, there are infinitely many equivalent martin- 
gale measures for valuation. Guo [76] introduced Arrow-Debreu securities related 
to the cost of switching to complete the market, which could hedge away the addi- 
tional uncertainty induced by switching regimes. This approach here will make use 
of the regime-switching Esscher transform to find an equivalent martingale mea- 
sure. The regime-switching Esscher transform was adopted in Elliott et al. [50] for 
option valuation in the framework of a Markov-modulated Black-Scholes-Merton 
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market. Let T denote the time index of the model. Without any dividend pay- 
ments, suppose that Ut := ln(V/Vo) is the continuously compounded return of the 
firm's value V over the interval [0, t], tET. We shall define the regime-switching 
Esscher transform on the basis of the variable Ut. For each tET, let FtU denote 
the information set generated by the value of the process U := {Ut}tET up to and 
including time t. For each tET, let 9t denote the information set generated by 
the values of the processes x and U up to and including time t. Moreover, define 
a real-valued stochastic process {'9t}tET as 
tgt := 79(t, xt) = (a, Xt) , (8.7) 
where i9 :_ (191,292, ... , 19N)T E 
IIBN. As in Elliott et al. [50], the regime-switching 
Esscher transform PI9 equivalent to P on Ct associated with the process {i9(t)}tET 
in (8.7) is given by 
exp 
\ 
fý 0sdU9/ 
tET, E[ 
ddP'ý 
ýP 
fit] [(t)] (8.8) 
where E["] denotes expectation taken with respect to P. Note further that the 
Radon-Nikodym derivative defined in (8.8) of the regime-switching Esscher trans- 
form can be expressed as 
E 
ýy 
exp 
/t 
dW., -tIi J92 Ss2dS 
[d'I 
gtl =IJ z9sss 
%) 
0 
(8.9) 
The fundamental theorem of asset pricing (see Harrison and Kreps [86], Harrison 
and Pliska [87), [88] and Delbaen and Schachermayer [41]) states that the ab- 
sence of arbitrage opportunities is "essentially" equivalent to the existence of an 
equivalent martingale measure under which the discounted price process of a non- 
dividend-paying stock is a martingale. Let Qt := FT' V. Ft, for each tET. Write 
Vt := exp(- fö rtdu)Vt, which denotes the discounted firm's value at time tET. 
Then, the martingale condition in this case is defined with respect to an enlarged 
information structure 0 and gives 
Vu = Eý[V ýýu] , P-almost surely, for any t, uET with t>u, 
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where E9 ["] denotes an expectation with respect to P'. In particular, by setting 
u=0, we require that for each tET, the random variable 
r/f 
E' L exp 
t 
I-J rsds + Ut\ II=1, P-almost surely 
o/ 
This condition is given in Elliott et al. [50]. In the case when there is no regime- 
switching, the condition becomes the one described in Gerber and Shiu [71]. 
Elliott et al. [50] demonstrate that the martingale condition implies that, for each 
tET, 
l9t = 
rt - µt 
St2 
From equation (8.10), the Radon-Nikodym derivative in (8.9) becomes 
(8.10) 
a9 t ý3 It ý9 . ý3 
2 ) 
dsý E[ exp Jo \- 
ii9) dWs -2ý(I; 
s 
Invoking Girsanov's theorem with the aid of (8.11), I 'ý = Wt- fo (T's9 ') ds is a 
standard Brownian motion with respect to {Ct}tET under P'. Here, we also assume 
that W and x are stochastically independent under P. Under this assumption, 
the probability law of the Markov chain x remains unchanged when changing the 
probability measures from P to P'. Consequently, from (8.5) we can write the 
market value of the firm conditional on Pt under P'9 in terms of W' as 
dV =" Vtdt + StVtdWt" . 
(8.12) 
Here, as in the Longstaff and Schwartz [104] model, an "exogenous" default bound- 
ary is considered which is assumed to be a given constant. 
Let g be the first passage time of default. That is, 
o := inf{t E [0, T] 1V< L} . 
(8.13) 
Incorporating (8.13), this means that the risk-neutral default probability under P''9 
is given by 
P'9 <T)=P 
(L> 
min V tE[O, T] (8.14) 
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For the determination of the swap rate (SR) of a CDS, we equate the sum of 
the expected present values of the fee leg and the expected present values of the 
contingent payment leg linked to a credit event. Suppose that 0= to < tl < t2 < 
"""<t,,, =T and that SR is paid by the protection buyer to the protection seller 
at dates tl < t2 < ... < t,,, if the default has not yet happened. Let D(tk 1, tk) 
denote the interval between payment dates. For example, when there are semi- 
annual payments, D(tk_l, tk) = 0.5, for each k=1,2, ... , n. 
Suppose {P`9(tk)l k_ 
1,2, 
... , n} constitutes 
the term structure of risk-neutral default probabilities over 
different payment points. Then, the sum of the expected present values of the fee 
leg, denoted by FL, is 
FL = SRT D(tk-1, tk)(1 - P19(tk)) exp 
(_ftk (f 
, x,, 
) du 
= SR x KL, (8.15) 
where P'(tk) := P''9(0 < tk), for each k=1,2, ..., n, is explicitly given by 
(8.14) 
and KL is defined as 
KL D(tk_1i tk)(1 - PI9(tk)) exp I-J (r, xu) du I 
k=1 
\o/ 
In practice, it is assumed that default between regular fee payments usually occurs 
halfway over the period. With this assumption, the sum of the expected present 
values of fee accruals, denoted by AL, is given by 
D(tk-1itk) 
9 
tk 
AL = SR (P (tk) - P'Ö(tk_1)) exp (- J (r, xý) du J 
k=1 ° 
= SR x ML, (8.16) 
where 
D(tk-1ý tk) 
I9 19 
tk n /ML 
:=2 (P (tk) -P (tk-i)) exp -J (r, xu) du 
k=1 ° 
Of course, the accuracy of the approximation is improved if the time steps between 
regular payments are made smaller. 
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Let RR denote the fixed constant rebate of the underlying reference asset or entity. 
Then, the expected payoff coming from the contingent payment leg is given by 
(P (t) - P'9(tk_1)) exp -J 
tk 
(r, xu) du) . 
(8.17) PL = (1 - RR) 
T 
The results from equations (8.15), (8.16) and (8.17), combined altogether, tell us 
that 
PL = FL + AL = SR(KL + ML). (8.18) 
Hence, from (8.18) it is easily seen that the swap rate SR can be expressed as 
SR = 
PL 
KL + ML 
(8.19) 
For the valuation of credit derivatives, risk-neutral default probabilities have to be 
calculated, which reflect the current market expectations on future default proba- 
bilities. The real-world default probability reflects the "true" or actual likelihood 
of defaults. In the situation when there is no regime switching, exact formulae for 
default probabilities can be obtained by using formula D. 2 in Gerber and Shiu [72] 
(see also lemma 7.8.5 of Elliott and Kopp [54] and Corollary B. 3.1 of Musiela and 
Rutkowski [120]). In this case, the risk-neutral default probability is given by 
2r 
P? 9(tkIV) = 1- (P(d1) +( V) 
s2 1ýD (d2) (8.20) 
where 
dl 
ln(V/L) + (r - 
2S2)tk 
S tk 
d2 = 
ln(L/V) + (r - 2c2)tk 
S tk 
and c(x) represents the cumulative distribution function of a standard normal ran- 
doin variable. 
The only difference between the real-world default probabilities and the risk-neutral 
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default probabilities is that 1-ti's (i =1,2, ... , N) are used in the real-world default 
probabilities while rj's (i = 1,2, ... , N) are involved in the risk-neutral default 
probabilities. So, the real-world default probability is given by: 
s2 -1 Pt9(tkIV) =1- ý(dl) +L 
(V) 
`ß(d2) 
where 
dl - 
ln(V/L) + (µ - ZS2)tk 
s tk 
ln(L/V) + (µ - ZS2)tk d2 =S tk 
A system of coupled PDEs for the default probabilities in the non-regime-switching 
as well as the regime-switching case is derived in section 8.3. The PDEs are numer- 
ically approximated to solve the default probabilities and swap rates. These nu- 
merical results are furthermore compared to default probabilities obtained through 
the Monte-Carlo simulation. 
8.3 System of coupled PDEs for the default prob- 
abilities 
Consider first the risk-neutral default probabilities under the risk-neutral proba- 
bility measure P9. Similar arguments can be applied to derive a system of cou- 
pled PDEs satisfied by the real-world default probabilities under P. For each 
k=1,2, 
... , n, and 
t< tk, define the conditional risk-neutral default probability 
P73 (LO < tk gt). Let Hk := I{L>mintE[o, tkjVt}, whose value 
is known if Qtk is given. 
Write m(t) = minv, E[o, t} V,,. Then, 
P19(LO C tklgt) = E9(Hklge) 
= E9(Hk1 xt = x, Vt = v, m(t) > L) , (8.22) 
since x and V are Markov processes with respect to G. 
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Let f (t, x, v) := E"(Hkl xt = x, V=v, m(t) > L) where the conditional expec- 
tation must be evaluated under P' as specified in (8.22). Write ft :=f (t, ez, v) 
for i=1,2, ... ,N and 
f := (fl, f2, ... , 
fN)T. Then, by Itö's differentiation rule 
and the representation of xt in Buffington and Elliott [28] or equation (3.3), in the 
region {m(t) > L}, 
f(t, x, v) 
Of 1 02i 
2 
=f (O, xo, vo) + 
ýt 
cu 
du + JOt rev dVu +2 
10t 
öv SuV 
Zdu 
+ 
lt (dxu) 
1021 
-2 = f(ý, xo, vo)+lt 
(u+ruVurev 
+ 2öv Su 
V2 du 
+1t Cj, QTxu> du +t 
9v 
c(u)V dWu +Jt 
(i, dvu) (8.23) 
Since f (t, x, v) = EB(HkI Gt) is a (G, PB)-martingale, all the bounded variation terms 
of the stochastic integral of I (t, x, v) in (8.23) must sum to zero. So, for each 
i=1,2, ... ,n and t< tk, 
f satisfies the PDE in the region {m(t) > L} 
Of + rtV of +1 a2fV2st +Cf QTXt> =0, 
(8.24) 
at äv 2 av2 
with boundary conditions 
f (t, x, L) =1, f (t, x, oo) =0, (8.25) 
and terminal condition 
(tk, x, v) = Hk = I{L > mintE{o, tk) Vt} " 
(8.26) 
Since x takes one of the ei's for i=1,2, ... ,N and t< tk, in the region 
{m(t) > L} 
equations (8.24), (8.25) and (8.26) correspond, respectively, to 
i21,92 z 
at + riV äv +2 av (sz)2Ut2 + 
ýf, QTez) =0 , (8.27) 
with boundary conditions 
ei, L) =1, f(t, e2,00) =0 , 
(8.28) 
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and terminal condition 
f (tk, ei, v) = Hk = I{L > minte[o, t, ] V1' 
(8.29) 
for each i=1,2,. .., N. 
Now, let f (t, x, v) := E(Hk, 1 G(t)), which is the conditional real-world default prob- 
ability. Write fi :=f (t, ei, v), for each i=1,2, ... ,N and f :_ (fl f2, ' fN) 
TE 
RN. Then, by noticing that f (t, x, v) = E(HkI COt) is a (Ct, P)-martingale and ap- 
plying the similar argument as above, the following system of coupled PDEs for 
the real-world default probabilities fi (i =1,2, ... , N) for different states can be 
derived in the region {m(t) > L} and they are presented as follows: 
a fi + 
µiV(t) 
gfi 
+1 
a2 fi 
(ci)2Vt2 + (f, QTeiý =0, (8.30) at äv 2 äv2 
with boundary conditions 
f (t, ei, L) =1, f (t, ei, oo) =0, (8.31) 
and terminal condition 
f (tk, ei, v) = Hk - I{L > mintE[o, tkl V t} 1 
(8.32) 
for each i=1,2,..., N. 
8.4 Numerical approximation 
The numerical approximation to the solution of the system of coupled PDEs (8.30)- 
(8.32) for the real-world default probabilities is discussed in this section. A two- 
state Markov chain x with a rate matrix Q= [qij]i, j=12 is considered, where -qll = 
q12 and q21 = -q22. Note that for the numerical approximation to risk-neutral 
default probabilities under the measure P8, the drift (µl, µ2) in the system of 
coupled PDEs under the real-world measure P has to be changed to (r1, r2), where 
P< µl and r2 < µ2. 
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Here, the real-world default probabilities (f', f 2) corresponding to the term tk 
satisfy the following system of two coupled PDEs in the region {m(t) > L} 
I12 Of 
+1V 
of 
+1af1 (c1)2V2(t) - qjIf 1+ gzzfz =0, (8.33) 8t äv 2 övz 
zz zz of 
+zýtöf +1 2ä 0fv' 
(S2)2Vz+4iif1-4zzfz0, (8.34) --5-t av 
subject to the boundary conditions 
f (t, e2, L) =1, f (t, ei, oo) =0, (8.35) 
and terminal condition 
f (tk, ei, v) = Hk = I{L > mintE[o, tkl V}ý 
(8.36) 
for each i=1,2. 
To approximate the solution of the system of coupled PDEs (8.33)-(8.34) subject 
to the conditions (8.35)-(8.36), we implement the Crank-Nicolson finite difference 
scheme. This finite difference scheme is essentially an average of the implicit and 
explicit methods and converges faster than either the implicit or the explicit scheme. 
For a further discussion on the numerical schemes see for example Wilmott [146]. 
The time domain [0, tk] is divided into p subintervals of equal length At and the 
space domain [0, Vmax] is divided into q subintervals of equal length AV. For each 
i=1,2; j=1,2, ... , q; and 1=1,2, ... , p; let f 
i(l, j) := fz(ti, Vj) denote the value 
of the default probability at the grid point (ti, V) when the Markov chain x is in 
the it' state. The Crank-Nicolson scheme leads to the following approximations to 
the system of coupled PDEs in the region {m(t) > L}: 
-ä10)f 
1(l 
- 1,7 - 1) + 
(ß'(j) - 1) f 1(l - l, ý) 
+fl. 7)fI(I - "j+ 1) +d2(j)f2(1 -I, j) 
= 61(. 7)fI(I, j - 1) +(-1 - /'(. 7))fl(1j) - 7'(7)8(1,. 7 + 1) -d (j)fI(lj) , (8.37) 
-ä2(j)f2(l - 1, j - 1) + (ý2(j - 1))f2(l - 1, j) 
+12(j). f2(l - 1, j+ 1) + dl(j). f1(1 - 1, j) 
= ä2(. 7)f2(1,7 - 1) + (-1 - 
42(j))f2(lj) 
-'Y2(j)f2(1, j + 1) -d (j)fl(lj) , 
(8.38) 
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where 
Z µzß 
(,; z)2.7 2 /µz9 (Si)2j 2 
At, i "' 6W=(4444)2 
and 
=I- 
(Si)2j 2-Z 
jji(j) 22) 
t, 
for each i= 1,2 and for 1 =1,..., ppand j=1,..., q. 
We can rewrite equations (8.37)-(8.38) in matrix form Ai f (l - 1) = A2 f (l). The 
matrices Al and A2 are constructed from the two matrices B; and B; and diagonal 
matrices Ci for every i=1,2 given below. 
Al - 
B1 C1 
A2 
B1 
-Ci 
C2 B2 -C2 B2 
with 
bo 0 
oz(l) 
- 1) 
0 -ä2ý2) B; = 
0 
0 
and 
where bo = bl = I. 
00 
yti(1) o0 
(QZ(2) - 1) 7i(ý) 0 
-ä2(q - 1) (ýz(q - 1) - 1) Yi(q - 1) 
p bi 
00 
0 di(1) 
00 
C; 
0"" 
0 "" 
0 
00 
di(2) 00 
""" di(q - 1) 0 
0 
The matrices B;, for each i=1,2, have the same structure as B;. However, 
for the matrix B;, its elements on the main diagonal are changed to (-)'(j) - 1), 
it's lower diagonal elements become W (j) and its upper diagonal elements are of 
the form -ryi(j). The parameters for the boundary conditions are set to 
bo =1 
and bl = 0. 
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In the no-regime-switching case, the martingale condition gives the following PDE 
for the real-world default probability associated with the term tk, in the region 
{m(t) > L} 
12 
at + µV äv + `2V 2äv =o, (8.39) 
with boundary conditions 
f(t, L)=1, f(t, oo)=0, (8.40) 
and terminal condition 
f(tk, v)=Hk=IrL>min V (8.11) l tE[O, tkl t} ' 
where µ is the real-world drift of the firm's value under P. 
The PDE in (8.39) subject to (8.40)-(8.41) is discretised and the Crank-Nicolson 
scheme applied. That gives 
-6(j). f(l-1, j-1)-(1+4(j))f(I-1, j)+'Y(j)f(l-1, j+1) 
= ä(7)f (lý 7- 1) + (Q(7 - 1))f (l, 7) - Y(ý)f (l, 7+ 1) (8.42) 
where 
2 "2 2 "2 2 "21 
. (j) _( 
4ý 
-4) ýtý Q(ý) =S 
fLt 
and 7ýý) _ 
(S 4J At 
This numerical scheme described is implemented in MATLAB. The results of the 
implementation will be presented and discussed in the section 8.5. 
8.5 Numerical results and sensitivity analysis 
In this section, the numerical results for the real-world default probabilities un- 
der P and the swap rates under the risk-neutral measure P''9 determined by the 
Esscher transform are presented. A sensitivity analysis for the real-world default 
probabilities and the swap rates is performed, when the intensity parameters in 
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the Q-matrix and other model parameters are varied. For this implementation, a 
two-state Markov chain is considered, where state "1" and state "2" represent a 
"good" economy and a "bad" economy, respectively. The code of the MATLAB 
implementation can be found in appendix F. 
8.5.1 Numerical results for actual default probabilities 
The actual default probabilities are calculated under the real-world measure P, 
where the drifts of the firm's value are y and 92 for the "good" economy and 
the "bad" economy, respectively. Suppose that q12 = q21 =A>0, where A 
is interpreted as the intensity parameter of the transitions of the Markov chain. 
Then, the Q-matrix of the two-state Markov chain has the following form: 
Q= 
A -A 
First, numerical results are presented for varying values of A and for different choices 
of the constant default barrier level L. Solutions for the actual default probabilities 
are obtained by moving backwards in time. Two situations are considered, namely, 
one for the economy starting at the "good" state and another for the economy 
starting at the "bad" state. In this first numerical part, A is set to 0.1,0.3,0.5,0.7 
and 0.9 with different values for the default barrier level, L= 110,120,130 and 
140. The default barrier level L is given exogenously and remains constant over 
time in each case. 
The value of the firm at time t=0 is set to V0 = 300, which is higher than 
the default barrier level L in all cases. Hence, default has not yet occurred at time 
0. In setting the grids for the numerical computations, the minimum value that 
can be reached by the value of the firm is set to V,,, i,, =1 in both economic states. 
For a sensible implementation, Vy, in is set at a lower level than L to allow for the 
possibility that the value of the firm can drop below the default barrier level, and, 
hence there is a positive probability that default occurs. The maximum value that 
can be attained by the value of the firm is set to V ,, ax = 770 in the "good" economic 
state and V,,,, o, x = 550 
in the "bad" economic state. This reflects that the value 
of the firm in the "bad" economy cannot grow as high as it can be in the "good" 
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economy. The drift of the firm's value in the "good" state µ1 is set to be 10%. 
Since state 2 represents the "bad" economic state, µ2 should be lower than µl, µ2 
is set to µ2 = 6%. The values of other parameters are At = ö, c' = 0.2, c2 = 0.4, 
p= T/Ot for maturities T=1,2,..., 12 and q= 70. Note that Sl < c2 is consistent 
with the belief that volatility is higher in the "bad" economy than in the "good" 
economy. 
For the implementation of equations (8.42)-(8.43) describing the no-regime-switching 
model, the model parameters are chosen according to the specification of the "good" 
state of the economy in the regime-switching case, namely, µ= A' and c =,; '. To 
make the comparison valid, the grid is also set according to the one chosen for the 
regime-switching model. That is, At = 1/50 and q= 70. The values of the default 
barrier level L are identical to those values assumed in the regime-switching cases. 
The initial value of the firm VO, the lower bound V,, in and the upper bound Vmax 
of the value of the firm are identical to the corresponding values assumed in the 
regime-switching case when the economy starts at the "good" state. 
Case I: the impact of A, L and T 
Table 8.1 displays the actual default probabilities for varying values of the pa- 
rameter A in the Q-matrix and the default barrier level L with maturities T= 
1,2,... , 12. 
One may observe that the regime-switching model yields default prob- 
abilities that are higher than those in the no-regime-switching model. Since the 
regime-switching model allows the switching of the economy to the "bad" state, 
the higher risk of default in that state is reflected in the higher default probabilities 
arising from the regime-switching model. This illustrates that the introduction of 
the effect of macro-economic conditions via the Markovian regime-switching prin- 
ciple provides a possible way to explain and improve the underestimation of the 
real-world probability of default predicted by the Merton structural model. 
The entries of the Q-matrix have a clear effect on the actual default probabil- 
ities. Higher A's result in higher default probabilities, if we start at the "good" 
economy at time t=0. This effect may be attributed to a higher probability of 
switching to the "bad" economic regime with increasing values of A. On the other 
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hand, if we start at the "bad" economic regime, the real-world default probabilities 
decrease as A increases. This is due to an increasing probability of switching to 
the "good" regime with increasing values of A. A similar effect is observed on the 
real-world default probabilities when the default barrier level L is set to a higher 
value. Since the firm's value is more likely to lie below a higher default barrier 
level, the real-world default probabilities in the no-regime-switching case as well 
as the regime-switching case are higher when L is higher. The real-world default 
probabilities increase as the time to maturity increase. This reflects that the longer 
the time to maturity the higher the default risk is. 
Now, the interest rate µl, µ2 and the volatilities S1 and c2 are varied to perform 
a sensitivity analysis for the real-world default probabilities. The entries in the 
Q-matrix are set to A=0.1 and the default barrier level to L= 130. 
Case II: The impact of µi 
Figure 8.1 depicts the real-world default probabilities calculated with varying val- 
ues for µl and µ2. In the left graph, the value for µ2 was set to 0.06 while the 
value of µl ranges from 0.06 to 0.1, with an increment of 0.01. It becomes ap- 
parent that the real-world default probabilities are sensitive to the change in the 
real-world drift µl of the firm's value. In all cases, the real-world default prob- 
abilities decline as 121 increases. The effect of µl seems to be most significant in 
the regime-switching case starting at the "good" economy. The real-world default 
probabilities in the regime-switching cases are always higher than those in the cor- 
responding no-regime-switching setting. The higher real-world default probabilities 
account for the possible "bad" state included in the regime-switching case starting 
at the "good" economy and that starting at the "bad" economy. The graph on 
the right of Figure 8.1 depicts changes in the real-world default probabilities when 
µ2 is varied between 0.06 and 0.1, with an increment of 0.01, and pl is set to 0.1. 
Here, the real-world default probabilities in the one-state model remain the same 
when µ2 changes since the one-state model does not depend on µ2. The real-world 
default probabilities decrease as p2 increases in the regime-switching case starting 
at the "good" economy and the one starting at the "bad" economy. This is similar 
to the impact of pl on the real-world default probabilities in the regime-switching 
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Table 8.1: Real-world default probabilities for varying levels of A and default barrier 
levels L= 110,120,130 and 140 
Actual default probabilities obtained through the Crank-Nlc Ison scheme 
2 states 2 states 2 states 2 states 2 states 2 states 2 states 2 states 2 states 2 states 
Default Initial state: initial state: initial state: initial state: Initial state: initial state: Initial state: Initial state: Initial state: Initial state: 
barrier mo le "good" 'bad" "good" "bad" "good" 'bad" "good" "bad" "good" 'bad" 
level de economy economy economy economy economy economy economy economy economy economy 
A=0.1 AO. 1 AO. 3 A=0.3 A0.5 A 0.6 X=0.7 A=0.7 A=0.9 AO9 
L=110 0.00000 0.00131 0.03988 0. OU316 0.03346 U. W488 0.02861 0.00543 0.02491 0.00599 0.02205 
0.00001 0.00822 0.10152 0.01769 0.07690 0.02215 0.06267 0.02425 0.05398 0.02525 0.04837 
0.00011 0.01820 0.14004 0.03490 0.10113 0.04087 0.08310 0.04318 0.07360 0.04420 0.06795 
0.00033 0.02899 0.16411 0.05079 0.11652 0.05714 0.09802 0.05948 0.08905 0.06059 0.08386 
0.00062 0.03952 0.17953 0.06443 0.12741 0.07076 0.10973 0.07315 0.10150 0.07439 0.09677 
0.00093 0.04924 0.18945 0.07580 0.13556 0.08201 0.11907 0.08449 0.11153 0.06564 0.10721 
0.00121 0.05787 0.19574 0.08511 0.14179 0.09124 0.12650 0.09381 0.11958 0.09526 0.11561 
0.00144 0.06534 0.19955 0.09266 0.14656 0.09875 0.13238 0.10141 0.12599 0.10294 0.12234 
0.00163 0.07166 020164 0.09871 0.15017 0.10480 0.13697 0.10754 0.13104 0.10914 0.12767 
0.00176 0.07666 020251 0.10349 0.15283 0.10962 0.14050 0.11245 0.13498 0.11410 0.13185 
0.00184 0.08113 0.20250 0.10723 0.15471 0.11342 0.14314 0.11631 0.13799 0.11801 0.13507 
0.00189 0.06450 020185 0.11010 0.15595 0.11635 0.14505 0.11930 0.14021 0.12104 0.13748 
L=120 0.00000 0.00313 0.07867 0.00780 0.06624 0.01094 0.05700 0.01304 0.05004 0.01445 0.04474 
0.00006 0.01396 0.14924 0.03005 0.11432 0.03772 0.09465 0.04147 0.06294 0.04336 0.07554 
0.00033 0.02715 0.18565 0.05206 0.13649 0.06119 0.11449 0.06492 0.10322 0.06671 0.09666 
0.00080 0.04032 020610 0.07061 0.14970 0.07973 0.12864 0.08331 0.11870 0.08515 0.11304 
0.00134 0.05248 021795 0.08556 0.15874 0.09432 0.13949 0.09784 0.13074 0.09977 0.12578 
0.00183 0.06322 0.22465 0.09740 0.16528 0.10580 0.14786 0.10933 0.14007 0.11135 0.13564 
0.00225 0.07240 022811 0.10666 0.17005 0.11480 0.15426 0.11838 0.14724 0.12045 0.14325 
0.00256 0.06006 022945 0.11384 0.17347 0.12181 0.15906 0.12543 0.15267 0.12756 0.14905 
0.00278 0.08629 022940 0.11932 0.17581 0.12721 0.16257 0.13087 0.15670 0.13303 0.15339 
0.00291 0.09124 0.22840 0.12342 0.17727 0.13128 0.16502 0.13498 0.16961 0.13717 0.15656 
0.00298 0.09509 0.22674 0.12642 0.17802 0.13427 0.16660 0.13600 0.16158 0.14021 0.15876 
0.00299 0.09798 022464 0.12852 0.17818 0.13637 0.16749 0.14014 0.16280 0.14236 0.16018 
L=130 0.00000 0.00452 0.10369 0.01127 0.08767 0.01584 0.07584 0.01892 0.06899 0.02101 0.06029 
0.00019 0.01759 0.17571 0.03795 0.13636 0.04788 0.11439 0.05288 0.10142 0.05553 0.09328 
0.00083 0.03259 021033 0.06270 0.15762 0.07412 0.13425 0.07907 0.12240 0.08159 0.11554 
0.00171 0.04711 0.22895 0.08283 0.17002 0.09415 0.14823 0.09684 0.13605 0.10138 0.13229 
0.00258 0.06020 023916 0.09885 0.17828 0.10943 0.15870 0.11398 0.14989 0.11653 0.14491 
0.00329 0.07151 024442 0.11087 0.18404 0.12113 0.16853 0.12559 0.15877 0.12817 0.15439 
0.00383 0.08100 024661 0.12020 0.18803 0.13004 0.17230 0.13447 0.16536 0.13706 0.16145 
0.00419 0.08876 024684 0.12721 0.19068 0.13677 0.17642 0.14118 0.17015 0.14377 0.16662 
0.00441 0.09495 024578 0.13240 0.19227 0.14176 0.17923 0.14615 0.17351 0.14874 0.17030 
0.00451 0.09977 024387 0.13613 0.19301 0.14535 0.18098 0.14974 0.17572 0.15233 0.17278 
0.00452 0.10341 024141 0.13869 0.19305 0.14783 0.18189 0.15220 0.17702 0.15479 0.17431 
L-140 0.00002 0.00628 0.13209 0.01570 0.11223 0.02210 0.09765 0.02645 0.08682 0.02943 0.07867 
0.00055 0.02180 0.20328 0.04701 0.15989 0.05954 0.13587 0.06604 0.12181 0.06962 0.11307 
0.00184 0.03874 023539 0.07442 0.17971 0.08842 0.15528 0.09474 0.14298 0.09810 0.13593 
0.00330 0.05462 025185 0.09601 0.19097 0.10968 0.16870 0.11559 0.15840 0.11885 0.15261 
0.00454 0.06855 026023 0.11251 0.19820 0.12541 0.17848 0.13103 0.16989 0.13423 0.16477 
0.00547 0.08034 0.26393 0.12493 020299 0.13709 0.18554 0.14251 0.17788 0.14566 0.17359 
0.00608 0.09002 0.26477 0.13414 020606 0.14571 0.19049 0.15100 0.18370 0.15410 0.17990 
0.00644 0.09778 026382 0.14086 020782 0.15199 0.19379 0.15717 0.18769 0.16023 0.18428 
0.00650 0.10384 0.26172 0.14563 020856 0.15643 0.19579 0.16154 0.19025 0.16456 0.18716 
0.00661 0.10843 025889 0.14887 020850 0.15944 0.19676 0.18449 0.19168 0.16747 0.18886 
0.00651 0.11180 025559 0.15093 020779 0.16132 0.19891 0.16631 0.19222 0.18926 0.16962 
0.00633 0.11414 0.25196 0.15204 020656 0.16229 0.19641 0.16723 0.19205 0.17015 0.18965 
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cases. However, the impact of µ2 on the real-world default probabilities in the 
regime-switching case starting at the "bad" economy is more significant than the 
impact of µi. Hence, there is an asymmetric effect of the drift on the real-world 
default probabilities when the economy starts at the "good" state and when it 
starts at the "'bad" state. 
Real-wo rld default probabilities for varying values of mol (mug =0 . 06) 
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Figure 8.1: Real-world default probabilities for varying values of /j. ' and E1` 
Case III: The impact of sti 
In Figure 8.2, a sensitivity analysis for varying values of c-z is shown. The left graph 
of Figure 8.2 depicts the real-world default probabilities when S1 is varied between 
0.1 and 0.5 with a constant value for c2 = 0.5. The real-world drifts are again set 
to µi = 0.1 and µ' = 0.06. Changing the value of c' has more significant effect on 
the real-world default probabilities if we start at the "bad" state. In all of the three 
cases, namely, the one-state case, the regime-switching cases starting at the good" 
state and starting at the "bad" state, the real-world default probabilities increase 
as S1 increases. The right graph depicts the real world default probabilities when 
s2 ranges from 0.1 to 0.5 with a constant value for c' = 0.1. Here, the real-world 
default probabilities from the one-state model remain the same as S2 changes since 
the one-state model does not depend on the parameters in state 2. The real-world 
default probabilities increase as c2 increases in the regime-switching case starting 
at the "good" state and that starting at the "bad" state. 
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Figure 8.2: Real-world default probabilities for varying values of c' and c' 
8.5.2 Numerical results for swap rates 
The swap rates of the CDS under the derived risk-neutral measure Po are calcu- 
lated. Risk-neutral default probabilities are used to calculate the swap rates. In 
this case, the drift of the firm's asset value is identical to the interest rate for each 
economic state. For this calculation, the interest rate in the "good" economic state 
rl is set according to the LIBOR rate and the interest rate in the "bad" economic 
state is chosen to lie 1.5% lower than i°i. Note that ri and 2 are chosen to be lower 
than the drifts under the real-world probability measure P. All other parameters 
are the same as those under the real-world setting described above. 
Case I: The impact of A, L and T 
Table 8.2 depicts the swap rates calculated with the risk-neutral default probabil- 
ities for maturities 1.... , 10. 
The recovery rate RR is chosen to be 10% and the 
time duration between payments is assumed to be one year. The swap rates implied 
by the regime-switching model are higher than those obtained from the no-regime- 
switching case. This reveals that higher risk premiums are required to compensate 
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for higher default risk due to the possibility of switching to the "bad" economy in 
the regime-switching model. An assumption of being in the "good" state at time 
t=0 in the regime-switching model leads to lower swap rates compared to the 
assumption of being in the "bad" state at time t=0. In other words, a lower risk 
premium is required if the economy starts at the "good" state initially. 
Here, it is clear that the intensity parameter A in the Q-matrix has signifi- 
cant effect on the swap rates. If the economy starts at the "good" state, the swap 
rates increase as A increases. This may be attributed to a higher risk premium that 
is required to compensate for the higher risk of switching to the "bad" economic 
regime when A increases. On the other hand, if we start at the "bad" economic 
regime, the swap rates decrease as A increases. As A increases, it is more likely that 
the state of the economy will switch from the "bad" state to the "good" state later. 
Since there is a lower probability of default in the "good" state, the switching from 
the "bad" state to the "good" state results in a reduction of risk. This, in turns, 
reduces the risk premium to compensate for the default risk, and hence, a lower 
swap rate. The swap rates increase when the default barrier level L is set to be a 
higher value in the no-regime-switching case as well as the regime-switching cases. 
Since the firm's asset value is more likely to lie below a higher default barrier level, 
there is higher risk that the firm will default. So, a higher risk premium is required 
to compensate for this higher risk. The swap rates increase as the time to maturity 
increases. This reflects that the longer the time to maturity the higher the risk 
premium is required to compensate for the higher default risk. 
Case II: The impact of ri 
Again, the entries in the Q-matrix are set to A=0.1 and the default barrier level 
is set to L= 130. First, suppose that rl takes values from 0.01 to 0.05, with an 
increment of 0.01 whilst p2 = 0.01. This ensures that the interest rate in the "good" 
economy is higher than that in the "bad" one. The other model parameters are 
the same as those chosen above. 
The left graph in Figure 8.3 depicts the plots of the swap rates with different values 
of rl and maturities T=1,2, ... , 10 from the two-state model and the one-state 
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Table 8.2: Swap rates for varying levels of A and default barrier levels L= 
110,120,130 and 140 
Credit default swap rates calculated with risk-neutral default probabilities obtained through the Crank-Nicholson scheme 
2 states 2 states 2 states 2 states 2 states 2 states 2 states 2 states 2 states 2 states 
Default initial state: Initial state: Initial state: Initial state: Initial state: Initial state: Initial state: Initial state: Initial state: Initial state: 
barrier one state good "bad" "good" "bad" good" "bad" "good" "bad" "good" "bad" 
level model economy economy economy economy economy economy economy economy economy economy 
A=0.1 A=0.1 A=0.3 A=0.3 A=0.5 A=0.5 A=0.7 A=0.7 A=0.9 A=0.9 
L=110 0.00009 0.00762 0.06599 0.01606 0.04649 0.01974 0,03661 0.02130 0.03195 0.02194 0.02933 
0.00078 0.01990 0.11940 0.03805 0.08084 0.04443 0.06608 0.04700 0.05965 0.04839 0.05636 
0.00251 0,03501 0.16301 0.06203 0.10984 0.07027 0,09333 0.07321 0.08744 0.07382 0,08595 
0.00520 0.05180 0.19987 0.08651 0.13647 0.09620 0.11977 0.10001 0.11413 0.10330 0.11057 
0.00853 0.06925 0.23105 0.11040 0.16111 0.12133 0.14492 0.12564 0.13999 0.12632 0.14014 
0.01227 0.08727 025974 0,13419 0.18539 0.14631 0.16981 0.15135 0,16526 0.15613 0.16177 
0.01628 0.10587 028770 0.15821 0.21007 0.17157 0,19501 0.17720 0.19091 0.17818 0.19218 
0.02034 0.12415 0.31353 0.18138 023377 0.19595 0.21920 0.20218 021546 0.20794 0.21237 
0.02438 0,14207 0.33798 0.20383 0.25676 0.21957 024262 0.22635 023925 0.22789 0.24116 
0.02826 0.15906 0.36028 0,22491 027824 0.24173 026451 0.24902 026146 0.25531 0.25901 
L=120 0.00032 0.01198 0.07919 0.02496 0.05380 0.03042 0.04274 0.03260 0.03797 0A3341 0.03600 
0.00207 0.02868 0.13546 0,05427 0.08906 0.06292 0.07414 0.06620 0.06915 0.06796 0.06739 
0.00554 0.04801 0,17848 0,08420 0.11810 0.09476 0,10314 0.09822 0.09986 0.09868 0.10086 
0.01021 0.06868 0.21343 0.11359 0.14464 0,12551 0.13099 0,12986 0.12872 0.13371 0,12768 
0.01547 0.08952 024212 0.14145 0.16907 0.15450 0.15711 0.15924 0.15616 0.15954 0.15974 
0.02102 0.11062 026818 0.16868 0.19302 0.18282 0.18263 0.18825 0.18256 0.19357 0,18228 
0.02673 0.13207 0.29355 0.19584 021725 0.21116 020821 0.21709 020908 021757 0.21444 
0.03230 0.15282 0.31680 0.22169 024032 0.23814 023248 0.24462 0.23413 0.25078 0.23490 
0.03771 0.17291 0.33874 0.24646 026252 0.26403 025573 027097 0.25815 0.27192 0.26472 
0.04279 0.19170 0.35860 026943 0.28303 0.28802 027720 0.29540 028030 0,30190 0,28233 
L=130 0.00098 0.01459 0.08347 0.03020 0.05639 0.03678 0.04541 0.03941 0,04125 0,04042 0.03995 
0.00476 0.03413 0.14031 0.06405 0.09254 0.07431 0.07874 0.07825 0.07514 0.08039 0.07454 
0.01089 0.05627 0.18283 0.09796 0.12222 0.11032 0.10934 0.11437 0.10806 0.11486 0.11078 
0.01820 0.07954 0.21687 0.13076 0.14920 0.14452 0.13837 0,14944 0.13850 0,15374 0.13916 
0.02582 0.10267 0.24442 0.16144 0.17379 0.17626 0.16524 0.18144 0.16703 0.18153 0.17288 
0.03347 0.12581 026925 0.19109 0.19769 0.20693 0.19122 021271 0,19418 0.21839 0.19599 
0.04108 0.14914 029333 0.22046 0.22171 0.23737 021704 0.24355 022123 0.24365 0.22925 
0.04833 0.17153 0.31525 0.24816 0.24439 0.26610 024132 0,27273 0.24655 0.27909 0.24981 
0.05523 0.19304 0.33582 0.27452 026604 0.29346 0.26439 0.30046 0.27063 0.30092 0,28019 
0.06160 021304 0.35430 0.29876 028588 0.31861 028551 0.32595 029265 0,33245 0.29752 
L=140 0.00255 0.01761 0.08571 0.03588 0.05755 0.04358 0.04711 0.04665 0.04385 0.04782 0.04343 
0.00971 0.04043 0.14187 0.07460 0.09386 0.08638 0.08181 0.09087 0.07998 0,09328 0.08078 
0.01946 0.06569 0.18296 0.11262 0.12356 0.12656 0.11343 0.13097 0,11454 0.13130 0.11920 
0.03001 0.09171 021531 0.14881 0.15034 0.16406 0.14305 0.16922 0.14597 0.17372 0.14860 
0.04030 0.11714 024105 0.18217 0.17450 0.19830 0.17009 0.20352 0.17502 0.20309 0.18334 
0.05024 0.14228 026401 0.21408 0.19777 0.23102 0.19594 0.23669 020233 0.24236 0,20652 
0.05991 0.16743 0,28615 0.24543 022097 0.26326 0.22141 026915 0.22933 0.26848 0,24021 
0.06894 0.19136 0.30614 0.27474 0.24267 0.29340 024512 029960 025435 0.30569 0.26039 
0.07741 021420 0.32477 0.30244 026321 0.32191 026746 0.32832 027795 0.32783 0.29070 
0.08513 023527 0.34136 0.32770 028187 0.34790 0.28772 0.35451 0.29932 0.36048 0.30734 
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Figure 8.3: Sw,, -a, p rates for varying values of 7' and P' 
model. With p2 being fixed, the swap rates decrease as ri increases for both the 
no-regime-switching and the regime-switching cases. Since the interest rate is the 
expected rate of growth of the firm value and the swap rates are evaluated under the 
risk-neutral measure Pa, an increase in the interest rate leads to a higher expected 
firm value, and this decreases the risk-neutral default probabilities. Therefore the 
swap rates decrease as the risk-neutral default probabilities decrease. From this 
numerical work it can be seen, that a regime-switching model that assumes a start- 
ing "bad" economic state produces the highest swap rates, therefore a higher risk 13 
premium is required in that case. In the right graph of Figure 8.3 the effect of the 
market interest rate r2 in the "bad" economy on the swap rates is investigated. 
Suppose that p2 takes values frone 0.01 to 0.05, with an increment of 0.01 whilst 
ri - 0.05. This ensures that ý2 <Pl. The other model parameters are the same as 
those in section 8.5.1. Independent of the state where the model is assumed to start 
at, increasing values of i2 lead to decreasing swap rates. The explanation of the 
effect of r2 on the swap rates is the same as that of ri on the swap rates. However, 
r2 seems to have more significant effect on the swap rates starting in the "bad" 
economy than ri. This reveals that there might be an asymmetric effect between 
the interest rates Pi and p2 on the swap rates. The no-regime-switching case is not 
affected by changing the values of r2 since the values for this model depend on the 
parameters of the "good" economy. 
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Case III: The impact of Si 
First the impact of the volatility c' in the "good" economy on the swap rates is 
studied. Suppose that S' takes values from 0.1 to 0.5, with an increment of 0.1 
whilst c2 = 0.5. The other model parameters are the same as those in subsection 
8.5.1. The interest rite ýi is set to 0.05 and i-2 is set to 0.01, lower tlhaii The left 
graph in Figure 8.4 depicts the plots of the swap rates with different values of Si 
for maturities T=1,2, ... , 
10 from the two-state model and the one-state model. 
Here, the swap rates increase as si increases in the one-state case, the regime- 
switching cases starting at the "good" state and starting at the "bad" state. This 
reflects that as the volatility c' of the firm's asset value becomes higher, a higher 
risk premium is required to compensate for the higher default risk induced by the 
higher volatility of the firm's asset value. 
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Figure 8.1: Swap rates for vary, ing values of S' and s2 
To investigate the effect of the volatility c2 in the "bad" economy on the swap 
rates suppose that c2 takes values from 0.1 to 0.5, with an increment of 0.1 whilst 
Si = 0.1. The other model parameters are the same as those in subsection 8.5.1. 
The swap rates with different values of c2 and maturities T=1,2, ... , 10 
from the 
two-state model and the one-state model are plotted in the right graph of Figure 
8.4. The no-regime-switching model is not affected by varying the values for c2. 
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The swap rates increase as the volatility S2 of the firm's asset value increases for the 
regime-switching cases starting at the "good" economy and starting at the "bad" 
economy. 
8.6 Monte-Carlo simulation 
The default probabilities and swap rates obtained from the numerical scheme in the 
previous section are now compared to results from a Monte-Carlo simulation for 
the regime-switching case. The parameters are chosen to be identical to those used 
within the numerical scheme. Again, actual default probabilities are calculated 
for varying default barrier levels L and intensities A. For each default probability 
10,000 paths for the firm value are generated. The results are depicted in Table 
8.3. The default probabilities in the non-regime-switching case are calculated with 
the analytical formula from section 8.2, equation (8.21). 
In addition, swap rates were calculated with risk-neutral default probabilities ob- 
tained via a Monte-Carlo simulation for the regime-switching case. The risk-neutral 
default probabilities are simulated with the same parameters as in the previous sec- 
tion; 10,000 paths are generated for each default probability. The default barrier L 
is set to 130 and A=0.1. The starting value of the firm is VO = 300. Table 8.4 shows 
the calculated swap rates for the non-regime-switching and the regime-switching 
case, respectively. As in the previous Table, the swap rates from the non-regime- 
switching case are based on default probabilities obtained through the analytical 
formula. 
The results for both the actual default probabilities as well as the swap rates are 
roughly close to the results from the PDE technique. However, the Crank-Nicolson 
scheme is computational more efficient than the Monte-Carlo simulation. The av- 
erage CPU-time of simulating default probabilities for one barrier level for the five 
different values of A with the Monte-Carlo technique is 83 seconds, while the Crank- 
Nicolson scheme leads to these results in about 5.5 seconds. There is therefore a 
large computational benefit in applying the PDE technique. 
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Table 8.3: Actual default probabilities for varying levels of A and default barrier 
levels L= 110,120,120,130 and 140 using a Monte-Carlo simulation 
Actual default probabtilUes obtained through Monte-Garb simulation In the 2-state case and the enalytIcal formula Brr the 1-state case 
2 states 2 states 2 states 2 states 2 states 2 states 2 states 2 states 2 states 2 states 
Default one state initial state: initial state: initial state: initial state: Initial state: Initial state: Initial state: Wall state: Initial state: initial state: 
barrier good dad" "good" "bad" good" 'bad' 'good" "bad" good" "bad" 
level analytical economy economy economy economy economy economy economy economy economy economy ýIuUon Aß. 1 A=0.1 A0.3 A=0.3 Aß. 5 X=05 Aß. 7 A=0.7 Aß. 9 00.9 
L=110 0.00000 0.00000 0.00670 0.00000 0.00820 0.00490 U. U40 0.00iw U. uouw U. 005 0 0.00000 
0.00005 0.00010 0.04700 0.00000 0.05240 0.01730 0.01610 0.01220 0.00750 0.01090 0.00950 
0.00042 0.00020 0.10360 0.00000 0.10670 0.03320 0.03700 0.04820 0.01370 0.04460 0.01540 
0.00126 0.00060 0.15830 0.00190 0.15210 0.05370 0.05530 0.06010 0.03930 0.05320 0.04410 
0.00245 0.00090 0.19790 0.00740 0.18670 0.08200 0.07530 0.08820 0.05730 0.09700 0.05220 
0.00381 0.00330 0.24930 0.01570 021900 0.10200 0,10060 0.11020 0.08340 0.10240 0.08830 
0.00520 0.00290 0.30580 0.02690 024780 0.11000 0.12280 0.12930 0.09550 0.13280 0.08840 
0.00654 0.00340 0.32180 0.04040 025550 0.14330 0.14240 0.14460 0.11830 0.14020 0.12440 
0.00779 0.00480 0.34890 0.05640 027460 0.15540 0.15680 0.16530 0.13100 0.15960 0.13020 
0.00894 0.00470 0.39320 0.06120 028870 0.16510 0.17030 0.17920 0.15770 0.17560 0.15370 
0.00997 0.00570 0.42410 0.07850 0.30340 0.18660 0.18690 0.19450 0.16630 0.19470 0.16160 
0.01089 0.00760 0.43920 0.09280 0.31350 0.19850 0.19520 021060 0.17400 020780 0.18730 
L-120 0.00000 0.00000 0.01290 0.00000 0.01100 0.00480 0.00630 0.01250 0.00000 0.01180 0.00000 
0.00017 0.00010 0.06530 0.00030 0.06610 0.02280 0.02480 0.01820 0.01390 0.01570 0.01600 
0.00107 0.00060 0.12620 0.00070 0.12880 0.04800 0.05060 0.06290 0.02180 0.08340 0.02080 
0.00274 0.00080 0.19080 0.00300 0.18900 0.07250 0.07510 0.08000 0.05660 0.06850 0.06030 
0.00480 0.00160 0.24090 0.00990 022090 0.10390 0.09150 0.11370 0.07680 0.11710 0.06560 
0.00896 0.00340 0.28490 0.02250 024890 0.11830 0.12300 0.13420 0.10200 0.12270 0.10280 
0.00905 0.00500 0.32820 0.03480 027980 0.14360 0.13940 0.16530 0.12850 0.16010 0.11650 
0.01097 0.00690 0.36150 0.04930 029630 0.16590 0.16590 0.17800 0.14780 0.16460 0.14640 
0.01271 0.00580 0.40000 0.06690 0.31160 0.18390 0.17720 020020 0.16390 020180 0.16360 
0.01426 0.00890 0.41240 0.08030 0.32950 0.19860 0.19400 0.20830 0.17400 020030 0.17830 
0.01563 0.00910 0.44830 0.09430 0.33360 0.20260 021400 023120 0.19680 0.22890 0.18670 
0.01683 0.01120 0.47820 0.11550 0.34600 0.23180 0.23100 0.24170 0.21310 023110 0.20380 
L-130 0.00001 0.00000 0.02170 0.00000 0.02280 0.01160 0.01120 0.02290 0.00000 0.02260 0.00000 
0.00051 0.00010 0.08760 0.00020 0.08450 0.03410 0.03450 0.02960 0.02170 0.02960 0.02320 
0.00245 0.00150 0.16550 0.00090 0.16050 0.06680 0.06880 0.08490 0.03260 0.08850 0.02860 
0.00539 0.00320 0.21360 0.00590 021740 0.09410 0.10200 0.09670 0.07250 0.09680 0.07960 
0.00866 0.00340 0.27690 0.01370 025110 0.12560 0.12740 0.14460 0.09270 0.14040 0.08660 
0.01164 0.00610 0.32560 0.02770 027870 0.14300 0.15120 0.16140 0.12750 0.15300 0.13410 
0.01477 0.00780 0.35960 0.04720 0.30710 0.16780 0.17170 0.19640 0.14580 0.18810 0.14020 
0.01738 0.00940 0.39670 0.06090 0.33050 0.19080 0.19700 0.19890 0.16830 0.20460 0.18010 
0.01967 0.01260 0.42860 0.06090 0.34010 0.20590 0.20890 022510 0.19900 023290 0.18790 
0.02166 0.01290 0.46000 0.09670 036560 0.23250 0.22400 0.24080 020400 0.23530 0.21090 
0.02339 0.01170 0.48740 0.11300 0.37940 0.23860 024820 0.25700 0.22440 025950 0.21730 
0.02489 0.01560 0.50270 0.12770 0.38130 025840 025190 0.26860 024220 026250 0.23950 
L=140 0.00003 0.00000 0.03530 0.00000 0.03150 0.01680 0.01640 0.03170 0.00000 0.03220 0.00010 
0.00135 0.00070 0.11350 0.00060 0.11060 0.04290 0.05080 0.04880 0.03280 0.04110 0.03200 
0.00503 0.00220 0.19440 0.00220 0.19220 0.08530 0.07910 0.10930 0.04200 0.11300 0.04600 
0.00979 0.00480 0.25690 0.00650 025490 0.11950 0.11640 0.12960 0.09460 0.12490 0.09770 
0.01459 0.00780 0.30830 0.01880 029960 0.15000 0.14810 0.16410 0.12080 0.17900 0.11470 
0.01901 0.00910 0.36270 0.03890 0.32650 0.18410 0.17430 0.19620 0.14420 0.18390 0.15850 
0.02289 0.01300 0.38990 0.05820 0.34200 0.20150 0.20190 0.21650 0.17730 0.22910 0.16640 
0.02625 0.01290 0.43870 0.07300 0.36480 0.22110 0.21720 024310 020660 0.23730 0.19930 
0.02914 0.01570 0.45990 0.09550 0.37050 0.24360 0.23400 025650 021950 0.26540 021220 
0.03160 0.01550 0.48600 0.11290 0.39490 0.26450 024950 027090 0.23500 027730 0.24620 
023371 0.01740 0.51540 0.13480 0.41170 0.27050 0.28060 029610 0.25690 029820 0290 
0 03551 0.02100 0.52700 0.14660 0,41440 0.28580 0.28450 0.30040 026600 0.29990 026360 
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Table 8.4: Swap rates for varying levels of A and default harrier levels L= 
110,120,120,130 and 140 using a Monte-Carlo simulation 
Credit default swap rates calculated with risk-neutral default probabilities obtained 
through Monte-Carlo simulation in the 2-state case and the analytical 
4-. Iý fnr fhc 4_etek. rim 
one state 2 states 2 states 2 states 2 states 2 states 2 states 2 states 2 states 2 states 2 states 
Default model initial state: Initial state: Initial state: initial state: Initial state: Initial state: Initial state: Initial state: Initial state: initial state: 
barrier analytical "good" "bad" "good" "bad" "good" "bad" "good" "bad" "good' "bad" 
level default economy economy economy economy economy economy economy economy economy economy 
probabilities A=0,1 A=0.1 A=0.3 A=0,3 A=0.5 A=0,5 A=0.7 A=0.7 A=0.9 A=0.9 
L=110 0.00024 0.00126 0.03569 0.00533 0,02513 0.01502 U. U11ö3 0.0152ö U. UU/ö/ U. UU14ö U. U1114 
0.00229 0.00468 0.09646 0.01927 0.06751 0.03735 0.03938 0.04219 0.02641 0.04703 0.02220 
0.00726 0.01161 0.15860 0.04397 0.10536 0.06729 0.07137 0.07368 0.05326 0.06691 0.05647 
0.01493 0.02247 0.22187 0.06751 0.14279 0.10656 0.09872 0.11032 0.09181 0.11298 0.08464 
0.02524 0.03888 0.29523 0.09886 0.19657 0.14124 0.13286 0.15191 0.12265 0.15337 0.12158 
0.03703 0.05701 0.35376 0.13196 0.24359 0.18149 0.17589 0.20065 0.16496 0.19613 0.16027 
0.04944 0.07945 0.42505 0.17238 0.29700 0.22292 0.21971 0.24916 0.20565 0.23819 0.20557 
0.06313 0.10337 0.50451 0.20638 0.34299 0.27508 0.28061 0.29544 0.24288 0.29473 0.24517 
0.07790 0.13445 0.57566 0.24849 0.39523 0.32395 0.31174 0.34181 0.28161 0.34992 0.28816 
0.09414 0.16021 0.64993 0.30168 0.44188 0.37275 0.37314 0.39442 0.33311 0.39460 0,34476 
L=120 0.00080 0,00162 0.04951 0.00796 0.04149 0.01668 0.01981 0,02174 0.01499 0.01242 0.01617 
0.00545 0.00642 0.11778 0.02408 0.08766 0.04932 0.04828 0.05821 0.03686 0,05928 0.03185 
0.01456 0.01854 0.20035 0.05705 0.13130 0.08449 0.08497 0.10017 0,07088 0.08159 0.07963 
0,02706 0.03405 0.27940 0.08680 0,18053 0.12844 0.12903 0.14592 0.10939 0.15253 0.10170 
0.04271 0.05225 0.34903 0.12225 023510 0.17535 0.17713 0.19429 0.15913 0.16874 0.15737 
0.05976 0.07046 0.41397 0.17250 0.28436 0.21814 021497 0.24604 0.20114 0.23443 0.20309 
0.07717 0.10093 0.50856 0.21325 0.33653 0.27625 0.27429 0.29455 0.25381 0.27975 0.25707 
0.09597 0.11867 0.58050 0.25457 0.40733 0.31926 0.32863 0.35559 0.30486 0.34671 0.30682 
0.11593 0.16181 0.66307 0.30102 0.46601 0.37230 0.39253 0.40280 0.35009 0.38515 0.35144 
0.13756 0.19126 0.74678 0.34887 0.53197 0.44143 0.43346 0.46250 0.41083 0.45936 0.41762 
L=130 0.00225 0.00234 0,06724 0.01198 0.04146 0.03112 0.02818 0.03164 0.01951 0.01811 0.02408 
0.01149 0.01111 0.15145 0.03666 0.09338 0.06745 0.06335 0.07288 0.05203 0.07635 0.04589 
0.02667 0.02597 024255 0.07232 0.16088 0.10669 0.10671 0.11878 0.09761 0.10952 0.09936 
0.04561 0.04330 0.32604 0.11155 0.21174 0.16624 0.15629 0.17723 0.14436 0.18222 0.13746 
0.06799 0.06626 0.41035 0.14875 0.26235 0.22044 0.21667 0.23589 0.19722 0.21481 0.19439 
0.09150 0.09338 0.49552 0.20325 0.33053 0.25958 0.27086 0.29586 0.25839 0.28581 0.25267 
0.11497 0.12092 0.59185 0.25807 0.41033 0.32952 0.32277 0.35515 0,30453 0.33545 0.31450 
0.13989 0.15816 0.67550 0.30764 0.48221 0.38359 0.38937 0.40271 0.36151 0.41087 0.38746 
0.16606 0.19079 0.77591 0.37020 0.53778 0.45271 0.45396 0.49140 0.42621 0.46568 0.43264 
0.19413 022423 0.85170 0.41871 0.60714 0.52455 0.50591 0.54656 0.48894 0.53634 0.49452 
L=140 0.00545 0.00442 0.07877 0.01860 0.05574 0.03443 0.03521 0.04161 0.02967 0.02174 0.03497 
0.02199 0.01564 0.18636 0.04739 0.11905 0.08241 0.08427 0.09157 0.06604 0.08738 0.06710 
0.04540 0.03429 0.27648 0.09012 0.18781 0.13538 0.13620 0.14987 0.12436 0.13593 0.13207 
0.07247 0.05586 , 
0.36016 0.13202 0.24951 0.19209 0.19688 0.21077 0.17149 0.20619 0.18359 
0.10306 0.08361 0.46202 0.18312 0.31172 0.25406 0.24948 0.26379 0.23285 0.26595 0.24199 
0.13431 0.11992 0.56059 0.24372 0.37245 0.30765 0.32094 0.33632 0.29561 0.34731 0.31481 
0.16501 0.15602 0.69785 0.31016 0.45877 0.38551 0.37909 0.41249 0.37125 0.40490 0.37743 
0.19721 0.19404 0.76204 0.35820 0.54127 0.46204 0.45862 0.47302 0.44724 0.47955 0.44623 
023078 0.22752 0.86368 0.43799 0.62902 0.53069 0.52873 0.54977 0.51332 0.54540 0.51668 
0.26643 027420 0.96514 0.49026 0.69787 0.60149 0.58931 0.63005 0.57154 0.61764 0.58568 
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8.7 Some concluding remarks 
The pricing of a CDS under a Markov-modulated version of Merton's structural 
model gives the parameters the possibility to switch between economic regimes. In 
this pricing model, the continuous-time, finite-state Markov chain is supposed to 
be observable. An equivalent martingale measure in this incomplete market setting 
can be determined through the Esscher transform. The Crank-Nicolson scheme is 
adopted to provide a numerical solution for a system of coupled PDE's for both the 
risk-neutral and the real-world default probabilities. The results indicate that in a 
regime-switching model the presence of a "bad" economic state increases the swap 
rate of a CDS substantially and therefore an empirically observed underestimation 
of default probabilities through the Merton model can be improved through adding 
possible regime shifts. In the sensitivity analysis of the numerical solutions, we 
found that increasing the value of A increases the real-world default probabilities 
and the swap rates assuming we start at the "good" economy and a decreasing effect 
otherwise. A significant effect on the numerical approximation through changes in 
parameter values is observed, quantifying the parameters is therefore an important 
issue for evaluating the default probabilities. Finally a comparison of the Crank- 
Nicolson scheme and a Monte-Carlo method gives evidence of the significantly 
higher computational efficiency of the numerical scheme. 
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Chapter 9 
Conclusions and directions for 
future work 
9.1 Summary of contributions 
In this thesis, regime-switching models for various financial variables such as com- 
modity prices, interest rates, electricity spot prices, stock indices and firm's value 
processes were developed. The shift between regimes is governed by a hidden 
Markov process and this flexibility of the models allowing different parameter val- 
ues for different regimes captures the dynamic changes occurring in the market 
economy. Throughout the entire course of estimating parameters, the change of 
probability measure technique coupled with the EM-algorithm was applied. We 
provided refined, extended and new recursive optimal parameter estimation pro- 
cedures via the calculated adaptive filters both in the univariate and multivariate 
cases. Each regime-switching model was tested on a financial data set. This gives 
important insights on the performance of the model in forecasting the value or price 
levels of a particular financial variable and the optimal regime-switching model that 
can describe the market data being analysed. 
Additionally, this thesis made contributions to each of the three main practical 
goals of financial modelling: (i) In the first part of chapter 7 trading strategies 
and a mean-variance portfolio selection criterion were developed, which presented 
a certain perspective in performing optimisation under an HMM setting; (ii) The 
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latter part of chapter 7 combines aspects of optimisation and risk measurement by 
including CVaR constraints in asset allocation problems; and (iii) chapter 8 demon- 
strated how to price a particular derivative under a regime-switching framework, 
in which case the market is no longer complete. In addition, chapter 6 contains 
a section on the computation of an expected spot on delivery that illustrates an 
application of the filtering results to pricing. 
Other major highlights of research endeavours pursued in this thesis include the 
following: 
" The predictability of the daily gold spot prices using an HMM-based model 
was investigated. On the basis of the Diebold-Kilian metric, the 2-state and 3- 
state HMMs yield higher predictability measures than those of the ARCH(1) 
and GARCH(1,1) models. 
9 Based on a general filtering technique described in chapter 4, optimal pa- 
rameter estimates are derived for an OU-type model and an OU-type model 
with added jump component. The pure OU-type model was implemented 
on Canadian T-bill yields data whilst the OU with jump model was imple- 
mented on Nord pool data of daily electricity spot prices. In particular, the 
model for electricity spot prices is assumed to follow an exponential OU- 
process plus a jump term and this exponential is scaled by a deterministic 
sinusoidal function that takes into account the seasonality component of elec- 
tricity prices. Both models have parameters that shift regimes and therefore 
possess the ability to capture the observable features of the market data. 
These models modulated by HMM are self-tuning as parameter values are 
updated the moment new information is obtained from the market. The im- 
portant empirically observed characteristics of the short term interest rates 
and the electricity market prices are captured by the models as evidenced by 
low forecast errors. Similar trends are exhibited by the forecasts that closely 
resemble the dynamics and patterns of the actual time series data. 
9 Asset allocation problems under a Markov-switching market were addressed. 
A scenario generator was developed to stochastic programming problems in 
a CVaR setting. Based on historical data, optimal parameter estimates are 
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calculated which are then employed for the generation of scenarios. The 
generated scenarios proved to lead to stable solutions within the portfolio 
optimisation problems considered in chapter 7. 
9.2 Future directions 
Several research questions naturally arise as an immediate consequence of the re- 
sults and analyses of this work. These possible research enquiries are outlined 
below. 
" In the study of the gold market in chapter 3, the question of the optimal 
number of states in the HMM model setting still needs to be addressed more 
fully in later works. Recent approaches that could be applied can be found 
in the papers of Olteanu [124], and Strikholm and Teräsvirta [141]. It would 
also be worth exploring the statistical procedures in Hansen ([82] and [83]), 
and formal hypothesis tests and other related statistical procedures on the 
determination of states for those HMM-based models developed in this thesis. 
" The filtering algorithms in chapter 4 were successfully implemented in chap- 
ters 5 and 6. The forecasts we obtained are judged reasonable by the error 
analyses performed in those chapters. However, these models can be used fur- 
ther as frameworks in the valuation of financial instruments. The model in 
forecasting short term interest rates can be utilised for pricing bonds when an 
equivalent martingale measure is constructed, perhaps through the Esscher 
transform methodology discussed in chapter 8. The pricing of ESD within 
the HMM set-up for electricity process can be extended to longer maturities. 
"A possible alternative formulation of the electricity spot price model could 
be carried out further. ' For example, a seasonal function can be chosen by 
fitting the deterministic function to the data set without jumps first and then 
lI am grateful for the helpful suggestions of John Braun and Matt Davison concerning the pro- 
posed electricity spot price model in this thesis. Comments of other attendees in the 06 December 
2007 colloquium held in the Department of Statisitcal and Actuarial Sciences at the University 
of Western Ontario, Canada, where parts of this work were presented, are also acknowledged. 
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adding an indicator function for jumps. Also, when the data series contains 
both weekday and weekend prices, there is the so-called on/off peak issue. 
It is known a priori that weekends are going to be different than weekdays 
as electricity demand is usually lower. It is postulated that perhaps the 
weekly dependence can be better modelled by fitting a parametric function 
that contains an indicator-type function, that is, assign 1 for weekdays and 
0 for weekends and holidays. 
" For the asset allocation problem, we wish to extend and test the scenario 
generator for multiple time step optimisation problems. 
" The model proposed in pricing CDS in chapter 8 needs to be capable of cali- 
bration to make this usable for practitioners. This should be compared with 
popular credit risk models like the Expected Default FrequencyTM (EDFTM) 
credit measure supplied by the KMV corporation, the underlying principles 
of which are also based on Merton's theory. The EDFTM credit measure 
represents the probability of default in the forthcoming year. A further pos- 
sibility in this area is the pricing of complex credit products like multi-name 
credit derivatives where correlation has to be included considering that this 
is already a multi-dimensional problem. 
" The proposed HMMs and the on-line estimation schemes here can be certainly 
adopted and applied to other financial data sets. It would be worthwhile to 
analyse high frequency data where appropriate dynamics for the observation 
process are chosen within the HMM setting. The implementation and per- 
haps extension or modification of filtering algorithms developed in the thesis 
designed to efficiently handle data that arrive in minutes or seconds need to 
be examined further. 
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Appendix A 
Appendix for Chapter 2 
The Bayes theorem together with its proof is re-visited here as this theorem is 
central to the optimal estimation of parameters in this thesis. 
Definition A. 1 
The probability measure P is absolutely continuous with respect to the probability 
measure P, written P<P, if P(A) =0 implies P(A) =0 for each AET. If 
P« and also P«P, the two measures are said to be equivalent and write 
P- 
Theorem A. 2 (Conditional Bayes' theorem) 
Let (SZ, ý, P) be a probability space, GCFa sub-cr-algebra and suppose w is any 
G-ineasurable function. Assume further that P is a probability measure equivalent 
to P via the Radon-Nikodym derivative 
dP 
dP -n 
Then 
ýQ] 
E[z`' 
E[A 
E[A 
Proof 
To prove that this equation holds, we have to show that 
fEm dP =J 
E[Aw 
dP VA E 
a[A Ein 
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We define a measurable function 'i 
IE[Aw if E[A 1 9] > 0, 
(A. 1) 
0 otherwise. 
Now we have to distinguish between two subsets of Suppose G= {w : E[A 
G]=0} and G`= {w: E[AI ]>0}. So, A=0a. s. on G. Let A be any set in g 
ThenA=BUCwith B=AnGcandC=AnG. 
With this distinction we have 
IA 
dP = 
fA 
w dP 
= 
fwAdP 
= 
fvTAdP+fwAdP. 
(A. 2) 
=0 
Froh the first integral in (A. 2) we get 
f Aw dP = E[IswA]. (A. 3) 
Now using (A. 1) 
f dP =u E[A 1 91 
=EI IB 
EE [A 
I'ýýýý =E 
[IBA E[n 
I 
+ýý ýý (A. 4) 
We apply the tower property to (A. 4) and obtain 
E [IBA 
E[ [A 
I 
1] ]]=E [E [Ist1 E[ [A 
I 
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] 
=E 
[IBE[A E[Aw cn 
E[A 
= E[IBAw]. (A. 5) 
Hence from equation (A. 3) and (A. 5) fB Aug dP = fB z/i dP. using (A. 2) we there- 
fore see that 
I AdP =f AwdP+f Avdp 
A 
= f wc] =fd. 
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So we finally get 
E[Aw1G] 
E[m ý G] E[A 1 9] 
El 
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Appendix B 
Appendix for Chapter 3 
B. 1 Proof of theorem 3.2 
Proof 
From the definition of 771(J1(sr)X1) we have 
7%l(Jl(sr)xi) =E 
[A1 Jl(sr)x1I ] 
=E 
[1_1 (J, ýgr, ) + (X1-1 er) (xl, es)) X1 
1 
=E 
[AIIJ(11(llxi-1 
+ v1) I F] + [nl1 (Xl1, er) I] 
0(U 
ýr4'yl) 
N 
Jr))7rsrE's 
(sr) l 0(0, 
l (yl - fi» 
_E E' 
[A1_1 (Xl-1, ei) Jl-1 IPJ 
QiýlJl) 
Hei 
i-1 
yj 
0(Qrl(Yl 
-fl» 
+E [A1-1 (Xl-1, er) IFi 1 
Qrýlyl) 
Msres 
N 
_ j7l-1('IlS1X1-1) ei\ 
" 
l(yl fýý.. 
ei + ('-'l-1, erý 
ýýQr l(yl 
- 
frý)ýsres 
/ 
ýiýýyt) ar(yl) 
i=1 
_ ýDlýyt)ýt-1ýJ1_1'cl-1) 
+ -t-1 er) 
ýlQr llyl 
- 
fr))7rsres 
°r7 (yl) 
The proofs of two other recursive formulae follow similar arguments above by us- 
ing the definition of Al in equation (3.4) and evaluating the resulting conditional 
expectation under P. 
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B. 2 Proof of theorem 3.3 
Proof for formula (3.11): 
Using the Radon-Nikodyin derivative of PB with respect to PO in (3.10) we have 
10 
dPB 
-k 
log 
NSr (x, e. 4)(xa-1, er) 
g dP© 
(7Fýý, 
sr 
) 
l=1 s, r=1 
kN 
=EE 
(log 9Csr 
- 
log irsr) (Xl, es) (xl-1, er) 
1=1 s, r=1 
N 
_E J(sr) 
log Fsr + Remainder (B. 1) 
s, r=1 
where the Remainder does not involve yrs.. 
Observe that EN 1 J(") = Ojr) 
hence 
N_ 
f(sr) 
_ 
fir) 
k 
ýb 
s=1 
(B. 2) 
The ? pi's optimal estimate 
is the value that maximises the log-likelihood (B. 1) sub- 
lr9T = 1. ject to the constraint E8 
N 
Now, introducing the Lagrange multiplier R we consider the function 
N_N 
L(ý, E Jsr log ors,. +ß orsr. -1+ Remainder. (B. 3) 
r, s=1 a=1 
Differentiating (B. 3) with respect to ýrjti and ,ß and equating the 
derivatives to 0, 
we have 
J^(ji) + ý3 =0 k lrji (B. 4) 
N 
and 
E ý: sr = 1. (B. 5) 
5=1 
Equation (B. 4) can be re-written as 
J Vii) 
ýji -k (B. 6) 
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Consequently, 
N EN 
1 
Jkji) 
(B. 7) 
_13 j=1 
But from (B. 5) and (B. 2), equation (B. 7) simplifies to 
ö(i' 
1- _ý or 
Hence, from equation (B. 6), the optimal estimate for ýýjj is 
JkýZ) 
7ik(Jkj2)) 
k 
1Ik (Ok2ý ) 
which is the desired result in (3.11). In terms of the recursive 
filters involving the 
vectors Jx and 0 x, K7k(Jxk, 
1 
C77k(ok(z)Xk)i 
1) 
13 
Proof of formula (3.12): 
To perform a change to f= (fl, f2, .., fN)T E Let f= (fl, f2, .. ", 
fN)T E RN. 
IRN, consider a new measure PB defined by 
dPB k 
dPO = 
Ak =f Al 
J"k l=1 
where 
- * 
/ý(f, 
xa-i)2 - 
(? 
xi_i)2 2ya (f, xc-i) +2ya 
CfIxt-i)) 
This means that 
L(f) =E log 
B 
dPa k 
Fy] 
{(f, 
X1_1)2_ __l =Ek(12 Xa-1>2 - 2yc 
(f, Xt-i+ 2ya 
Cf, 
Xa-1> J 
J7Y 
l=1 
kNf2 
--yl 
r-f2- 
2yl (fr 
- 
fr ) 
=E (X, -1' er) 20r2 k 
t=1 T=1 
N=EZ 27kr)(y)2ý2 0k(r) fr 
+ Remainder 
r=1 
r 
10 
where the Remainder does not contain f. Thus, 
L(f) _N 
2Tý'r)(y)fr - kfr + Remainder. (B. 8) 
2Qr 
r=1 
We differentiate (B. 8) in fi and equate the resulting derivative to 0. This gives the 
optimal choice for fi given the observations yl, Y2, ".. , yk and therefore 
Tkf)() 
_ 
? 7k(T(2)(y)) 
fi = öi) W ) r%k(Ok 
which is what we wanted to show in (3.12). 
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Proof of formula (3.13): 
Suppose we are given the vector of parameters a_ 
(0'1,0'2, 
.. , 17N)T E 
IRN and 
we wish to change to the parameters 
&= (&i, ä2, 
... , UN 
)T E IRN Then, we define 
the Radon-Nikodym derivative of P° with respect to P° as 
d= A** where dP7 
-Fk 
r1** 
k ** 
k= ýc_1 ý1 and 
iý** _ 
(Q, xi) (Q", xt) exp 
(2 
(&1x1)2 
(yl+l 
- 
(f, xi))2 -2 (ýlxt)2 
(yl+l - 
(f, x1))2 
Thus, 
k 
log 
dPe 
= g- 
12 
(yl - (f, xj_l))2 + Remainder 
[_1o(x11& 
2 (&, xt_1) 
where the Remainder is free of the term Q. 
Hence, 
E 
[1ojg 
dPB 
k 
kN ( (xi-1, e, ) ý-7/ 
=E \- 
(X(_1i eT) log QT - 
(yd 2fryl + f, 2) k 
\ 
26,2 
l-1 r 
+ Remainder 
l 
_I log aTO + 2ý2 
( (y2) - 2fr7'tiri (y) + fr 
o )J + Remainder 
r=1 LT 
We differentiate the above expression and set its derivative to 0. Solving for the 
optimal choice of Qj2 given the information in Yk, we have 
2 %k(Tk')(y2)) - 
2i7k(Tk2)(y)) + fýk(okz)) Üi = 
ýk(O(i)ý 
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which agrees with equation (3.13). 
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B. 3 MATLAB source code: Implementation of 
the 3-state HMM for gold prices 
Here, the IVIATLAB source code for the implementation of the 3-state hidden 
Markov model for the daily spot gold prices is presented. The implementation 
for the 2- and 4-state HMM is performed with a similar code including necessary 
changes for the number of states. 
%% This program calculates the parameter estimation and the goldprice 
%% forecast within a 3-state Markov chain model %% 
clear; 
°%% load daily goldprice data between 1973 and 2006 %% 
load goldprice73-06 
°% set program parameters U 
state=3; 
forecaststep=40; 
for h=1: forecaststep 
C=data; 
K=log. xeturns; 
%%%°%%%°%%%°%%%%%%% %%%%o%%%%%% %% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%°%% %%%%%%%%%%%% 
%% initial values %% 
mu=[-0.1; 0.04; 0.1]; 
sigma=[0.3; 0.1; 0.3]; 
A=[1/3 1/3 1/3; 1/3 1/3 1/3; 1/3 1/3 1/3]; 
xi(:, 1)=[0.9 0.05 0.05]'; 
E=eye(state); 
%° first conditional expectation p=E[X_1Iy_1] %y° 
x1=xi(:, 1); 
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nennerl=O; 
for i=l: state 
nennerl=nennerl+xl(i); 
end 
pl=xl. /nennerl; 
xhat(:, 1)=p1; 
Lambda for calculating start values for the recursion of the gammas 
w=(K(1)-(mu(1)*x1(1)+mu(2)*x1(2)+mu(3)*x1(3)))/.,, 
(sigma(1)*x1(1)+sigma(2)*x1(2)+sigma(3)*xl(3)); 
w1=((2*pi)"(-1/2))*exp(-(w"2)/2); 
w2=((2*pi)-(-1/2))*exp(-(K(1)°2)/2); 
Lambdal=wl/((sigma(1)*xi(1)+sigma(2)*xi(2)+sigma(3)*xi(3))*w2); 
first diagonal matrix for first gammas 
for i=1: 3 
Y1(i)=(K(2)-mu(i)*x1(i))/(sigma(i)*xi(i)); 
%% standard normal distribution of Y %% 
Z1(i)=((2*pi)"(-1/2))*exp(-(Y1(i)"2)/2); 
%% standard normal distribution of K %% 
N1(i)=(sigma(i)*x1(i))*(((2*pi)-(-1/2))*exp(-(x(2)'2)/2)); 
D1(i)=Z1(i)/N1(i) ; 
end 
%% diagonal matrix %% 
DD1=diag(D1); 
xi(:, 2)=A*DD1*xi(:, 1); 
x2=xi(:, 2); 
nenner2=0; 
for i=l: state 
nenner2=nenner2+x2(i); 
end 
p2=x2. /nenner2; 
xhat(:, 2)=p2; 
%% first gammas for the recursion formulas 
for i=l: state 
gammaji(:, i)=Lambdas*pl(i)*p2(1)*p2; 
gammaj2(:, i)=Lambdal*pl(i)*p2(2)*p2; 
gammaj3(:, i)=Lambdal*p1(i)*p2(3)*p2; 
end 
for i=l: state 
gammao(:, i)=Lambdal*p1(i)*p2; 
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end 
for i=1: state 
gammat(:, i)=Lambdal*pl(i)*K(1)*p2; 
end 
for i=l: state 
gammatq(:, i)=Lambdal*pi(i)*K(1)"2*p2; 
end 
%% set number of data point in one algorithm pass 
batch=10; 
°/% interval borders %% 
a=2; 
e=batch+a; 
%°%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%°%%%%%%°%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%°% 
%% main for-loop to calculate filters for Markov chain processes %% 
for u=1: 842 
%% batches of ten data points 
B=K(a: e); 
n=length(B); 
%% Calculations for xi °%% 
for k=l: batch 
hh=xi(:, a+k-1); 
hhl=O; 
for i=1: state 
hhl=hhl+hh(i); 
end 
%% diagonal matrix DD %% 
for i=1: state 
Y(k, i)=(B(k+1)-mu(i)*hh(i))/(sigma(i)*hh(i)); 
Z(k, i)=((2*pi)"(-1/2))*exp(-(Y(k, i)"2)/2); 
N(k, i)=(sigma(i)*hh(i))*(((2*pi)"(-1/2))*exp(-(B(k+l)"2)/2)); 
D(k, i)=Z(k, i)/N(k, i) 
end 
DD=diag(D(k,: )); 
xi(:, a+k)=, (A*diag(D(k,: ))*xi(:, a+k-1)); 
ffl=xi(:, a+k); 
xhat(:, a+k)=ffl. /(ffl(1)+ffl(2)+ffl(3)); 
end 
GAMMAS %% 
for k=l: batch 
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sx=xi(:, a+k-1); 
hsum=O; 
for i=l: state 
hsum=hsum+sx(i); 
end 
for r=l: state 
y(k, r)=(B(k+1)-mu(r)*sx(r))/(sigma(r)*sx(r)); 
%% numerator %% 
z(k, r)=((2*pi)"(-1/2))*exp(-(y(k, r)"2)/2); 
%% denumerator %% 
n(k, r)=(sigma(r)*sx(r))*(((2*pi)"(-1/2))*exp(-(B(k+1)"2)/2)); 
sxi=xi(:, a+k-1); 
hsum=sxi(1)+sxi(2)+sxi(3); 
%% Gamma(J1rX)_c %% 
gammaji(:, r)=(A*diag(D(k,: ))*(gammajl(:, r))+sxi(r)*(z(k, r)/ý 
n(k, r))*A(1, r)*E(:, 1)); 
%% Gamma(J2rX)-k %% 
gammaj2(:, r)=(A*diag(D(k,: ))*(gaaj2(:, r))+sxi(r)*(z(k, r)/_ 
n(k, r))*A(2, r)*E(:, 2)); 
Gamma(J3rX)_k %% 
gammaj3(:, r)=(A*diag(D(k,: ))*(gammaj3(:, r))+sxi(r)*(z(k, r)/ý 
n(k, r))*A(3, r)*E(:, 3)); 
ADXI=A*diag(D(k,: ))*xi(:, a+k-1); 
%% Gamma(OrX)_k %% 
gammao(:, r)=(A*diag(D(k,: ))*ga. mmao(:, r)+sxi(r)*(z(k, r)/ý 
n(k, r))*A*E(:, r)); 
%% Gamma(Tr(y)X)J %% 
gammat(:, r)=(A*diag(D(k,: ))*gammat(:, r)+sxi(r)*(z(k, r)/_ 
n(k, r))*B(k+1)*A*E(:, r)); 
%% Gamma(Tr(y"2)X). k 
gammatq(:, r)=(A*diag(D(k,: ))*gaatq(:, r)+sxi(r)*(z(k, r)/^ 
n(k, r))*B(k+1)'2*A*E(:, r)); 
end 
end 
°%°%°%%°%°%°%°%°%°%%% forecast 
for k=l: batch 
chi=xi(:, a+k-2); 
b=0; 
for i=l: state 
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b=b+chi(i); 
end 
%% p-hat_k=E [X-k IY k] %% 
phat=chi. /b ; 
d=(A"h-1)*phat; 
suml=d(1)*exp(mu(1)+0.5*sigma(1)"2)+d(2)*exp(mu(2)+0.5*sigma(2)"2); 
S(k+h)=C(a+k-2)*sum1; 
end 
F(:, u)=S(i+h: 10+h)'; 
parameter updates 
gammaj lz= [0 0 01; 
for i=l: state 
gammajll(:, i)=gammajl(:, i); 
for j=l: state 
gammajlz(i)=gammajlz(i)+gammajll(j, i); 
end 
end 
gamma] 2z= [0 0 01; 
for i=l: state 
gammaj22(:, i)=gammaj2(:, i); 
for j=l: state 
gammaj2z(i)=gammaj2z(i)+gammaj22(j, i); 
end 
end 
gammaj 3z= [0 0 01; 
for i=l: state 
gammaj33(:, i)=gammaj3(:, i); 
for j=l: state 
gammaj3z(i)=gammaj3z(i)+gaj33(j, i); 
end 
end 
gammaos=[0 0 01; 
for i=l: state 
gammaol(:, i)=gammao(:, i); 
for j=l: state 
gammaos(i)=gammaos(i)+gamaoi(j, i); 
end 
end 
gammats=[0 0 0]; 
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for i=l: state 
gammatl(:, i)=gammat(:, i); 
for j=l: state 
gammats(i)=gammats(i)+gammatl(j, i); 
end 
end 
gammatqs=[O 0 01; 
for i=l: state 
gamrnatgl(:, i)=gammatq(:, i); 
for j=l: state 
gammatgs(i)=gammatgs(i)+gammatgi(j, i); 
end 
end 
%% transition probabilities 
for i=l: state 
AA(1, i)=gammaj1z(i)/gammaos(i); 
AA(2, i)=gammaj2z(i)/gammaos(i); 
AA(3, i)=gammaj3z(i)/gammaos(i); 
end 
A=AA; 
%% sigma %7 
for i=1: state 
sigma(i)=sgrt((gammatqs(i)-2*mu(i)*gammats(i)+` 
mu(i)-2*gammaos(i))/gammaos(i)); 
end 
M mu 
for i=l: state 
mu(i)=gammats(i)/gammaos(i); 
end 
M1(u,: )=mu(1); 
M2(u,: )=mu(2); 
M3(u,: )=mu(3); 
SI1(u,: )=sigma(1); 
SI2(u,: )=sigma(2); 
SI3(u,: )=sigma(3); 
PROB1(u,: )=A(1,1); 
PROB2(u,: )=A(1,2); 
PROB3(u,: )=A(1,3); 
PROB4(u,: )=A(2,1); 
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PROB5(u,: )=A(2,2); 
PROB6(u,: )=A(2,3); 
PROB7(u,: )=A(3,1); 
PROB8(u,: )=A(3,2); 
PROB9(u,: )=A(3,3); 
%% next interval %% 
a=a+batch; 
e=e+batch; 
end 
plot forecast and actual data %% 
forecastl(:, h)=F(: ); m=length(forecastl(:, h)); t=h+1; 
forecast(1: t-1, h)=zeros(t-1,1); forecast(t: m, h)=forecastl(1: m-h, h); 
K=(1: m); datap=data(1: m); plot(K, forecast(:, h), K, datap) 
Forecast3state=forecast save Forecast3state Forecast3state 
%%%%%%%%%°%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%°%%%%% 
%% loss-functions for h-step ahead forecast %y° 
quadratics=(datap(t: m)-forecast(t: m, h)). "2; 
quadratic(h)=mean(quadraticl); 
absmeandevl=abs(datap(t: m)-forecast(t: m, h)); 
absmeandev(h)=mean(absmeandevi); 
fourthdegreel=(datap(t: m)-forecast(t: m, h)). "4; 
fourthdegree(h)=mean(fourthdegree1); 
end 
%% Diebold-Kilian metric for different loss-functions 
%% quadratic loss function 
for i=1: 10 
DKquadraticlO(i)=1-quadratic(i)/quadratic(10); 
end 
for i=1: 20 
DKquadratic20(i)=1-quadratic(i)/quadratic(20); 
DKquadratic30(i)=1-quadratic(i)/quadratic(30); 
DKquadratic40(i)=1-quadratic(i)/quadratic(40); 
end 
"%% mean absolute deviation %% 
for i=1: 10 
DKabsmeandevlO(i)=1-absmeandev(i)/absmeandev(10); 
end 
for i=1: 20 
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DKabsmeandev20(i)=1-absmeandev(i)/absmeandev(20); 
DKabsmeandev30(i)=1-absmeandev(i)/absmeandev(30); 
DKabsmeandev40(i)=1-absmeandev(i)/absmeandev(40); 
end 
%% quartic loss function %Y° 
for i=1: 10 
DKfourthdegreelO(i)=1-fourthdegree(i)/fourthdegree(10); 
end 
for i=1: 20 
DKfourthdegree20(i)=1-fourthdegree(i)/fourthdegree(20); 
DKfourthdegree30(i)=1-fourthdegree(i)/fourthdegree(30); 
DKfourthdegree40(i)=1-fourthdegree(i)/fourthdegree(40); 
end 
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Appendix C 
Appendix for Chapter 5 
C. 1 Optimal estimate for o 
To derive an optimal estimate for a, consider a new measure P, which is defined 
by 
k 
dP := dP Ak = jl A, ' 
kil 
where 
exp 
(-2 ý-1ý(y+l + (ä(xi)2Jl)2 +i(xt)2 - 2yt+iä(xt)yt - 2Jt+i Y(Xt) + 2ä(xt)yCY(xt)) 
exp 
(-2£ (X1 (y+l + (a(Xt)yt)2 + 7(Xt)2 - 2yt+ia(xl)yt - 2yt+1'Y(xl) + 2a(xt)yt'Y(xt)) 
F[ 
I- (ä(Xt)Jt)2 
- 2y1+1a(xt)yt 
+ 2yi+1&(Xt)yt + 2a(xt)yl7(xj) - 2ä(x)yt'Y(xl)). 
This means that 
k 
log Ak = [(a(X1)y1)2 - (a(X1)y1)2 - 2yt+ice(x1)yt + 2yt+iä(xi)yt 
t=i 
+ 2a(x1)y1'Y(Xt) - 2ä(X1)y1'Y(Xt)] /2e2(X, ) 
kn 
=E 
(E(xl, 
ei) (ce yi - a? yi - 2y1+iytai + 2yl+lyläi + 2yaai'Yi - 2äiyl'Yi)/2ei2 
c=1 i=1 
k= (EKx1, 
ei) (-& yi + 2yt+iytäi - 2äiya'Yi) /2 ?)+ R(ai) 
t=i i=i 
n 
_ 
ý(-T (y2)ä? + 2Tý(yk+i, yk)äi - 2Tk(y)'Yiäi)/2e2 + R(ai) (C. 1) 
i=1 
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where R(a;, ) is a remainder that does not contain ä. The expectation of the log- 
likelihood conditional on . is 
n 
L(ä) =E 
[log Aj .ý]= 
(-T (y2)ä? + 2Tk(yk+i, yk)äi - 2Tk(y) Yiäj)/2 i+ R(ati) 
i=1 
where Hti, = E[Hj,; J ]. We differentiate L(ä) in ai and equate the result to 0. This 
gives us the optimal choice of the parameter ä. In particular, 
= 0, (-2a t, (y2) + 2Tk(yk+i, ? k) - 2Tk(y)'y )/2 2 
and solving for ä2, we get 
Tk(yk+1, yk) - Tk(y)Y2 ýz = 
7'k (y2 ) 
C. 2 Optimal estimate for -y 
To calculate the optimal estimate yz we consider again the following Radon-Nikodym 
derivative 
dP ti 
_ dP 
A Al 
fk l=1 
with 
(Y+1 (a(X! )yt)2+`Y(X! )2-2y1+ia(Xt)yt-2y1+j z(Xt)+2a(Xt)J1'Y(X1)) 
exp (XI) 
) 
7_ 2yl+a(xt)ytexp ((v? 
+i+(ax)Yt)+(xt)2_ 
- 2ý (Xt) 
exp 
(1 
2e2(xl) 
('Y(xc)2 - ý(XI)2 - 2y1+1 (xi) + 2A+i'Y(xt) 
+ 2a(xt)yc Y(xg) - 2a(xi)yt (xi))) 
Now 
k 
1ogAk = 
1: (_Y(XI)2 -'Y(Xt)2 - 2yt+i'Y(x1) + 2yt+i'Y(xi) 
t=i 
+ 2a(x1)y1'Y(xi) - 2a(xt)yt'Y(xt))/2e2(xt) 
kn 
_ 
(57 (xi, ez) (- Yz + 2Yk+i'Yz - 2ykati Yz)/2 z) + R(Yti) (C. 2) 
l=I i=l 
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where R(lyz) is independent of 'j. Thus 
E(-O 
L(Yi) =E log Ak I jeYi + ZTG+I(y) Yi - 2(y))/2e Z+ R(Yi). 'Fk 
We differentiate L(ryj) and set the derivative to 0. The optimal choice of 'j is given 
by 
yi - rik 
C. 3 Optimal estimate for e 
To find the optimal estimate e we start with the Radon-Nikodyin derivative 
dP 
ýk l-1 
where 
a't-2Jt+1a(xt)yt-2yt+1'Y(xt)+2a(xt)ý/t'Y(x! ) 
_z 
12ýr ex p 
(Y? 
+i+((x: 
)Yl)2+v(x)2 
7-- 2ý2(xt) 
ýl 
1 
C-Y, 
1+(a(x ! 
)1It)2+7(xt)2-2yt+1a(xt)yt-2vt+i7(xt)+2a(xt)yt7(xl) 
£ 27r 
exp 2E (x! ) 
- 
b(X') ex / 
(yl+l 
- a(Xi)yc - P(_1 2ý2(X, ) 
2 
-1 
(Yi+l 
- a(XI)yt - 7(XC))2) 
Therefore the log-likelihood is 
k 
logllk =ý log(ý(Xk)) - (yt+i - a(xj)yl -'Y(Xt))2) + R(Z) 
t=1 
222(X, ) 
(C. 3) 
where R(ý) is the remainder independent of ý. Hence, 
kn 
() 
(XI, e2) L=EEE 
(- (xi, e2) logz -a 
t=1 i_1 2 ti 
* (y+i + (a2yt)2 + Yi - 2yt+laiYl - 2yt+i'Yi + 2aiyt'Yz)) J 
n122 (_1og&? 
o)% - 2r ZT%+i(y2) - 2C 27k(Y2) - 
2t 
26iý i=1 Si Sz Si 
ai oz. -Y. + -Tk(yk+i, yk) + 
y2Tti+i(y) 
- 2t7'k(y) + R(ý) ý? 
z2 
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After differentiating L(ý) with respect to ý and maximising L(ý) the optimal esti- 
mate for ý may be shown as 
Tkl+i (y2) + a? '1 (y2) + -y, 26k - 2atiTý (yk+i , Yk) - 21i7ti+i 
(y) + 2& '' i-i 
I' (y) 
2= Oi 
C. 4 MATLAB source code: 
Implementation of the 3-state HMM for in- 
terest rates 
The MATLAB source code for the implementation of the 3-state hidden Markov 
model for interest rates is detailed below. The calculation of the AIC is included 
in this code. Some formulae have to be changed accordingly, when dealing with a 
different number of states. 
%% Hidden Markov model for interest rates %% 
data: daily 30-day T-bill rates 1973-2007 %% 
clear; 
read in original data for interest rate %% 
load Tbill30days9605 
interestrate=TBILL9607; 
%% states of markov chain 
state = 3; 
%% number of data points within one batch 
batch=20; 
%% number of algorithm passes %% 
no-passes=144; 
%% initial values for parameters 
alpha=[0.9966+0.3 0.9966 0.6966] 
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gamma=[0.0078 0.0048 0.0028] 
nu=[1-3*0.0105 1-6*0.0105 1-8*0.0105] 
Pi=[1/3 1/3 1/3; 1/3 1/3 1/3; 1/3 1/3 1/3]; 
%initial value for markov chain%% 
X=[1 0 01 '; 
E=eye(state); 
%% initial Radon-Idikodym derivative for change'of measure %% 
alphalP=O; 
gammalP=O; 
nuIP=O; 
for i=l: state 
ai=alpha(i)*X(i); 
alphalP=alphalP+a1; 
bl=gamma(i)*X(i); 
gammalP=gammalP+b1; 
cl=nu(i)*X(i); 
nuIP=nuIP+cl; 
end 
z(1)=0; 
Lambdal=exp(-((alphaIP*interestrate(1)+gamaIP)/(nuIP"2))*interestrate(2)_ 
-1/2*((alphalP*interestrate(1)+gammalP)/nuIP)-2); 
LogLikelihoodl=-0.5*log(2*pi*nuIP"2)-(interestrate(1)-alphalP-gammalP)"2/i 
(2*nuIP"2); 
X2=X; 
processes to eatimate parameters %% 
%% initial values %% 
for i=l: state 
sigmaJl(:, i)=Lambdal*X(i)*X2(1)*X2; 
sigmaJ2(:, i)=Lambdas*X(i)*X2(2)*X2; 
sigmaJ3(:, i)=Lambdal*X(i)*X2(3)*X2; 
sigmaO(:, i)=Lambdal*X(i)*X2; 
sigmaTl(:, i)=Lambdal*X(i)*interestrate(1)*X2; 
sigmaT2(:, i)=Lambdal*X(i)*interestrate(1)"2*X2; 
sigmaT3(:, i)=Lambdal*X(i)*interestrate(1)*interestrate(2)*X2; 
end 
%% initial count settings for the batches 
int a=2 ; 
inte=3+batch; 
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%% main for-loop: %°/ 
%% parameters are updated 144 times in batches of twenty data points 
sigmaX(: , 1)=X; 
SumX(1)=sum(sigmaX(:, 1)); 
for u=1: no_passes 
IR=interestrate(inta: inte); 
n=length(IR); 
%% processes for the parameter estimation 
for k=l: batch+l 
%Gammai 
Xk=sigmaX(:, inta+k-2); 
for i=l: state 
Gamma(k, i)=exp(-(IR(k+1)*(alpha(i)*IR(k)+gamma(i))/ý 
(nu(i)"2))-((alpha(i)*IR(k)+gaa(i))"2/(2*nu(i)"2))); 
end 
update for markov chain sigmaX(k) %% 
sigmaXk(:, inta+k-1)=Gamma(k, i)*sigmaX(i, inta+k-2)*Pi(:, 1)+ý 
Gamma(k, 2)*sigmaX(2, inta+k-2)*Pi(:, 2)+.,. 
Gamma(k, 3)*sigmaX(3, inta+k-2)*Pi(:, 3); 
SumX(inta+k-1)=sum(sigmaXk(:, inta+k-1)); 
sigmaX(:, inta+k-1)=sigmaXk(:, iota+k-1)/SumX(inta+k-1); 
%% process sigma(J1X) 
for r=l: state 
sumJ1(:, r)=Gamma(k, i)*sigmaJl(1, r)*Pi(:, 1)+,.. 
Gamma(k, 2)*sigmajl(2, r)*Pi(:, 2)+... 
Gamma(k, 3)*sigmaJi(3, r)*Pi(:, 3); 
sigmaJ1(:, r)=sumJ1(:, r)+Gamma(k, r)*sigmaX(r, inta+k-2)*Pi(i, r)*E(:, 1); 
end 
SumJia=sum(sigmaJl)/SumX(inta+k-2); 
remainderSJi(:, iota+k-1)=SumJla'; 
process sigma(J2X) 
for r=l: state 
sumJ2(:, r)=Gaznma(k, 1)*sigmaJ2(i, r)*Pi(:, 1)+ 
Gamma(k, 2)*sigmaJ2(2, r)*Pi(:, 2)+ý 
Gamma(k, 3)*sigmaJ2(3, r)*Pi(:, 3); 
sigmaJ2(:, r)=sumJ2(:, r)+Gamma(k, r)*sigmaX(r, inta+k-2)*Pi(2, r)*E(:, 2); 
end 
SumJ2a=sum(sigmaJ2)/SumX(inta+k-2); 
remainderSJ2(:, iota+k-1)=SumJ2a'; 
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°/ process sigma(J3X) 
for r=l: state 
sumJ3(:, r)=Gamma(k, 1)*sigmaJ3(1, r)*Pi(:, 1)+.,, 
Gamma(k, 2)*sigmaJ3(2, r)*Pi(:, 2)+,,, 
Gamma(k, 3)*sigmaJ3(3, r)*Pi(:, 3); 
sigmaJ3(:, r)=sumJ3(:, r)+Gamma(k, r)*sigmaX(r, inta+k-2)*Pi(3, r)*E(:, 3); 
end 
SumJ3a=sum(sigmaJ3)/SumX(inta+k-2); 
remainderSJ3(:, iota+k-1)=SumJ3a'; 
process sigma(O) %% 
for r=l: state 
sumO(:, r)=Gamma(k, 1)*sigmaO(1, r)*Pi(:, 1)+,.. 
Gamma(k, 2)*sigmaO(2, r)*Pi(:, 2)+... 
Gamma(k, 3)*sigmaO(3, r)*Pi(:, 3); 
sigmaO(:, r)=sumO(:, r)+Gamma(k, r)*sigmaX(r, inta+k-2)*Pi(:, r); 
end 
SumOa=sum(sigmaO)/SumX(inta+k-2); 
remainderSO(:, inta+k-1)=SumDa'; 
%% process sigma(T1) %% 
for r=l: state 
sumTl(:, r)=Gamma(k, 1)*sigmaT1(1, r)*Pi(:, 1)+ý 
Gamma(k, 2)*sigmaTi(2, r)*Pi(:, 2)+! 
Gamma(k, 3)*sigmaTi(3, r)*Pi(:, 3); 
sigmaTl(:, r)=sumT1(:, r)+Gamma(k, r)*sigmaX(r, inta+k-2)*IR(k)*Pi(:, r); 
end 
SumTia=sum(sigmaTl)/SumX(inta+k-2); 
remainderSTi(:, inta+k-1)=SumTla'; 
%% process sigma(T2) °/ 
for r=l: state 
sumT2(:, r)=Gamma(k, i)*sigmaT2(i, r)*Pi(:, i)+_ 
Gamma(k, 2)*sigmaT2(2, r)*Pi(:, 2)+,,. 
Gamma(k, 3)*sigmaT2(3, r)*Pi(:, 3); 
sigmaT2(:, r)=sumT2(:, r)+Gamma(k, r)*sigmaX(r, inta+k-2)*IR(k)-2*Pi(:, r); 
end 
SumT2a=sum(sigmaT2)/SumX(inta+k-2); 
remainderST2(:, inta+k-1)=SumT2a'; 
process sigma(T3) 
for r=l: state 
sumT3(:, r)=Gamma(k, i)*sigmaT3(i, r)*Pi(:, 1)+ý 
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Gamma(k, 2)*sigmaT3(2, r)*Pi(:, 2)+ 
Gamma(k, 3)*sigmaT3(3, r)*Pi(:, 3); 
sigmaT3(:, r)=sumT3(:, r)+Gamma(k, r)*sigmaX(r, inta+k-2)* ý 
interestrate(inta+k-2)*IR(k)*Pi(:, r); 
end 
SumT3a=sum(sigmaT3)/SumX(inta+k-2); 
remainderST3(:, inta+k-1)=SumT3a'; 
end 
%°%%%°/%%%%%%%%% forecast of interest rate 
%% parameter for the process 
for i=l: state 
beta(i)=gamma(i)/(1-alpha(i)); 
a(i)=log(alpha(i))/(u+1-u); 
theta(i)=(nu(i)*sqrt(2*a(i)))/sgrt(1-exp(-2*a(i)*(u+1-u))); 
end 
for k=l: batch 
Xkl=Pi*sigmaX(:, inta+k-2); 
alphaIP1=0; 
gammaIP1=0; 
nuIP1=0; 
for i=l: state 
ail=alpha(i)*Xkl(i); 
alphalPl=alphaIPl+al1; 
bll=gamma(i)*Xkl(i); 
gammalP1=gammalP1+bll; 
c1=nu(i)*Xk1(i); 
nuIPl=nuIPl+c1; 
end 
Xk2=sigmaX(:, inta+k-2); 
alphaIP2=0; 
gammalP2=0; 
nuIP2=0; 
for i=l: state 
a2l=alpha(i)*Xk2(i); 
alphaIP2=alphaIP2+a21; 
b2l=gamma(i)*Xk2(i); 
gamrnaIP2=ganunalP2+b21; 
c21=nu(i)*Xk2(i); 
nuIP2=nuIP2+c21; 
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end 
intr(k+i)=alphaIP1*interestrate(inta+k-2)+gammalPl; 
LogLikelihood(k)=-0.5*log(2*pi*nuIPl 2)-.., 
(interestrate(inta+k-1)-alphaIP1*interestrate(inta+k-2)-gammaIP1)"2/_ 
(2*nuIP1-2); 
end 
LogLike(:, u)=LogLikelihood(1: batch)'; 
F(:, u)=intr(2: batch+l)'; 
xl=sigmaX(1, inta+batch-1); 
x2=sigmaX(2, inta+batch-1); 
x3=sigmaX(3, inta+batch-1); 
AL(u,: )=alpha; 
GA(u,: )=gamma; 
NU(u,: )=nu; 
PROB1(u,: )=Pi(1,1); 
PROB2(u,: )=Pi(1,2); 
PROB3(u,: )=Pi(1,3); 
PROB4(u,: )=Pi(2,1); 
PROB5(u,: )=Pi(2,2); 
PROB6(u,: )=Pi(2,3); 
PROB7(u,: )=Pi(3,1); 
PROBB(u,: )=Pi(3,2); 
PROB9(u,: )=Pi(3,3); 
W/ optimal estimates for the parameters 
%% transition probability %% 
for r=l: state 
Pi(1, r)=remainderSJ1(r, inta+batch-1)/remainderSO(r, inta+batch-1); 
Pi(2, r)=remainderSJ2(r, inta+batch-1)/remainderSO(r, inta+batch-1); 
Pi(3, r)=remainderSJ3(r, inta+batch-1)/remainderSO(r, inta+batch-1); 
end 
%% alpha %% 
for r=l: state 
alpha(r)=(remainderST3(r, inta+batch-1)-ý 
remainder. STi(r, inta+batch-1)*gamma(r))/_ 
remainderST2(r, inta+batch-1); 
end 
%% gamma %% 
for r=l: state 
gamma(r)=(remainderSTl(r, inta+batch)-... 
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remainderST1(r, inta+batch-1)*alpha(r))/ 
remainderSO(r, inta+batch-1); 
end 
%% nu %% 
for r=l: state 
nu(r)=sgrt(abs((remainderST2(r, inta+batch)+, 
_, 
alpha(r)"2*remainderST2(r, inta+batch-1)+ 
gamma(r)"2*remainderSO(r, inta+batch-l)-ý 
2*alpha(r)*remainderST3(r, inta+batch-1)-, 
ý,,. 
2*gamma(r)*remainderST1(r, inta+batch)-, T, 
2*alpha(i)*gamma(i)*remainderST1(r, inta+batch-1))/, 
_. 
remainderSO(r, inta+batch-1))); 
end 
inta=inta+batch; 
inte=inte+batch; 
end 
%% Log-likelihood %% 
LogLikeModel=LogLike(: ); 
summeLog=sum(LogLike) 
%% Akaike Information Criterion %% 
for i=1: no_passes 
LogLikelihoodTotal(i)=summeLog(i) 
AIC3st(i)=-2*LogLikelihoodTotal(i)+18 
end 
/% plots %% 
PROB=[PROB1 PROB2 PROB3 PROB4 PROBS PROBE PROB7 PROB8 PROB9]; 
F42=F(: ); 
m=length(F42); 
forecast=F42(1: m); 
K=(i: m); 
observation=interestrate(2: m+l); 
subplot(321) 
plot(K, forecast, K, observation) 
ylabel('intýýr. e: t raTo') 
xlabel('no of passes') 
title('Dii1 t '-"onto 'I' bill r: 'ti:, ID7D-2D07') 
subplot(322) 
plot(PROB) 
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ylabel('transition probabilitites') 
xlabel('no of passes') 
subplot(323) 
plot(AL) 
ylabel('alpha') 
xlabel('no of passes') 
subplot(324) 
plot(GA) 
ylabel (' gamma') 
xlabel('no of passes') 
subplot(325) 
plot(NU) 
ylabel('nu') 
xlabel('no of passes') 
Error Analysis %°ö%%%%% 
residual=observation-forecast; 
%% first difference 
for f=1: (m-1) 
diffobservation(f)=observation(f+i)-observation(f); 
diffforecast(f)=forecast(f+1)-forecast(f); 
end diffresidual=diffobservation-diffforecast; 
a=forecast; N=length(a); 
b=observation; 
c=interestrate(l: m); 
M. MSE %% 
for i=1: N 
diff(i)=(b(i)-a(i))"'2; 
end 
MSE=(l/(N-1))*sum(diff) 
%% RAE %% 
for i=1: N 
absdiffl(i)=abs(a(i)-b(i)); 
absdiff2(i)=abs(c(i)-b(i)); 
RAE(i)=absdiffl(i)/absdiff2(i); 
end 
SRAE=sort(RAE); 
sl=N/2; 
s2=(N/2)+1; 
MdRAE=(SRAE(sl)+SRAE(s2))/2 
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cumRAE=sum(absdiffl)/sum(absdiff2); 
%% APE %% 
for i=1: N diffl(i)=a(i)-b(i); 
APE(i)=abs(diffl(i)/b(i)); end SAPE=sort(APE); 
sl=N/2; s2=(N/2)+1; MdAPE=(SAPE(s1)+SAPE(s2))/2 
--------------------------------------------- 
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Appendix D 
Appendix for Chapter 6 
D. 1 Optimal parameter estimate for µZ 
We define a new measure P by 
dP 
= ADZ dP 'ýk d=11 
where 
exp [- 2- 
[Zc+i - µZ - ABpe-"o]2] 
AµZ = 
exp [- 2 
[Zi+1 - PZ - kiBpe-'`1 ]2] 
1 
= exp[22 
(-(Zi+l - 11Z - ABpe-k0)2 
+(Zl+i - AZ - FLBpe-ýý)2)] " (D. 1) 
The log-likelihood for ADZ is 
k1 
log A"Z =[ 2(z -µZ 
+ 2Zl+iµz - 2Azµspe-"' 
+µ2zz - 2Zi+iµz + 21izABPe-'`°)] " 
(D. 2) 
We substitute the processes of the Markov chain x into this log-likelihood and get 
n1 
logAk2 =E 
[-2-(2 ýýziOk 
- 2Tk(Zk+i)µzz 
+20kµz; 1Ia, pe-kzo + R(µz)]] (D. 3) 
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where R(µz) is a remainder without µ. Now, the conditional expectation of the 
log-likelihood L(µzti) =E log Ak I . 
Fk j is considered. For any process H write 
Hi=E[H1I Ffl 
n 
L(µz1) =[ ýýzti 
LÖkµz; - 2T(Zk+i)µzti 
]" (D. -1) +20ýNziµsipe h°+ R(µz)] 
We differentiate L(µz; ) in Az, and equate the result to 0. This gives 
2Ofiz - 2Tk(Zk+i) + ZOkILBipe-ý`"° =0 
T%(Zk+l) - 
Okµsipe-"i° 
or /z = (D. 5) Ok 
D. 2 Optimal parameter estimate for µB 
The new measure is defined by the Radon-Nikodym derivative similar to D. 1. So, 
exp [- 2 
(Za+i - {1z - ABpe-"o)2] 
1 exp[-2j(Z, +i - Fez - FBpe-"°)2] 
= exp {- 2Z 
(µBpae-2ko - 2Z1+1µBpe-ý`A + 2µz/Bpe-KA + R(PB))] 
(D. 6) 
where RGcB) is a remainder without AB. We calculate the log-likelihood and include 
the processes that involves the Markov chain x: 
n 
log AAB = 
[-'Z [Ok 
Bipze-aKi° - 2Tk(Zk+i)AB. pe-ý``° + 20kµztµB; pe-"`° 
i=1 t 
+R(I-cB)] I. (D. 7) 
Write H1 = E[Hj I : Tk J. Now, differentiate the log-likelihood in ILBi and equate the 
differential to 0 and get 
20kµszpze-2, ý1° - 2Tk(Zk+l)pe-i° + 2O'Ftzpe-i4' =0 
T(Zk+l) - 6k/-lZ; (D. ý) or /iiBti = Okpe-'ý=° 
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D. 3 Optimal parameter estimate for 3 
We define the new measure P by 
dP k 
= Aka A dP ), k l=1 
where 
exp 
[-i- [Z, 
+i -A- [Z1 - A] eT K- liBpe-Ka] 
ý 
exp 
[- [Z, +i -ß- [Z1 - O]e-ic° - µspe-"°] 
2] 
= exp L- 2 
{(z1 + A2 + ([Z, - A]e-ß`A)2 + (IIBpe-"°)2 - 2Z1+iA 
-2Zi+1[Z1 - 
ý]e-"° 
- 2Z1+ipape-"' - 2ý[Z1 - ß]e-IA 
(D. 9) 
+2A1iBpe-h° + 2[Z1 - 
(Z+i + 02 + ([Z1 - Q)e-r°) 2 
+(ABPe-is°)2 - 2Z1+1, Q - 2Zl+i[Z1 - 2Z1+i/Bpe-K° 
-2ß[Z1 - ß]e-K° + 20ABpe-K° + 2[Z1 - Ql e-K°ABPe-"°)l 
]. 
(D. 1O) 
For the log-likelihood we have 
k1 
1ogAk = 
[-22 [Q2(1 + e-2K. o + 2e-moo) 2Q(-e-2ýoZl - Zl+i 
+Zz+ie-ko _ Zle-, ýo + IIBpe- 'A - e-2ýoPBP) + R(ß)] 
] (D. 11) 
where R(, ß) is a remainder which does not include ,ß terms. We substitute the ex- 
pressions including the Markov chain with the defined processes Ok = El1(x1, eti) 
and Tk(f) = El 1(xi, ei)f(Z, ). Therefore 
(1 
2kiý ki0 i 2ýsi0 logAß =Z- 2C2; 
{(o(1 ± e+2e- ) +2, ßi(-Tk(Zi)e- 
ZL 
-Tk(Z1+i) +Tk(Z1+i)e- i° -Tk(Z1)e-"o 
E Ok(-e-2"ioµsip + usipe-"io))1 + R(ß)] . 
(D. 12) 
To calculate the expectation of the log-likelihood conditional on . 
ý'k we set Hj _ 
E[H1 Fk ] for any process H. We differentiate L(/) in ßj and equate the result to 
0. This gives 
2$i Ök(1 + 2e + e-2' )- 2(Tk(Zi)(e-2r. A + e-kvo) - 2Tk(Zc+1)(1 - e`°) 
+2Ö (-e-2nioµsiP + µstipe-klo) = 0. 
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Henceforth 
7i(Zl)(e-2i`i° + e-K'A + Tk(Z1+1)(1 - e"i°) lýZ = Öß(1 + 2e_kti' + 
Ö (_e-2kjAPBiP + flBiPe-") 
- (D. 13) + e-akýoi . 
13) 
OkZ(1 + 2e- ) 
D. 4 Optimal parameter estimate for cZ 
For the MLE of the variance of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck component in the observa- 
tion process, we define the Radon-Nikodym derivative dP with following Vz 
ýCz 
e2 pý 
(Z1+i 
-l ýZ - lýBPe-"A )z] Sz+Säe-2ýoP 
exp [2(CZ+Cý 
= l 
/CZ-1eexp 
L2((z+(Be-2 
p) 
(Z1+1 
- ILZ - IBpe-"o)2] 
Z+ CBe-zkop 
1 
= exp (Zc+i - FAZ - FýBpe-ýo)z 
(z + (äe-zhop 2(Cz + 
Cäe-2kop) 
1 
+2((2 ( se-2, ýop) 
(Z1+i - µZ - /Bpe-ý`A)z)] 
The log-likelihood of ADZ is therefore 
l1 (i + (2 e-2rAp 1 -k 2 log Aiz 2 log zz zko zz -zpo 
(ZI+l - zz - IiBpe ) 
k=1 
(z + (Be p 2(ßz + tae p) 
+R«Z2» " (D. 14) 
Since Cz is regime-switching, we have the following conditional expectation of the 
log-likelihood including the Markov chain x: 
kn1 
Lýýz) -2 (x ei) log(' + (Btie-2niop) 
t=i i=i 
-(x eti) 2(« +( ý1 
le-2ý4op) 
(Z1+l - FLzi -IB pe-k% )2) + R(( ) 
n 
(-2 Ok log(ýzti + Cätie-2ka°p) 
ýi Z2 i2z22 2ýc; ° -a 
22+ (2 e-2ýý°p) 
( ý( k+i) + Oklýzý + Okµsp e 2Tk(Zk+1)uzi (ýz, Bt 
-2Tk(Zk+i)fUsipe "'° + 20kl-tzt1 B pe-'`'°)) + R((). (D. 15) 
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To find the maximum we differentiate L((Z) with respect to each 
^2 and equate 
the resulting derivative to 0. We then have 
7ý(Zý+i) + ýý(µzt + µ2 2e-2n, o + 2µztiµspe-"i°) - 2Tk(Zk+1)(µz; + ABipe-k`°) 
= O'(ýzi + Cäie-akiop) (D. 16) 
Consequently, we find that the optimal parameter estimate for ýZi is 
2f (Z2+1) + 
0%(µz; + ji p2e-2nto + 2µztµstipe-N'" - (Bzpe-2Kio Czti = 02 
k 
2Tk(Zk+i)(µzti +i e-gy""'p) (D. 17) 
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D. 5 Optimal parameter estimate for (B 
The Radon-Nikodym derivative äP is defined by 
At _ 
(z + Espe-ak° 
eXP -1 (Zc+i - µz - µspe-ko)z ýz +ßäe-ap L 2(ßz +ßäe-zk°P) 
1 
+2((z 
+ (Be-zk°p) 
(Zl+i -Fez -Nape-ic°)2]. (D. 18) 
Therefore the log-likelihood of AB is given by 
k1 
log A= (- 2 log((z +äe-awop) 
l=1 
1 
2(ýZ + ýBe-2kop) 
(Zt+i - µz - ABPe-ý`A)2 + R(( p)). (D. 19) 
From (D. 19), we obtain the conditional expectation 
L(SB) El (_OIog(( z+B; e-zktiop) _a2 2kti0 
(i ; 
ki 
(Zk+l) 
i=i 
2 2((. + ýB; e p) 
+Ok(µz; + µBýpae-2Kio + 2µzµBipe-'") 
-2Tk(Zk+i)(lizti + MBiPe-"°))) + R(ýäp). (D. 20) 
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Differentiating (D. 20) with respect to ýB. gives 
2 Tk(Zk+i) + 
6k(µzi + ABiP 2 e-2' + 2µz1µstipe-ý`'A - ýzti) psi - 0ipe-2kio 
2i (Zk+i)(NLzti + µstipe-Kio) (D. 21) Olpe-2Kto 
D. 6 MATLAB source code: Implementation of 
the 3-state HMM for electricity spot prices 
The model for forecasting daily electricity spot prices is implemented in MATLAB. 
Here, the source code for the implementation of the 3-state hidden Markov model 
is stated. The main body includes the filtering and parameter estimation together 
with the one-step ahead forecast. The error analysis and the calculation of the ex- 
pected spot at delivery is stated in the last part of this code. The implementation 
for other number of states is done accordingly. 
--------------------------------------------- 
Hidden Narkov model for daily electricity spot prices Y. Y. 
data: daily average prices in NOK/MwH (1360 data points (1998-2002)) %% 
%% data is log of deseasonalised spotprice 
clear; 
%% deseasonlised data 
load logremaind 
%% simulated muB(i)+ zetaB(i)* randn %% 
load remainderJump3st 
%% seasonal function D(k) 
load det 
%% read in original data for electricity price %% 
price=logremaind; 
%% states of markov chain %% 
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state = 3; 
°%% no of algorithm passes %% 
no-update=34 
°%% batch interval %% 
batch=40; 
initial values for parameters 
beta=[-0.1 -0.15 -0.2] 
zetaZ=[1.5*std(price) std(price) 2*std(price)]; 
muZ=[mean(price) 2*mean(price) 4*mean(price)]; 
muB= [-0.5 0 0.5] 
zetaB=[0.8 1 0.1]; 
kappa=[300 100 200]; 
zeta=[sgrt(abs((2*kappa(1)*zetaZ(1)°2)/(1-exp(-2*kappa(1)*(1/365)))))_ 
sgrt(abs((2*kappa(2)*zetaZ(2)°2)/(l-exp(-2*kappa(2)*(1/365)))))_ 
sgrt(abs((2*kappa(3)*zetaZ(3)"2)/(1-exp(-2*kappa(3)*(1/365)))))]; 
Pi=[1/3 1/3 1/3; 1/3 1/3 1/3; 1/3 1/3 1/3]; 
%% initial value for markov chain 
Z=[0.99 0.005 0.005]'; 
%% initial values: Markov chain in time 2 equals Markov chain Z in time 1 %% 
Z2=Z; 
E=eye(state); 
%% jump counter k 
jck=0; 
%% initial Radon-Nikodym derivative for change of measure 
deltat=1/365; 
Lambda1=10; 
%% initial values for processes of Markov chain Z to estimate parameters 
for i=l: state 
etaJl(:, i)=Lambdal*Z(i)*Z2(1)*Z2; 
etaJ2(:, i)=Lambdal*Z(i)*Z2(2)*Z2; 
etaJ3(:, i)=Lambdal*Z(i)*Z2(3)*Z2 
end 
SumJla=sum(etaJl); 
remainderSJl(:, 1)=SumJia'; 
SumJ2a=sum(etaJ2); 
remainderSJ2(:, 1)=SumJ2a'; 
SumJ3a=sum(etaJ3); 
remainderSJ3(:, 1)=SumJ3a'; 
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for i=l: state 
etaO(:, i)=Lambdal*Z(i)*Z2; 
end 
SumOa=sum(etaO); 
remainderSO(:, 1)=SumOa'; 
for i=l: state 
etaTl(:, i)=Lambdal*Z(i)*price(1)*Z2; 
end 
SumTla=sum(etaT1); 
remainderST1(:, 1)=SumTia'; 
for i=l: state 
etaT2(:, i)=Lambdal*Z(i)*price(1)"2*Z2; 
end 
SumT2a=sum(etaT2); 
remainderST2(:, 1)=SumT2a'; 
for i=l: state 
etaT3(:, i)=Lambdal*Z(i)*price(2)*Z2; 
end 
SumT3a=sum(etaT3); 
remainderST3(:, 1)=SumT3a'; 
for i=l: state 
etaT4(:, i)=Lambdal*Z(i)*price(2)*price(2)*Z2; 
end 
SumT4a=sum(etaT4); 
remainderST4(:, 1)=SumT4a'; 
etaZ(:, 1)=Z; 
etaZk(:, 1)=Z; 
SumZ(1)=sum(etaZ(:, 1)); 
%% initial count settings for the batches 
inta=2; 
into=3+batch; 
°% estimation of constant intensity lambda %% 
s=std(price); 
leng=length(price); 
upperbound=mean(price)+2*s; 
lowerbound=mean(price)-2*s; 
%% number of jumps in the actual data 
jckl=0; 
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jck2=0; 
taul=zeros(1, leng); 
for k=l: leng 
if price(k)<lowerbound 
jckl=jckl+l; 
taul(k)=1/365; 
end 
if price(k)>upperbound 
jck2=jck2+1; 
taul(k)=1/365; 
end 
end 
tau=nonzeros(taul); 
%% jump intensity lambda for a day 
Nt1=(jckl+jck2)/(no_update*batch) 
%% jump intensity lambda for a period of length batch 
counterbatch=365/batch; 
Nt=floor(Ntl*batch); 
%% jump intensity for a year 
Nt2=Ntl*365; 
%%%%%%%%% %%%%%%%%%%%%% %%%%%%%%% °%%%%%%%%%%%%%%°%%%%°%%°%%%%%%%%%% 
°/°/ main for-loop: 
for u=1: no_update 
taubatch=taul((u*batch+l-batch): (u*batch)); 
%% batches of "batch" data points %% 
spot=price(inta: inte); 
%% how many data points %% 
n=length(spot); 
for zaehler=l: batch+l 
for i=l: state 
%% CPP: compound Poisson process °%% 
CPP(i)=0; 
taubatchl=nonzeros(taubatch); 
J(i)=remainderJump3st(inta+zaehler-i, i); 
for c=1: Nt 
CPP(i)=CPP(i)+exp(-kappa(i)*(deltat-taubatch(c)))*J(i); 
end 
end 
%% Gamma_i %% 
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Zk=etaZ(:, inta+zaehler-2); 
for i=l: state 
d(i)=zeta(i)*sgrt(((1-exp(-2*kappa(i)*deltat))/(2*kappa(i)*deltat))); 
Gamma(zaehler, i)=exp(-(1/d(i)-2)*(spot(zaehler)*exp(-kappa(i)*deltat)_ 
+beta(i)*(1-exp(-kappa(i)*deltat))+CPP(i))*spot(zaehler+i)_ 
-(1/(2*d(i)"2))*(spot(zaehler)*exp(-kappa(i)*deltat).. 
+beta(i)*(1-exp(-kappa(i)*deltat))+CPP(i))"2); 
end 
%% update for markov chain etaZ(k) (estimator for the state) %% 
etaZk(:, inta+zaehler-1)=Gamma(zaehler, l)*etaZ(1, inta+zaehler-2)*Pi(:, 1)_ 
+Gamma(zaehler, 2)*etaZ(2, inta+zaehler-2)*Pi(:, 2)_ 
+Gamma(zaehler, 3)*etaZ(3, inta+zaehler-2)*Pi(:, 3); 
SumZ(inta+zaehler-l)=sum(etaZk(:, inta+zaehler-1)); 
etaZ(:, inta+zaehler-1)=etaZk(:, inta+zaehler-1)/SumZ(inta+zaehler-1); 
%% process eta(J1Z) 
for r=l: state 
sumJ1(:, r)=Gamma(zaehler, l)*etaJl(1, r)*Pi(:, 1)_ 
+Gamma(zaehler, 2)*etaJi(2, r)*Pi(:, 2)_ 
+Gamma(zaehler, 3)*etaJl(3, r)*Pi(:, 3); 
etaJl(:, r)=sumJ1(:, r)+Gamma(zaehler, r)*etaZ(r, inta+zaehler-2). 
*Pi(i, r)*E(:, 1); 
end 
SumJla=sum(etaJl)/SumZ(inta+zaehler-1); 
remainderSJl(:, inta+zaehler-1)=SumJla'; 
%% process eta(J2Z) %% 
for r=l: state 
sumJ2(:, r)=Gamma(zaehler, l)*etaJ2(1, r)*Pi(:, 1)T 
+Gamma(zaehler, 2)*etaJ2(2, r)*Pi(:, 2).,. 
+Gamma(zaehler, 3)*etaJ2(3, r)*Pi(:, 3); 
etaJ2(:, r)=sumJ2(:, r)+Gamma(zaehler, r)*etaZ(r, inta-2+zaehler)_ 
*Pi(2, r)*E(:, 2); 
end 
SumJ2a=sum(etaJ2)/SumZ(inta-1+zaehler); 
remainderSJ2(:, inta+zaehler-1)=SumJ2a'; 
%% process eta(J3Z) %% 
for r=l: state 
sumJ3(:, r)=Gamma(zaehler, l)*etaJ3(1, r)*Pi(:, 1) . 
+Gamma(zaehler, 2)*etaJ3(2, r)*Pi(:, 2)_ 
+Gamma(zaehler, 3)*etaJ3(3, r)*Pi(:, 3); 
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etaJ3(:, r)=sumJ3(:, r)+Gamma(zaehler, r)*etaZ(r, inta-2+zaehler) . 
*Pi(3, r)*E(:, 3); 
end 
SumJ3a=sum(etaJ3)/SumZ(inta-1+zaehler); 
remainderSJ3(:, inta+zaehler-1)=SumJ3a'; 
%% process eta(0) %% 
for r=l: state 
sumO(:, r)=Gamma(zaehler, l)*etaO(1, r)*Pi(:, 1).., 
+Gamma(zaehler, 2)*etaO(2, r)*Pi(:, 2)_ 
+Gamma(zaehler, 3)*etaO(3, r)*Pi(:, 3); 
eta0(:, r)=sumo(:, r)+Gamma(zaehler, r)*etaZ(r, inta+zaehler-2)*Pi(:, r); 
end 
SumOa=sum(etaO)/SumZ(inta+zaehler-1); 
remainderSO(:, inta+zaehler-1)=SumOa'; 
%% process eta(T1) %% 
for r=l: state 
sumTl(:, r)=Gamma(zaehler, l)*etaT1(1, r)*Pi(:, 1)_ 
+Gamma(zaehler, 2)*etaTl(2, r)*Pi(:, 2)_ 
+Gamrna(zaehler, 3)*etaT1(3, r)*Pi(:, 3); 
etaT1(:, r)=sumT1(:, r)+Gamma(zaehler, r)*etaZ(r, inta+zaehler-2)_ 
*spot(zaehler)*Pi(:, r); 
end 
SumTia=sum(etaTl)/SumZ(zaehler+inta-1); 
remainderSTi(:, inta+zaehler-1)=SumTla'; 
%% process eta(T2) 
for r=l: state 
sumT2(:, r)=Gamma(zaehler, 1)*etaT2(i, r)*Pi(:, 1) _ 
+Gamma(zaehler, 2)*etaT2(2, r)*Pi(:, 2)_ 
+Gamma(zaehler, 3)*etaT2(3, r)*Pi(:, 3); 
etaT2(:, r)=sumT2(:, r)+Gamma(zaehler, r)*etaZ(r, inta-2+zaehler) 
*spot(zaehler)-2*Pi(:, r); 
end 
SumT2a=sum(etaT2)/SumZ(zaehler+inta-1); 
remainderST2(:, inta+zaehler-i)=SumT2a'; 
%% process eta(T3) 
for r=l: state 
sumT3(:, r)=Gamma(zaehler, i)*etaT3(i, r)*Pi(:, 1)_ 
+Gamma(zaehler, 2)*etaT3(2, r)*Pi(:, 2)_ 
+Gamma(zaehler, 3)*etaT3(3, r)*Pi(:, 3); 
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etaT3(:, r)=sumT3(:, r)+Gamma(zaehler, r)*etaZ(r, inta-2+zaehler)ý 
*spot(zaehler+l)*Pi(:, r); 
end 
SumT3a=sum(etaT3)/SumZ(inta+zaehler-1); 
remainderST3(:, inta+zaehler-1)=SumT3a'; 
process eta(T4) %% 
for r=l: state 
sumT4(:, r)=Gamma(zaehler, l)*etaT4(1, r)*Pi(:, 1)... 
+Gamma(zaehler, 2)*etaT4(2, r)*Pi(:, 2),,, 
+Gamma(zaehler, 3)*etaT4(3, r)*Pi(:, 3); 
etaT4(:, r)=sumT4(:, r)+Gamma(zaehler, r)*etaZ(r, inta-2+zaehler)ý 
*spot(zaehler+l)°2*Pi(:, r); 
end 
SumT4a=sum(etaT4)/SumZ(inta+zaehler-1); 
remainderST4(:, inta+zaehler-1)=SumT4a'; 
forecast of electricity prices 
%% parameter for the process %% 
Zk=etaZ(:, zaehler+inta-2); 
Zkl=Pi*etaZ(:, zaehler+inta-2); 
%% scalar products 
kappalP=O; 
betaIP=O; 
zetalP=O; 
muZIP=O; 
zetaZlP=O; 
muBIP=O; 
zetaBlP=O; 
for i=l: state 
al=kappa(i)*Zkl(i); 
kappalP=kappalP+a1; 
bl=beta(i)*Zkl(i); 
betalP=betalP+b1; 
hl=zeta(i)*Zkl(i); 
zetalP=zetalP+h1; 
cl=muZ(i)*Zkl(i); 
muZIP=muZIP+c1; 
dl=zetaZ(i)*Zkl(i); 
zetaZlP=zetaZlP+dl; 
el=muB(i)*Zkl(i); 
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muBIP=muBIP+el; 
fl=zetaB(i)*Zk1(i); 
zetaBlP=zetaBlP+f1; 
end 
° 
°° %/° compound Poisson process 
o0 
CPP1=Ntl*exp(-kappalP*(deltat))*muBIP; 
%% one-step ahead forecast of log return 
intr(zaehler+l)=price(inta+zaehler-2)*exp(-kappalP*deltat)_ 
+betalP*(1-exp(-kappalP*deltat))+(zaehler)*CPP1; 
end 
F(:, u)=intr(2: batch+l)'; 
%% parameter estimates %% 
AL(u,: )=kappa; 
B(u,: )=beta; 
ZETA(u,: )=zeta; 
MUZ(u,: )=muZ; 
MUB(u,: )=muB; 
ZETAZ(u,: )=zetaZ; 
ZETAB(u,: )=zetaB; 
PROB1(u,: )=Pi(1,1); 
PROB2(u,: )=Pi(1,2); 
PROB3(u,: )=Pi(1,3); 
PROB4(u,: )=Pi(2,1); 
PROB5(u,: )=Pi(2,2); 
PR0B6(u,: )=Pi(2,3); 
PROB7(u,: )=Pi(3,1); 
PROB8(u,: )=Pi(3,2); 
PROB9(u,: )=Pi(3,3); 
jck=Nt2; 
Y. Y. optimal estimations for the parameters 
%% transition probability 
for r=l: state 
Pi(1, r)=remainderSJ1(r, u)/remainderSO(r, u); 
Pi(2, r)=remainderSJ2(r, u)/remainderSO(r, u); 
Pi(3, r)=remainderSJ3(r, u)/remainderSO(r, u); 
end 
Y. Y. beta %% 
for r=l: state 
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beta(r)=(remainderST1(r, u)*(exp(-2*kappa(r)*deltat)_ 
+exp(-kappa(r)*deltat))+remainderST3(r, u)*(1-exp(-kappa(r)*deltat))_ 
-remainderSO(r, u)*(-exp(-2*kappa(r)*deltat)*muB(r)*jck_ 
+exp(-kappa(r)*deltat)*muB(r)*jck))/(remainderSO(r, u). 
*(1+exp(-2*kappa(r)*deltat)+2*exp(-kappa(r)*deltat))); 
end 
%% muB 
for r=l: state 
muB(r)=(remainderST3(r, u)-remainderSO(r, u)*muZ(r))... 
/(remainderSO(r, u)*jck*exp(-kappa(r)*deltat)); 
end 
%"/° muZ 
for r=1: state 
muZ(r)=(remainderST3(r, u)-remainderSO(r, u)*muB(r),.. 
*exp(-kappa(r)*deltat)*jck)/remainderSO(r, u); 
end 
%% zetaB %% 
for r=l: state 
zetaB(r)=sgrt(abs((remainderST4(r, u)+remainderSO(r, u)_ 
*(muZ(r)"2+muB(r)"2*jck"2*exp(-2*kappa(r)*deltat)_ 
+2*muZ(r)*muB(r)*exp(-kappa(r)*deltat)*jck-2*zetaZ(r)"2)_ 
-2*remainderST3(r, u)*(muZ(r)+muB(r)*exp(-kappa(r)*deltat)*jck))_ 
/(2*remainderSO(r, u)*exp(-2*kappa(r)*deltat)*jck))); 
end 
%% zetaZ 
for r=l: state 
zetaZ(r)= sqrt(abs((remainderST4(r, u)+remainderSO(r, u)-.. 
*(muZ(r)"2+muB(r)"2*jck"2*exp(-2*kappa(r)*deltat)_ 
+2*muZ(r)*muB(r)*exp(-kappa(r)*deltat)*jck-2*zetaB(r)-2*jck_ 
*exp(-2*kappa(r)*deltat))-2*remainderST3(r, u)_ 
*(muZ(r)+muB(r)*jck*exp(-kappa(r)*deltat)))/(2*remainderSO(r, u)))); 
end 
%% kappa 
for r=l: state 
if (muZ(r) > spot(n-1)) &( spot(n-1)-beta(r) >0) 
kappa(r)=-log((muZ(r)-beta(r))/(spot(n-1)-beta(r)))*(1/deltat); 
elseif (muZ(r) < spot(n-1)) &( spot(n-1)-beta(r) <0) 
kappa(r)=-log((muZ(r)-beta(r))/(spot(n-1)-beta(r)))*(1/deltat); 
else 
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kappa(r)=kappa(r); 
end 
end 
%% zeta /% 
for r=l: state 
zeta(r)=sgrt(((2*kappa(r)*deltat*zetaZ(r)"2),.. 
/(1-exp(-2*kappa(r)*deltat)))); 
end 
inta=inta+batch; 
inte=inte+batch; 
end 
%%°%%%%%%%%%%%°%%%%%%%%%%%%°%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%°%%%%%%%%%%%%%°%%%%%°% %%%%% 
°/°/ Data preparation for plots 7% 
PROB=[PROB1 PROB2 PROB3 PROM PROM PROBE PROB7 PROBE PROB9]; 
F42=F(: ); 
m=length(F42); 
forecast=F42(1: m); 
K=(1: m); 
observation=price(2: m+1); 
subplot(331) 
plot(K, forecast, K, observation) 
ylabel('spot price') 
xlabel('time') 
title('Daily electricity spot prices 12/98-07/02') 
subplot(332) 
plot(PROB) 
ylabel('probability') 
xlabel('no of passes') 
subplot(333) 
plot(B) 
ylabel('beta') 
xlabel('no of passes') 
subplot(336) 
plot (AL) 
ylabel('kappa') 
xlabel('no of passes') 
subplot(337) 
plot(MUB) 
ylabel('mu B') 
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xlabel('time') 
subplot(338) 
plot(ZETAB) 
ylabel('zeta B') 
xlabel('time') 
subplot(334) 
plot(MUZ) 
ylabel('mu Z') 
xlabel('no of passes') 
subplot(335) 
plot(ZETAZ) 
ylabel('zeta Z') 
xlabel('time') 
subplot(339) 
plot(ZETA) 
ylabel('zeta') 
xlabel('time') 
%% Error Analysis for deseasonalised log spot prices 
residual=observation-forecast; 
a=forecast; 
N=length(a) 
b=observation; 
%% MSE %% 
for x=1: N 
diff(x)=(b(x)-a(x))-2; 
end 
MSE=(1/(N-1))*sum (diff) 
%% MdAPE G/ 
for i=1: N 
diffi(i)=a(i)-b(i); 
APE(i)=abs(diffl(i)/b(i)); 
end SAPE=sort(APE); sl=N/2; s2=(N/2)+1; 
MdAPE=(SAPE(sl)+SAPE(s2))/2 
cl=price(1: m); 
%% MdRAE %% 
for i=1: N 
absdiffl(i)=abs(a(i)-b(i)); 
absdiff2(i)=abs(cl(i)-b(i)); 
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RAE(i)=absdiffl(i)/absdiff2(i); 
end 
SRAE=sort(RAE); 
sl=N/2; 
s2=(N/2)+1; 
MdRAE=(SRAE(s1)+SRAE(s2))/2 
%% Error analysis for spot price forecast %% 
Forecastspot=exp(forecast). *det(2: 1361)'; 
Observationspot=exp(observation). *det(2: 1361)'; 
%% MSE %% 
for x=1: N 
diff(x)=(Forecastspot(x)-Observationspot(x))"2; 
end 
MSEspot=(1/(N-1))*sum(diff) 
U MdAPE U 
for i=1: N 
diffi(i)=0bservationspot(i)-Forecastspot(i); 
APE(i)=abs(diffl(i)/Forecastspot(i)); 
end SAPE=sort(APE); sl=N/2; s2=(N/2)+1; 
MdAPEspot=(SAPE(s1)+SAPE(s2))/2; 
c=exp(price(1: m)). *det(1: 1360)'; 
%% MdRAE 
for i=1: N 
absdiffl(i)=abs(Observationspot(i)-Forecastspot(i)); 
absdiff2(i)=abs(c(i)-Forecastspot(i)); 
RAE(i)=absdiffl(i)/absdiff2(i); 
end 
SRAE=sort(RAE); 
s1=N/2; 
s2=(N/2)+1; 
MdRAEspot=(SRAE(s1)+SRAE(s2))/2 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%°%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% %%%%%%%%%%%°%°%°%%%°%%%%%°%%%%%%%%°%%%%% 
%% Pricing electricity contracts %% 
calculating the expected spot price 
with data point 1330 as a starting point 
for start=1: 15 
deterministic=det((1309): 1361)'; 
SPOT=Observationspot((1308): 1360); 
lambda=Ntl; 
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for mat=(start+1): (30+start) 
s=start; 
firstterm=exp(muBIP*exp(-kappaIP*deltat"2*(mat-start)). 
+0.5*zetaBIP"2*exp(-2*kappaIP*deltat"2*(mat-start))); 
for N=1: ((mat-start)*4-1) 
integral(N)=2*exp(exp(-kappaIP*deltat-2*(mat-s))*muBIP_ 
+0.5*zetaBIP"2*exp(-2*kappaIP*deltat"2*(mat-start))); 
s=s+0.25; 
end 
lastterm=exp(exp(-kappalP*deltat"2*(mat-s))*muBIP_ 
+0.5*zetaBIP"2*exp(-2*kappaIP*deltat"2*(mat-s))); 
laenge=length(integral); 
summeintegral=(mat-start)/(2*(laenge+l))*lambda*(sum(integral)_ 
+firstterm+lastterm); 
Forward3st(start, (mat-start))=deterministic(mat).,. 
*((SPOT(start)/deterministic(start))_ 
"exp(-kappaIP*deltat"2*(mat-start))) tst 
*exp(betalP*(1-exp(-kappalP*deltat"2*(mat-start)))_ 
+0.5*zetaIP-2*(1-exp(-2*kappaIP*deltat"2*(mat-start)))) 
*exp(summeintegral-lambda*(mat-start)); 
end 
end 
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Appendix E 
Appendix for Chapter 7 
E. 1 MATLAB source code: Implementation of 
the asset allocation models 
The source code for the asset allocation problem is presented here. Subsection E. 1.1 
contains the code for the implementation of the 3-state hidden Markov model for 
a two-dimensional observation process. The main body includes the filtering and 
parameter estimation together with the generation of one-step ahead forecasts for 
two time series data, namely the indices NASDAQ and Dow Jones. The MATLAB 
source code for the calculation of the investment strategies is given in subsection 
E. 1.2. 
E. 1.1 Matlab code for the 3-state HMM: Case of vector 
observations 
%% HMM for two-dimensional observation process %% 
%% actual data are indeces %% 
clear; 
%% workspace with NASDAQ and DOWJONES data %% 
%% weekly closing data for ten years (1997 - 2007) %% 
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load Nasdagdaily9707 
load Dowjonesdaily9707 
%% h: how many steps of forecast 
for h=1: 1 
°/% actual data %% 
C1=NASDAQ9707; 
C2=DOW_JONES9707; 
%% log-returns (y(k+1)=log(C(k+i)/C(k)) %% 
Nasdaqret=price2ret(NASDAQ9707); 
Dowjonesret=price2ret(DOW_JONES9707); 
°% state of the Markov chain 
state=3; 
%% dimension of vector observation 
dim=2; 
initial values 
%% intial values for parameters of observation process 
%% mu and sigma %% 
meanl=mean(Nasdaqret) 
stdi=std(Nasdaqret) 
mean2=mean(Dowjonesret) 
std2=std(Dowjonesret) 
%% initial values for NASDAQ parameters %°% ° 
mul=[0.5*meani; means; 1.5*meani] ; 
sigmal=[0.8*stdl; std1; 2*stdl]; 
%% initial values for DOW-JONES parameters 
mu2=[0.5*mean2; mean2; 1.5*mean2]; 
sigma2=[0.8*std2; std2; 2*std2]; 
%% initial values for transition probability matrix A %% 
A=[1/3 1/3 1/3; 1/3 1/3 1/3; 1/3 1/3 1/3]; 
%% intial values for conditional expectation of %% 
%% Markov chain %% 
xi(:, 1)=[0.99 0.005 0.005]'; 
E=eye(state); 
%% first p=E [X_1I Y_1] 
xl=xi(:, 1); 
nennerl=sum(x1); 
pl=x1. /nenneri; 
xhat(:, 1)=p1; 
%% Lambda for calculating start values for the recursion of %% 
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%% the gammas %% 
w=(Nasdaqret(1)-(mu1(1)*x1(1)+mu1(2)*x1(2)+mu1(3)*x1(3)))_ 
/(sigmal(1)*xl(1)+sigmal(2)*xl(2)+sigmal(3)*xl(3)); 
w1=((2*pi)"(-1/2))*exp(-(w'2)/2); 
w2=((2*pi)"(-1/2))*exp(-(Nasdagret(1)"2)/2); 
Lambda11=w1/((sigmal(1)*x1(1)+sigmal(2)*x1(2)... 
+sigmal(3)*xl(3))*w2); 
v=(Dowjonesret(1)-(mu1(1)*x1(1)+mu1(2)*x1(2)+mu1(3)*x1(3)))_ 
/(sigmal(1)*xl(1)+sigmas(2)*xl(2)+sigmal(3)*xl(3)); 
vl=((2*pi)-(-1/2))*exp(-(v"2)/2); 
v2=((2*pi)"(-1/2))*exp(-(Dowjonesret(1)"2)/2); 
Lambda21=v1/((sigmal(1)*x1(1)+sigmal(2)*x1(2)... 
+sigmal(3)*xl(3))*v2); 
Lambdal=Lambdal1*Lambda2l 
%% first diagonal matrix for first gammas %% 
for i=l: state 
Y11(i)=(Nasdaqret(2)-mui(i)*xi(i))/(sigmai(i)*x1(i)); 
%% standard normal distribution of Y %% 
Zll(i)=((2*pi)"(-1/2))*exp(-(Y11(i)"2)/2); 
%% standard normal distribution of Nasdaqret %% 
N11(i)=(sigmal(i)*xi(i))*(((2*pi)"(-1/2))_ 
*exp(-(Nasdagret(2)"2)/2)); 
Y21(i)=(Dowjonesret(2)-mu2(i)*xl(i))/(sigma2(i)*xl(i)); 
%% standard normal distribution of Y %% 
Z21(i)=((2*pi)"(-1/2))*exp(-(Y21(i)"2)/2); 
%% standard normal distribution of Dowjonesret 
N21(i)=(sigma2(i)*x1(i))*(((2*pi)"(-1/2)) 
. 
*exp(-(Dowjonesret(2)"2)/2)); 
%% entries for diagonal matrix y°% 
D1(i)=(Z11(i)*Z21(i))/(N11(i)*N21(i)) 
end 
%% diagonal matrix with entries D1 on the diagonal %% 
DD1=diag(Dl); 
xi(:, 2)=A*DD1*xi(:, l); 
x2=xi(:, 2); 
nenner2=sum(x2); 
p2=x2. /nenner2; 
xhat(:, 2)=p2; 
°%% first gammas for the recursion formulas %% 
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for i=l: state 
gammaji(:, i)=Lambdas*pl(i)*p2(1)*p2; 
gammaj2(:, i)=Lambdal*pl(i)*p2(2)*p2; 
gammaj3(:, i)=Lambdal*pi(i)*p2(3)*p2; 
gammao(:, i)=Lambdal*pl(i)*p2; 
gamma nasdaq(:, i)=Lambdal*pl(i)*Nasdaqret(l)*p2; 
gammatdowjones(:, i)=Lambdal*p1(i)*Dowjonesret(1)*p2; 
gammatgnasdaq(:, i)=Lambdal*pl(i)*Nasdagret(1)"2*p2; 
gammatgdowjones(:, i)=Lambdal*pl(i)*Dowjonesret(1)-2*p2; 
end 
%% data points within one batch 
batch=l0; 
°/°/ initial values for intervals %% 
a=2; 
e=batch+a; 
7% number of parameter updates oe ao 
no_paramupdate=(floor((length(Nasdagret)-2)/batch)) 
%% main for-loop °/%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%°/%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
for u=1: no_paramupdate 
Y. % batches of ten data points of Nasdaq returns %% 
B1=Nasdagret(a: e); 
%% batches of ten data points from Dow Jones returns %% 
B2=Dowjonesret(a: e); 
n=length(B1); 
%% Calculations for xi %% 
for k=l: batch 
hh=xi(:, a+k-1); 
hhl=sum(hh); 
%% diagonal matrix: entries for fist and second %% 
%% dimension are calculated and then %% 
%% multiplied for entries of diagonal matrix %% 
for i=1: state 
%% entries for first dimension (NASDAQ) %% 
Y1(k, i. )=(B1(k+l)-mul(i)*hh(i))/(sigmal(i)*hh(i)); 
Z1(k, i)=((2*pi)"(-1/2))*exp(-(Y1(k, i)"2)/2); 
N1(k, i)=(sigmal(i)*hh(i))*(((2*pi)"(-1/2))_ 
*exp(-(B1(k+1)"2)/2)); 
entries for second dimension (DOWJONES) 
Y2(k, i)=(B2(k+1)-mu2(i)*hh(i))/(sigma2(i)*hh(i)); 
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Z2(k, i)=((2*pi)"(-1/2))*exp(-(Y2(k, i)-2)/2); 
N2(k, i)=(sigma2(i)*hh(i))*(((2*pi)"(-1/2)).., 
*exp(-(B2(k+1)"2)/2)); 
%% rows of D are the elements of the diagonal matrix %% 
D(k, i)=(Z1(k, i)*Z2(k, i))/(N1(k, i)*N2(k, i)) ; 
end 
%X diagonal matrix=DD 
DD=diag(D(k,: )); 
xi(:, a+k)=(A*diag(D(k,: ))*xi(:, a+k-1)); 
ffl=xi(:, a+k); 
xhat(:, a+k)=ff1. /(sum. (ff1)); 
%% GAMMAS %% 
sx=xi(:, a+k-1); 
hsum=sum(sx); 
for r=l: state 
yl(k, r)=(B1(k+i)-mui(r)*sx(r))/(sigmal(r)*sx(r)); 
zi(k, r)=((2*pi)"(-1/2))*exp(-(yi(k, r)-2)/2); 
n1(k, r)=(sigmal(r)*sx(r))*(((2*pi)-(-1/2))_ 
*exp(-(B1(k+1)'2)/2)); 
y2(k, r)=(B2(k+i)-mu2(r)*sx(r))/(sigma2(r)*sx(r)); 
z2(k, r)=((2*pi)-(-1/2))*exp(-(y2(k, r)"2)/2); 
n2(k, r)=(sigma2(r)*sx(r))*(((2*pi)-(-1/2)). 
*exp(-(B2(k+1)'2)/2)); 
GAMMA(k, r)=(zi(k, r)*z2(k, r))/(ni(k, r)*n2(k, r)); 
sxi=xi(:, a+k-1); 
hsum=sxi(1)+sxi(2)+sxi(3); 
%% Gamma(J1rX) k %% 
gammajl(:, r)=(A*diag(D(k,: ))*(gaznmaji(:, r))... 
+sxi(r)*GAMMA(k, r)*A(i, r)*E(:, 1)); 
Gamma(J2rX). k %% 
gammaj2(:, r)=(A*diag(D(k,: ))*(gaaj2(:, r))... 
+sxi(r)*GAMMA(k, r)*A(2, r)*E(:, 2)); 
Gamma(J3rX)_k %% 
gammaj3(:, r)=(A*diag(D(k,: ))*(gaaj3(:, r))... 
+sxi(r)*GAMMA(k, r)*A(3, r)*E(:, 3)); 
%% Gamma(OrX) k %% 
gammao(:, r)=(A*diag(D(k,: ))*gammao(:, r)_ 
+sxi(r)*GAMMA(k, r)*A*E(:, r)); 
%% Gamma(Tr(y)X) k %° 
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gammatnasdaq(:, r)=(A*diag(D(k,: ))*gammatnasdaq(:, r) 
+sxi(r)*GAMMA(k, r)*B1(k+1)*A*E(:, r)); 
gammatdowjones(:, r)=(A*diag(D(k,: ))*gammatdowjones(:, r)_ 
+sxi(r)*GAMMA(k, r)*B2(k+1)*A*E(:, r)); 
%% Gamma(Tr(y"'2)X)_k °G% 
gammatgnasdaq(:, r)=(A*diag(D(k,: ))*gammatgnasdaq(:, r)_ 
+sxi(r)*GAMMA(k, r)*B1(k+1)"2*A*E(:, r)); 
gammatgdowjones(:, r)=(A*diag(D(k,: ))*gammatgdowjones(:, r)_ 
+sxi(r)*GAMMA(k, r)*B2(k+1)"2*A*E(:, r)); 
end 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% forecast 
%% forecast for NASDAQ %% 
for k=l: batch 
chi=xi(:, a+k-2); 
b=sum(chi); 
phat=chi. /b ; %piiat_k=E [Lk I Y. k] 
d=(A"h-1)*phat; 
sumll=d(1)*exp(mul(1)+0.5*sigmal(1)"2)+d(2)*exp(mu1(2)+0.5*sigmal(2)"2)_ 
+d(3)*exp(mu1(3)+0.5*sigmal(3)"2); 
S1(k+h)=C1(a+k-2)*sumll; 
end F1(:, u)=S1(1+h: batch+h)'; 
%°% forecast for DOWJONES %% 
for k=l: batch 
chi=xi(:, a+k-2); 
b=sum(chi); 
phat=chi. /b p-hat. k=E [X. kI Y-k] 
d=(A"h)*phat; 
sum2l=d(1)*exp(mu2(1)+0.5*sigma2(1)"2)+d(2)*exp(mu2(2)+p. 5*sigmal(2)"2)_ 
+d(3)*exp(mu2(3)+0.5*sigma2(3)"2); 
S2(k+h)=C2(a+k-2)*sum21; 
end F2(:, u)=S2(1+h: batch+h)'; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% parameter updates 
for i=l: state 
gammajiz(i)=sum(gammaji(:, i)); 
gammaj2z(i)=sum(gammaj2(:, i)); 
gammaj3z(i)=sum(gammaj3(:, i)); 
gammaos(i)=sum(gammao(:, i)); 
gammatsnasdaq(i)=sum(gammatnasdaq(:, i)); 
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gammatsdowjones(i)=sum(gammatdowjones(:, i)); 
gammatgsnasdaq(i)=sum(gammatgnasdaq(:, i)); 
gammatqsdowjones(i)=sum(gammatgdowjones(:, i)); 
end 
for i=l: state 
AA(1, i)=gammajlz(i)/gammaos(i); 
AA(2, i)=gammaj2z(i)/gammaos(i); 
AA(3, i)=gammaj3z(i)/gammaos(i); 
mui(i)=gammatsnasdaq(i)/gammaos(i); 
mu2(i)=gammatsdowjones(i)/gammaos(i); 
sigmal(i)=sqrt((gammatgsnasdaq(i)-2*mu1(i)_ 
*gammatsnasdaq(i)+mu1(i)"2*gammaos(i))/gammaos(i)); 
sigma2(i)=sqrt((gammatgsdowjones(i)-2*mu2(i)... 
*gammatsdowjones(i)+mu2(i)"2*gammaos(i))/gammaos(i)); 
end 
A=AA; 
MU11(u,: )=mui(1); 
MU12(u,: )=mu1(2); 
MU13(u,: )=mul(3); 
MU21(u,: )=mu2(1); 
MU22(u,: )=mu2(2); 
MU23(u,: )=mu2(3); 
SIGMA11(u,: )=sigmal(1); 
SIGMA12(u,: )=sigmal(2); 
SIGMA13(u,: )=sigmal(3); 
SIGMA21(u,: )=sigma2(1); 
SIGMA22(u,: )=sigma2(2); 
SIGMA23(u,: )=sigma2(3); 
PROB1(u,: )=A(1,1); 
PROB2(u,: )=A(1,2); 
PROB3(u,: )=A(1,3); 
PROB4(u,: )=A(2,1); 
PROB5(u,: )=A(2,2); 
PR0B6(u,: )=A(2,3)>; 
PROB7(u,: )=A(3,1); 
PROB8(u,: )=A(3,2); 
PROB9(u,: )=A(3,3); 
%% next interval %% 
a=a+batch; 
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e=e+batch; 
end 
plots 
forecastil(:, h)=F1(: ); 
forecast2l(:, h)=F2(: ); 
m=length(forecast21(:, h)); 
t=h+1; 
fore castNasdaq-day97-07(1: t-1, h) =zeros (t-1,1) 
forecastNasdaq_day97_07(t: m, h)=forecast11(1: m-h, h); 
K=(i: m); 
datap1=NASDAQ9707(1: m); 
forecastDowjones_day97_07(1: t-1, h)=zeros (t-1,1); 
forecastDowjones_day97_07(t: m, h)=forecast2l(l: m-h, h); 
datap2=DOW_JONES9707(1: m); 
%%save forecast data series ,% 
save forecastNasdaq_day97_07 forecastNasdaq_day97_07 
save forecastDowjones_day97_07 forecastDowjones_day97_07 
subplot(3,2,1) 
plot(K, datapl, K, forecastNasdaq_day97_07(:, h),, 
_ 
K, datap2, K, forecastDowjones_day97_07(:, h)) 
title('One-step ahead forecast for. indeces (batch=l0)') 
leng=length(MU11); 
len=[1: 1: leng]'; 
subplot(3,2,2) 
plot(len, MU11, len, MU12, len, MU13) 
title('Estm ates fe ni (]? ý. r'D: (J)') 
subplot(3,2,3) 
plot(len, MU21, len, MU22, len, MU23) 
title( 'Estimates for rrni (Dow 
subplot(3,2,4) 
plot(len, SIGMA11, len, SIGMA12, len, SIGMA13) 
title( 'Estimates for sinne (IjA. SDAQ)') 
subplot(3,2,5) 
plot(len, SIGMA21, len, SIGMA22, len, SIGMA23) 
title ('Eatirre1 I-I)r ý, ýoe (Dow Jenes)') 
subplot(3,2,6) 
plot(len, PROB1, len, PROB2, len, PROB3, len, PROB4, 
len, PROB5, len, PROBE, len, PROB7, len, PROB8, len, PROB9) 
title ('Eati: r tos 1: 5 tý ýn; ition probability') 
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end 
E. 1.2 Matlab code for the investment strategies 
Investment strategies with HMMs %% 
clear; 
%% load workspace with NASDAQ and DOWJONES data %% 
%% daily closing data for ten years (1997 - 2006), 2516 data points in 
%% each data series%% 
load Nasdaqweekriskadj 
load Dowjonesweekriskadj 
%% load calculated weights %% 
load wi 
load w2 
convert financial time series in matrix %% 
column names of DJweek: %°% 
%% 'dates' 'CloseDJ '' DJforecast' 'DJreturns' 'DJforecastedreturn' %% 
%% 'DJriskadjforecast' %% 
%% column names of Nasdaqweek: %°% 
%% 'dates' 'NasdagClose ''Nasdaqforecast' 'Nasdaqreturns' 
%% 'Nasdagforecastedreturn ''Nasdaqriskadjforecast' %% 
Nasdagweekriskadjmatrix = fts2mtx(Nasdagweekriskadj, 1); 
Dowjonesweekriskadjmatrix = fts2mtx(Dowjonesweekriskadj, 1); 
%% investment backtest for quarterly data 
%% 40 quarters in the data set %% 
%% interval = 13 weeks + starting point %°/ 
counter=0; 
interval=l4; 
for quart=1: 41 
%% actual Nasdaq data and dates of current quarter 
C1=Nasdagweekriskadjmatrix(interval: interval+12,4); 
quartdatesi(:, quart)=Nasdagweekriskadjmatrix(interval: interval+12,1); 
Nasdagdata(:, quart)=C1; 
%% actual Dow Jones data and dates of current quarter %% 
C2=Dowjonesweekriskadjmatrix(interval: interval+12,4); 
quartdates2(:, quart)=Dowjonesweekriskadjmatrix(interval: interval+12,1); 
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Dowjonesdata(:, quart)=C2; 
%% set date vector %% 
Date(:, quart)=Nasdagweekriskadjmatrix(interval-i: interval+12,1); 
pure investment in Nasdaq or Dow Jones %% 
%% initial budget %% 
BudgetNasdagweek(quart, 1)=100; 
BudgetDJweek(quart, l)=100; 
lenweek=length(C1); 
for i=l: lenweek 
BudgetNasdagweek(quart, i+1)=BudgetNasdaqweek(quart, i)*(exp(C1(i))); 
BudgetDJweek(quart, i+1)=BudgetDJweek(quart, i)*(exp(C2(i))); 
end 
pure investment in either Nasdaq or Dow Jones depending on signal %% 
from risk-adjusted forecasted return 
%% initial budget `/°% 
Budget2week(quart, 1)=100; 
ForecastRiskadjNasdagWeek=Nasdagweekriskadjmatrix(interval: interval+12,6); 
ForecastRiskadjDowjonesWeek=Dowjonesweekriskadjmatrix(interval: interval+12,6); 
lenweek2=length(ForecastRiskadjNasdaqWeek); 
disp('Investmentstrategy with weekly returns') 
disp(' ') 
for i=l: lenweek2 
if ForecastRiskadjNasdagWeek(i) > ForecastRiskadjDowjonesWeek(i) 
disp('invest in Nasdaq at time') 
disp (i ) 
Budget2week(quart, i+i)=Budget2week(quart, i)*(exp(C1(i))); 
else 
disp('invest in Dowjones at time') 
disp(i) 
Budget2week(quart, i+i)=Budget2week(quart, i)*(exp(C2(i))); 
end 
end 
comparison of last Invstment step %% %% o0 
if (Budget2week(quart, lenweek2)>BudgetNasdagweek(quart, lenweek2)) &_ 
(Budget2week(quart, lenweek2)>BudgetDJweek(quart, lenweek2)) 
counter=counter+l 
else 
counter=counter 
end 
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investment strategy with optimal calculated weights from utility 
function %% 
%% initial budget %% 
Budget3week(quart, 1)=100; 
disp('Mixed Investmentstrategy with weekly returns') 
disp(' ') 
for i=l: lenweek2 
weightl=wl(interval: interval+12); 
weight2=w2(interval: interval+12); 
disp('invest in Nasdaq'); 
disp(weightl(i)); 
disp('invest in Dowjones'); 
disp(weight2(i)); 
Budget3week(quart, i+i)=Budget3week(quart, i)*(exp(weighti(i)*C1(i)+_ 
weight2(i)*C2(i))); 
end 
%% convert prices to returns %% 
Nasdagretl(quart,: )=price2ret(BudgetNasdaqweek(quart,: )); 
DJreti(quart,: )=price2ret(BudgetDJweek(quart,: )); 
strategyreti(quart,: )=price2ret(Budget2week(quart,: )); 
mixedstrategyret(quart,: )=price2ret(Budget3week(quart,: )); 
%% increase interval counter %% 
interval=interval+13; 
%% calculate functions X. Nasdaq and XJDJ for the current quarter 
XNasdaq(quart)=log(Budget2week(quart, 14)/100)-., 
log(BudgetNasdagweek(quart, 14)/100); 
XDowJones(quart)=log(Budget2week(quart, 14)/100)-.., 
log(BudgetDJweek(quart, 14)/100); 
XNasdag2(quart)=log(Budget3week(quart, 14)/100)-_ 
log(BudgetNasdaqweek(quart, 14)/100); 
XDowJones2(quart)=1og(Budget3week(quart, 14)/100)-_ 
log(BudgetDJweek(quart, 14)/100); 
%% calculate mean and variance for returns of investment strategies 
MeanNasdaq(quart)=mean(Nasdagreti(quart,: )); 
MeanDJ(quart)=mean(DJretl(quart,: )); 
Meanswitching(quart)=mean(strategyretl(quart,: )); 
Meanmixedstrategy(quart)=mean(mixedstrategyret(quart,: )); 
VarNasdaq(quart)=var(Nasdagreti(quart,: )); 
VarDJ(quart)=var(DJreti(quart,: )); 
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VarSwitchingStr(quart)=var(strategyretl(quart,: )); 
VarMixedStr(quart)=var(mixedstrategyret(quart,: )); 
end 
MeanReturns=[MeanNasdaq' MeanDJ' Meanswitching' Meanmixedstrategy'] 
VarianceReturns=[VarNasdaq' VarDJ' VarSwitchingStr' VarMixedStr'] 
%% mean and std of outperformance from mixed strategy compared to Nasdaq %% 
MeanXNasdaq=mean(XNasdaq) ; 
STDXNasdaq=std(XNasdaq); 
mean and std of outperformance from switching strategy compared to DJ %% 
MeanXDowjones=mean(XDowJones); 
STDXDowjones=std(XDowJones); 
%% mean and std of worst performance from switching strategy compared to 
%% Nasdaq or DJ %°% 
MeanMin=mean(min(XNasdaq, XDowJones)); 
STDMin=std(min(XNasdaq, XDowJones)); 
%% mean and std of outperformance from mixed strategy compared to Nasdaq 
MeanXNasdag2=mean(XNasdag2); 
STDXNasdag2=std(XNasdag2); 
°%% mean and std of outperformance from mixed strategy compared to DJ %% 
MeanXDowjones2=mean(XDowJones2); 
STDXDowjones2=std(XDowJones2); 
X1=[1: 1: lenweek2+1]'; 
%% plots of investments in each quarter (here quarters 1-12) X% 
for p=1: 12 
subplot(4,3, p) 
X1=(Date(:, p)); 
plot(X1, BudgetNasdagweek(p,: ), X1, BudgetDJweek(p,: ), '-. b', _ 
X1, Budget2week(p,: ), '-r. ', X1, Budget3week(p,: ), ': r. 1) 
axis([X1(1) X1(14) 50 150]) 
dateaxis('x', 1, DateStringl) 
axis 'auto y' 
end 
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Appendix F 
Appendix for Chapter 8 
F. 1 MATLAB source code: Implementation of 
the numerical scheme for the default proba- 
bilities and calculations of the swap rates 
The default probabilities are computed using the source code in F. 1.2 in conjunc- 
tion with the function defined in F. I. I. The last part of this appendix provides 
the source code for the calculation of the swap rates based on the derived default 
probabilities. 
F. 1.1 MATLAB code of function for the Crank-Nicolson 
scheme 
Y. Y. default probabilities with Crank-Nicholson method 
function 
[probi, prob2]=defprob(Loss, Vo, + 
Vmin, rl, r2, T, dt, sigmal, sigma2, Vmaxl, Vmax2, dV, lambda) 
%%set up grid and adjust increments%% 
Vmax=Vmaxi; 
M=round((Vmax)/dV); 
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dV=(Vmax)/M; 
N=round(T/dt); 
dt=T/N; 
%% set up transition matrix Q %% 
Q=[lambda lambda; lambda lambda]; 
%% set up borders %% 
vetj=O: M; 
V1(:, N+1)=linspace(Vmin, Vmaxl, M+1)'; 
V2(:, N+1)=linspace(Vmin, Vmax2, M+1)'; 
V(:, N+1)=[V1(:, N+1); V2(:, N+1)]; 
%% calculate indicator function %°% 
%% set up matrix for calculation and vectors for time and prob 
matr=zeros(2*(M+1), N+1); 
veti=O: N; 
vetj=O: M; 
auxl=ones(M); 
%% set up boundary conditions %% 
for j=1: M+1 
if V(j, N+1)<=Loss 
matr(j, N+1)=1; 
else 
matr(j, N+1)=0; 
end 
end 
for j=(M+2): 2*(M+1) 
if V(j, N+1)<=Loss 
matr(j, N+1)=1; 
else 
matr(j, N+1)=0; 
end 
end 
matr(1,: )=1; 
matr(M+1,: )=0; 
matr(M+2,: )=1; 
matr(2*(M+1),: )=0; 
%% set up the coefficients for the matrix 
a1=0.25*ri*vetj*dt-0.25*sigmai"2*vetj. ^2*dt; 
b1=-0.5*sigmas-2*vetj. "2*dt-0.5*Q(1,1)*dt-1; 
cl=0.25*rl*vetj*dt+0.25*sigmal^2*vetj. ^2*dt; 
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dl=+0.5*Q(2,2)*dt*aux1; 
a2=0.25*r2*vetj*dt-0.25*sigma2"2*vetj. "2*dt; 
b2=-0.5*sigma2"2*vetj. "2*dt-0.5*Q(2,2)*dt-1; 
c2=0.25*r2*vetj*dt+0.25*sigma2"2*vetj. "2*dt; 
d2=+0.5*Q(1,1)*dt*auxl; 
blrhs=0.5*sigmal"2*vetj. "2*dt+0.5*Q(1,1)*dt-1; 
b2rhs=0.5*sigma2"2*vetj. "2*dt+0.5*Q(2,2)*dt-1; 
%% calculate part matrices 
DIAGONALI=[1 bl(2: M) 1]; 
DIAGONAL2=[-al(2: M) 0]; 
DIAGONAL3=[O cl(2: M)]; 
DIAGONAL4=[0 d1(1: M-1) 0]; 
DIAGONAL5=[0 d2(1: M-1) 0]; 
DIAGONALE=[1 b2(2: M) 1]; 
DIAGONAL7=[-a2(2: M) 0]; 
DIAGONAL8=[0 c2(2: M)]; 
%% building the matrix 
matrixA=diag(DIAGONAL2, -1)+diag(DIAGONAL1)+diag(DIAGONAL3,1); 
matrixB=diag(DIAGONAL4); 
matrixC=diag(DIAGONAL5); 
matrixD=diag(DIAGONAL7, -1)+diag(DIAGONAL6)+diag(DIAGDNAL8,1); 
MATRIX1=[matrixA matrixB; matrixC matrixD]; 
%% LU-decomposition %% 
[L, U]=lu(MATRIX1); 
%% right-hand side matrix %% 
M2DIAGDNALI=[1 blrhs(2: M) 0]; 
M2DIAGDNAL2=[ai(2: M) 0]; 
M2DIAGDNAL3=[0 -cl(2: M)]; 
M2DIAGDNAL4=[0 -dl(1: M-1) 0]; 
M2DIAGONAL5=[0 -d2(1: M-1) 0]; 
M2DIAGONAL6=[1 b2rhs(2: M) 0]; 
M2DIAGONAL7=[a2(2: M) 0]; 
M2DIAGONAL8=[0 -c2(2: M)]; 
matrix2A=diag(M2DIAGONAL2, -1)+diag(M2DIAGDNALI)+diag(M2DIAGONAL3,1); 
matrix2B=diag(M2DIAGONAL4); 
matrix2C=diag(M2DIAGONAL5); 
matrix2D=diag(M2DIAGONAL7, -1)+diag(M2DIAGONAL6)+diag(M2DIAGONAL8,1); 
MATRIX2=[matrix2A matrix2B; matrix2C matrix2D]; 
°%% solve linear systems %% 
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for i=N: -1: 1 
matr(1: (2*(M+1)), i)=U\ (L \ (MATRIX2*matr(1: (2*(M+1)), i+1))); 
end 
%% find closest point to VO on the grid and return prob 
down=floor((VO)/dV); 
up=ceil((VO)/dV); 
if down == up 
defaultprobl=matr(down+1,1); 
else 
defaultprobl=matr(down+1,1)+_ 
(VO-down*dV)*(matr(up+1,1)-matr(down+1,1))/dV; 
end 
if down == up 
defaultprob2=matr((M+1)+down+1,1); 
else 
defaultprob2=matr((M+1)+down+1,1)+_ 
(VO-down*dV)*(matr((M+1)+up+1,1)-matr((M+1)+down+1,1))/dV; 
end 
return default probabilities for case 1, starting in 'good' state and 
case 2, starting in 'bad' state 
probl=defaultprobl; 
prob2=defaultprob2; 
F. 1.2 MATLAB code for the calculation of default proba- 
bilities for various barrier levels and different values 
A of the generator matrix Q 
Y, % Default probabilities for different maturities 
%% calculated under the real-world measure 
clear; 
load interestrates2state 
%% set different loss barriers 
Loss = [110; 120; 130; 140]; 
%% min of firm's value %% 
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Vmin=1; 
%% starting point of frim's value 
V0=300; 
%% maximum of firm's value in 'good' or 'bad' state %% 
Vmaxl=800; 
Vmax2=550; 
%% set values for rates, either constant or using 'input' %Y. 
rrl=0.1 % input('r1 ') 
rr2=0.06 % input('r2: 
sigmal=0.2; % input('sigmal 
sigma2=0.4; % input('sigma2 ') 
°%% setting grid %% 
dt=1/50; 
dV=10; 
N=12; 
%% variables for 1-state setting X/ 
Vmax=Vmax1; 
r=rrl 
sigma=sigmal; 
%lambda's for generator mathrix Q 
lambdal=0.1; 
lambda2=0.3; 
lambda3=0.5; 
lambda4=0.7; 
lambda5=0.9; 
timel=cputime; 
%% calculating default probabilities in regime-switching case for different 
%% values of the loss barrier and different lambdas, utilizing function %% 
%% 'defprob', where 'MCI' in variable name denotes starting in 'good' state 
%% and 'MCII' starting in bad state 
for T=1: N 
for i=1: 4 
[defprobMCllambdal(i, T), defprobMClllambdai(i, T)]=defprob(Loss(i), V0, 
Vmin, rrl, rr2, T, dt, sigmas, sigma2, Vmaxl, Vmax2, dV, lambdal); 
[defprobMCllambda2(i, T), defprobMClllambda2(i, T)]=defprob(Loss(i), V0, 
Vmin, rri, rr2, T, dt, sigmal, sigma2, Vmaxl, Vmax2, dV, lambda2); 
[defprobMCllambda3(i, T), defprobMCIIlambda3(i, T)]=defprob(Loss(i), V0, 
Vmin, rri, rr2, T, dt, sigmal, sigma2, Vmaxi, Vmax2, dV, lambda3); 
[defprobMCllambda4(i, T), defprobMCIIlambda4(i, T)]=defprob(Loss(i), V0, 
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Vmin, rri, rr2, T, dt, sigmas, sigma2, Vmaxl, Vmax2, dV, lambda4); 
[defprobMCllambda5(i, T), defprobMClllambda5(i, T)]=defprob(Loss(i), Vo, 
Vmin, rrl, rr2, T, dt, sigmal, sigma2, Vmaxl, Vmax2, dV, lambda5); 
end 
end 
time2=cputime-timet 
calculating default probabilities in non-regime-switching case 
for T=1: N 
for i=1: 4 
defproblST(T)=defproblstate210507(Loss(i), V0, ... 
Vmin, r, T, dt, sigmas, Vmax, dV); 
end 
end 
----------------------------------- 
F. 1.3 MATLAB code for calculating the swap rates with 
derived default probabilities 
%% Swap rates for 1- and 2-state model 
clear; 
%% load defaultprobabilities for regime-switching case 
%% loaded matrices contain calculated default probabilities for different 
maturities and in this case for different values of sigma 1 from %% 
sensitivity analysis /% 
load sens_sigmal_statel-rn 
load sens_sigmai-state 2_rn 
%% load defaultprobabilities for non-regime-switching case for different 
%% values of mu and sigma 
load sens. mul_rn 
load sens_sigmal_rn 
%% set parameters 
mu=[0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05; 
0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05]; 
sigma=[0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5; 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5]; 
%% swap rate for 1-state model %% 
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M. considered time period 
n=10; 
for count=l: 5 
slS= [] ; 
s2S= [] ; 
s3S= [] ; 
rrl=mu(1,5); 
%% calculate swap-rate for each maturity 
for time=l: n 
r=[rrl rrl rri rrl rrl rri rrl rrl rrl rri rrl rri]'; 
%% set default probabilities used for this maturity %% 
for i=l: time+l 
; ProbS(i)=sens_sigmai_rn(i, count) 
end 
%% constant rebate of underlying reference asset %% 
R=0.1; 
%% sum for payoff P 
for i=2: time+l 
slS(i)=(ProbS(i)-ProbS(i-1))*exp(-r(i)*i); 
end 
sumlS=sum(s1S); 
%% payoff of the contingent claim 
PS=(1-R)*sumlS; 
interval between payments ° 
D=1; 
%% sum of expected present values of fee leg F divided by S 
for i=2: time+l 
s2S(i)=D*(1-ProbS(i))*exp(-r(i)*i); 
end 
KS=sum(s2S(i)); 
%% sum of expected present values of fee accruals A divided by S 
for i=2: time+l 
s3S(i)=D/2*(ProbS(i)-ProbS(i-1))*exp(-r(i)*i); 
end 
MS=sum(s3S(i)); 
%% swap rate %% 
SwapratelstateSSigmal(time, count)=PS/(KS+MS); 
end 
len=length(SwapratelstateSSigmal); 
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X1=1: len; 
end save SwapratelstateSSigmal 
SwapratelstateSSigmal 
------------------------------------------------- 
swap rate for 2state model 
considered time period %% 
n=10; 
for count=l: 5 
sI1= [] ; 
sII1= [] ; 
%% set parameters %% 
%% different values for rr1 and rr2 possible for sensitivity of r 
rrl=mu(1,5); 
rr2=mu(2,1); 
rl(:, 1)=[rrl rrl rrl rrl rrl rrl rrl rrl rrl rrl rrl rrl]'; 
rl(:, 2)=[rr2 rr2 rr2 rr2 rr2 rr2 rr2 rr2 rr2 rr2 rr2 rr2]'; 
rrl2=mu(1,5); 
rr22=mu(2, count); 
r2(:, 2)=[rr22 rr22 rr22 rr22 rr22 rr22 rr22 rr22 rr22 rr22 rr22 rr22]'; 
r2(:, 1)=[rrl2 rrl2 rrl2 rrl2 rrl2 rrl2 rrl2 rrl2 rrl2 rrl2 rrl2 rrl2]'; 
D 
setting default probability matrices DD DD 
defprobsensl(:,: )=sens_sigmai_statei. rn 
defprobsens2(:,: )=sens_sigmal_state2 rn 
%% Markov chain X for the model parameters mu, sigma and r 
%% initial value %°% 
state=2; 
X1=[1 0)' ; 
X2= [0 1) '; 
°° initial value for transition probability matrix 
lambda=0.1; 
A=[1-lambda lambda; lambda 1-lambda] 
%% calculate swap-rate for each maturity ° 
for time=l: n 
%% modelling a Markov chain 
Xhat1(:, 1)=X1; 
Xhat2(:, 1)=X2; 
for i=2: time+l 
Xhati(:, i)=A*Xhat1(:, i-1); 
Xhat2(:, i)=A*Xhat2(:, i-1) 
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end 
%% Setting the default probabilities 
for i=l: time+l 
Probl(i)=defprobsensl(i, count); 
Probll(i)=defprobsens2(i, count); 
end 
for i=2: time+l 
rinnerproductl(i)=r1(i,: )*Xhatl(:, i); 
rinnerproduct2(i)=r1(i,: )*Xhat2(:, i); 
end 
%% constant rebate of underlying reference asset 
R=0.1; 
M sum for payoff P 
for i=2: time+l 
sI1(i)=(ProbI(i)-ProbI(i-1))*exp(-rinnerproductl(i)*i); 
sII1(i)=(ProbII(i)-ProbII(i-1))*exp(-rinnerproduct2(i)*i); 
end 
sumll=sum(sIl); 
sumlll=sum(sIIl); 
%% payoff of the contingent claim 
PI=(1-R)*sumll; 
PII=(1-R)*sumIIl; 
D=1; 
%% sum of expected present values of fee leg F divided by S 
for i=2: time+l 
sI2(i)=D*(1-ProbI(i))*exp(-rinnerproductl(i)*i); 
sII2(i)=D*(1-ProbII(i))*exp(-rinnerproduct2(i)*i); 
end 
KI=sum(sI2(i)); 
KII=sum(sII2(i)); 
%% sum of expected present values of fee accruals A divided by S 
for i=2: time+l 
sI3(i)=D/2*(ProbI(i)-ProbI(i-1))*exp(-rinnerproductl(i)*i); 
sII3(i)=D/2*(ProbII(i)-ProbII(i-1))*exp(-rinnerproduct2(i)*i); 
end 
MI=sum(sI3(i)); 
MII=sum(sII3(i)); 
%% swap rate %% 
Swaprate2statesenssigma1I(time, count)=PI/(KI+MI); 
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Swaprate2statesenssigmalll(time, count)=PII/(KII+MII); 
end 
end 
len=length(Swaprate2statesenssigmalll(:, 5)); 
XX1=1: len; 
save Swaprate2statesenssigmall Swaprate2statesenssigmall 
save Swaprate2statesenssigmalll Swaprate2statesenssigmalll 
%% plot swap rates %% 
plot(XX1, SwapratelstateSSigmal, XX1, Swaprate2statesenssigmall(:, 5), ý 
XX1, Swaprate2statesenssigmalll(:, 5)) 
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